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Executive Summary 
Emergency Services Consulting International (ESCI) was retained by three fire agencies in Navajo County 

Arizona to conduct an Opportunities for Collaborative Efforts Feasibility Study. Those three fire agencies 

included Lakeside Fire District, Pinetop Fire District, and Show Low Fire District.  The purpose of the 

study was to:  

 Assess the current fiscal, service level, and infrastructure conditions of each participating 
agency; recommend improvements to their existing processes; and forecast each agency’s fiscal 
future for the next five years. 

 Identify full organizational (merger or consolidation) collaboration options as well as partnership 
alternatives available to the agencies. 

 Analyze the most feasible of these options and alternatives, recommending those with the 
greatest opportunity for success. 

In recent years cooperative service and the integration of fire departments and emergency medical 

systems has become a viable option in trying to ensure efficiencies are being captured, costs are 

controlled and innovation and technologies are being utilized.  Typically,  the motivation to look at doing 

more with neighboring jurisdictions vary from area to area, but most often include the desire to 

maintain or enhance current services or service levels, reduce or eliminate future costs, or eliminate 

duplication.  ESCI has been involved in many successful functional, operational, and legal consolidations.  

However, we do caution clients that combining for the sole purpose of saving money has risk.  In most 

cases there are long-term cost savings through regional cooperative effort, but not all integrations 

ultimately result in saving money.  Analysis has to be done to determine what the potential is for cost 

reductions as well as efficiencies that can be gained that will maintain or enhance services to the public.  

In today’s economy the expectation is that the fire service will do more with less and deliver service in a 

conservative manner, particularly as it relates to the long-term financial sustainability of programs and 

services.   

This report contains the following sections:  Current Conditions for each independent agency (including 

the fiscal analyses), service delivery and performance for each independent agency, General Partnering 

Strategies, Integration Options and Strategies, Findings and Recommendations, and Implementation 

Guidance.   

KEY FINDINGS  

All three fire agencies have already demonstrated their interdependence and their ability to collaborate 

on various initiatives.  They have also discovered the numerous challenges they each face but also have 

in common with each other.  A combined and concerted effort to respond to these challenges is in their 

collective best interests which, we presume, led to the initiation of this study.  All three agencies are 

committed to the service they provide to their customers and citizens.  In brief, ESCI finds:  
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Finding #1: Each agency depends upon the others for mutual aid and automatic aid assistance 
during emergency incidents. As stand-alone agencies, each one is hard-pressed to effectively 
combat a significant, multiple alarm fire or other major incident without assistance. 

Finding #2: Important gaps were identified in each organization. They range from the need to 
better refine and track incident data, to the need to consolidate the two dispatch centers into 
one serving all three agencies (possibly the entire region).  

Finding #3: Organizational culture is acknowledged by each agency as significantly different 
between the agencies.  In ESCI’s experience, a new culture will emerge with integration, and no 
individual agency’s culture will survive to dominate the others. 

Finding #4: Despite close collaboration on numerous operational issues, dialogue is lacking 
between Lakeside Fire District (LSFD) and Pinetop Fire District (PFD). This may be a cultural 
difference or run deeper than that, but may interfere with gains which could otherwise occur. 

Finding #5:  All of the strategies presented in this report are feasible. Each presented strategy 
moves across the spectrum of partnership options from maintaining status quo at the low end 
of the scale, to a Joint Powers Authority in the middle, to full integration via merger or 
consolidation at the top of the partnership scale.   

 Status quo requires no change by any of the agencies.  Growth in levy rate will be 
required by each agency to make up for losses in assessed valuation. 

 Functional integration allows for some efficiency, depending upon the areas integrated.  
This requires each agency to levy its own taxes and operate independently financially, 
while negotiating agreements on policy matters and operational matters via the IGA 
(contract). 

 A Joint Powers Authority can include any or all functions vested in the agencies 
individually. The IGA forming a JPA between agencies authorizes the formation of a 
Separate Legal Entity exercising powers vested in the contract agencies on behalf of the 
collective agencies.  Taxing authority continues to lie with the separate, originating 
agencies. 

 Merger results in the establishment of a single fire district.  The fire districts are 
combined into a new single district and the existing governing boards meet to 
determine the five board members who will continue to serve. The levy rate required 
for the combined agencies is $2.95 in 2014-2015, and $3.10 in 2015-2019. 

 Consolidation also results in a single fire district, but one of the districts absorbs the 
others, eliminating them and essentially becoming a larger district.  The boards are not 
blended as in the merger scenario.  A consolidation and a merger result in the same 
outcome with the form of governance being the single distinction. The levy rate 
required for the combined agencies is $2.95 in 2014-2015, and $3.10 in 2015-2019. 

Finding #6: The pairing strategy is also feasible with any of the combinations of the three 
agencies. These are essentially mergers of two fire districts as opposed to three and are 
calculated in the event there isn’t unanimous agreement that all three agencies should merge.  
The same efficiencies exist with the pairings as with the three agency merger, only on a smaller 
scale. 
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Finding #7: Numerous efficiencies can be gained by combining in any of the merger strategies 
(all three agencies or any of the pairings).  Examples include: 

 There are positions that duplicate or overlap responsibilities, especially in civilian 
support staff.  These positions can be eliminated through attrition once vacated, making 
significant gains in efficiency within the five year forecast. 

 The cost of a single, unified agency annual audit is less than the expense of three 
individual agency annual audits. 

 The fees for Workers Compensation, Medical Insurance carriers and Liability, Errors and 
Omissions Insurance would be significantly less for one unified agency than the 
combined total the three agencies currently pay individually. 

 Volume purchasing results in reduced costs and therefore savings in virtually any 
consumable supplies or capital equipment the agencies each purchase independently.  
Capital equipment such as fire engines can generate savings upward of $50,000 per unit. 

 Establishing a larger, singular training division provides depth of resources, creating a 
higher quality, deeper intensity training effort together than each agency can perform 
separately. 

 A pooled fleet of reserve apparatus reduces the number of individual reserve apparatus 
required for each separate agency. 

 Each individual agency providing their own “specialty team” capability is far more 
expensive and less practical than the potential to provide a larger single agency specialty 
team with greater depth of resources and capability.   

 A single, unified agency providing human resources, finance, and legal services allows 
for greater focus and reduced costs than these functions being provided by each agency 
separately. 

 A single, unified agency has greater flexibility in the deployment of its personnel and 
equipment for greater efficiency and effectiveness than each of the single agencies can 
individually.   

 A “Peak Activity Unit” (an additional unit placed into service only during times of peak 
demand for emergency services) has a greater opportunity to be staffed by a single, 
unified agency than any of the three separate agencies can individually.  This unit can be 
deployed anywhere throughout the entire study area (based on peak demand), reducing 
response time and adding resources to the entire system. 

 Reducing the number of elected board members from either ten or fifteen (depending 
on a two agency or three agency integration) down to five for the combined agencies is 
an efficiency, while still maintaining representation for each of the communities. 

 A single, unified agency would need to eventually receive dispatch services from a single 
agency, concentrating any technology enhancements and other investments into a 
single dispatch center as opposed to two dispatch centers as is currently the case. 

 Combining the reserve firefighter program creates a deeper resource pool to draw from 
at no additional cost. 
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 Realignment of officers across a unified agency provides more efficient supervisory staff 
utilization, such as is currently being done with battalion chiefs and staff chiefs at 
Lakeside and Show Low. 

 While this partial list of efficiencies is not quantified, they would likely reduce the 
expenses and therefore the levy rate required to sustain any of the merger scenarios. 

Finding #8: There are twenty-nine minor recommendations for the agencies to consider as 
stand-alone agencies to improve their existing processes. 

Finding #9:  Additional opportunities to reduce expenses are available to the agencies. The most 
significant expense reduction option is retiring debt early. This is an option available to LSFD and 
Show Low Fire District (SLFD) since their debt is relatively small and they have the cash on hand 
to do so. This option is not available to PFD, given the size of their debt. 

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS  

Given the analysis in this study and the findings above, ESCI recommends:  

Recommendation #1: ESCI recommends the agencies pursue Strategy D (Merger) as a means to 
capture the full value offered by eliminating duplication of administration, support, and 
infrastructure; increasing depth and capacity for emergency response; maximizing the use of 
already “sunk” investments; gaining productivity by using existing capacity; and taking 
advantage of the additional improvements to process and product that can inevitably result 
from the combined effect of three agencies operating as one. The levy rate required for the 
combined agencies is $2.95 in 2014-2015, and $3.10 in 2015-2019. 

Recommendation #2: Any of the pairings listed in Strategy F (Potential Pairings) is also an 
effective merger strategy for the same reasons listed in Recommendation #1 above.  It should 
be pursued if the three agencies do not unanimously agree to pursue a three agency merger. 
The projected levy rates are listed in the following chart: 

Pairing Option Projected Levy Rate 

Agency  2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 

LSFD-PFD $2.85 $2.90 $2.90 $2.90 $2.90 

LSFD-SLFD $2.95 $3.10 $3.10 $3.10 $3.10 

PFD-SLFD $2.95 $3.05 $3.10 $3.10 $3.10 

 

Recommendation #3: The process of considering and implementing any of these 
recommendations starts first with a shared vision by the policymakers of the participating 
agencies. From the vision, goals and objectives can be identified which, if accomplished, propel 
the agencies toward the vision. This process, in essence, is the framework of a strategic plan for 
integration.  A suggested implementation guide is included at the end of this report. 
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Evaluation of Current Conditions 
This section of the report provides an overview of the current conditions within the Lakeside Fire District 

(LSFD), Pinetop Fire District (PFD), and Show Low Fire District (SLFD), Arizona. It includes a summary of 

each agency’s organization; management structure; capital facilities and equipment; staffing and 

personnel; service delivery and performance; support programs, including: training, fire prevention, and 

emergency communications; and financial condition.  

ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW 

Data provided by the participating fire agencies was combined with information collected in the course 

of ESCI’s fieldwork and used to develop an overview of the three organizations. The purpose of the 

following organizational overview is two-fold. First, it verifies the accuracy of the baseline information 

and ESCI’s understanding of each agency’s composition—the foundation from which the feasibility 

analysis is developed. Second, the overview serves as a reference for the reader who may not be 

familiar with the details of each agency’s operations. 

Lines of Authority and Internal Controls  

For any agency to be successful there must be an organizational structure with clearly defined lines of 

authority and written regulations, procedures, and processes to guide actions and decision-making. 

Figure 1 describes the organizational structure and history of the three agencies. 

Figure 1: Organizational Structure and History 

Survey Components 
Observations – Organization Overview 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Responsibilities and Lines of Authority   
Governing body Fire District Board Fire District Board Fire District Board 
  i) head of governing body Amy Kay John Rowlinson Dennis Koenig 
  ii) key employee of 
governing body 

Fire Chief Fire Chief Fire Chief 

  iii) meetings 
3rd Tuesday of each 

month at 1500 hours 
3rd Monday of each 

month at 1630 
3rd Tuesday of each 

month at 1730 hours 
Elected official authority 
defined 

Yes, in Title 48 and board 
member bylaws 

Yes, in Title 48 and board 
member bylaws 

Yes, in Title 48 and board 
member bylaws 

Fire chief position Bryan Savage Rob Watson, interim Randy Chevalier, interim 

  i) hired by contract 
Yes – renewal every year 

after evaluations 

Not for interim, intend 
to contract with new 

chief 
Not for interim 

  ii) term of contract Annual N/A N/A 
  iii) periodic performance 
evaluation 

Annually Annually 
Interim chief given 

evaluation on 9-17-13 

Fire chief/authority defined 
Yes, in Title 48, in job 
description, personal 

services contract  

Yes, in Title 48, in job 
description and district 

manual 

Yes, in Title 48, in job 
description and board 

bylaws 
Policy and administrative 
roles defined 

Yes, in district bylaws Yes, in district manual Yes, in district bylaws 
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Survey Components 
Observations – Organization Overview 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Internal Controls       

Rules and regulations 
maintained 

Yes, updated on a case 
by case basis – 

evaluating entire manual 
for consistency between 

LSFD and SLFD 

Yes, generally updated 
annually and as needed 

case by case 

Yes, updated on a case 
by case, some on an 

annual basis, evaluating 
entire manual for 

consistency between 
LSFD and SLFD 

  i) process for revision 
provided 

Issue driven Issue driven Issue driven 

Legal counsel maintained Bill Whittington 
Counsel varies based on 

need 
Bill Whittington 

  i) consultation available Yes Yes Yes 
  ii) labor counsel Same Attorney As needed Same Attorney 

Financial controls 
maintained 

Policy driven – internal 
controls document 

Policy driven – internal 
controls document – 

being updated  

Policy driven – internal 
controls document 

Governing body minutes 
maintained 

Yes, posted on website 
and available via public 

record request 

Yes, posted on website 
and available by public 

request 

Yes, but not posted on 
website or physically 

Organizational Structure    
Structure type Fire District Fire District  Fire District 
Descriptions of all jobs 
maintained 

Yes, as approved by 
board 

Yes, just updated  All but fleet manager 

  i) job descriptions updated 
Just reviewed and 

updated in 2013 (about 
every five years) 

Most were updated in 
2013 

Just recently reviewed in 
2013 

Employment agreements  
None other than the fire 

chief 
No No 

Chain of Command    
Span of control Less than 1:6 1:7 1:7 
Hiring/Firing authority Yes Yes Yes 
Formation History    
Organization formed 1959 1958 1949 

History maintained Yes 
Yes, Karen Robins is 
currently writing the 
department history 

Yes, but not in a 
published format. Local 

historical society 
maintains historical 

records 

 i) Individual or group 
responsible 

Fire Marshal Webb, who 
is the local president of 

the historic society 
Karen Robins 

Historical society 
maintains some of the 

history 
General Agency Description   
Agency type Fire District Fire District Fire District 

Area, square miles 
25, Ambulance 

Certificate of Necessity – 
40 

11.5, Ambulance 
Certificate of Need – 

211.9 (may be less due 
to tribal lands which the 

tribe controls) 

113 

Headquarters 
2922 W. White 
Mountain Blvd. 

1845 S. Pine Lake Rd 60 N. 6th Street 
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Survey Components 
Observations – Organization Overview 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 

Number of fire stations 3, 1 staffed 2 

3, 1 owned by City of 
Show Low – that station 

is staffed only when 
airport is taking 

commercial flights – 2 
other stations staffed 

Other facilities No 
Training trailer about to 

be permanently set 
No 

Discussion: 

The three agencies are all fire districts, governed by elected fire board members and managed day-to-

day by their fire chiefs. In Pinetop and Show Low, the districts are led by interim fire chiefs, temporarily 

moved into the spot due to vacancies at the fire chief position. In Show Low, the board has made the 

conscious decision to hold the position vacant until the conclusion of this study, anticipating an 

opportunity to gain efficiency by operating under a single fire chief for the combined agencies. In 

Pinetop, the process has already begun to recruit a new fire chief to fill that vacancy on a long term 

basis. The position may be filled by the time this report is presented to the elected officials. 

A contract for the fire chief position only exists in Lakeside, which is understandable since this position is 

currently the only regular position (non-interim) of the three agencies. The Pinetop interim chief 

surmises that the new fire chief, once hired, will likely have a contract since that has been the practice in 

the past. Performance reviews are performed by Lakeside and Pinetop, but the interim fire chief has not 

received one. 

Lakeside and Show Low have been very active in streamlining administrative and operational functions 

as much as possible in anticipation of some sort of integration of the agencies. They have taken the 

additional step of working to align their rules and regulations. Further, they have blended some of the 

command staff positions to avoid duplication of effort. While these steps are not permanent, they 

illustrate some of the efficiencies which can be gained by collaborating and/or partnering. 

All three agencies use the same legal counsel and similar internal financial controls as governed by 

policy, although Pinetop is in the process of updating its financial internal control policies. Board 

meeting minutes are not readily available for constituents to review in Pinetop and Show Low, although 

they are certainly available upon request. 

Recommendations: 

 Pinetop should enter into active discussions with Show Low and Lakeside regarding standardizing rules 
and regulations, along with other potential collaborative efforts. 

 Board meeting minutes should be posted on the Show Low fire district website for ease of access by their 
constituents. 
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Organizational Charts 

The three districts’ current organizational charts follow. 
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Figure 2: LFD Organizational Chart 
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Figure 3: PFD Organizational Chart 
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Figure 4: SLFD Organizational Chart 
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Infrastructure and Alarm Information 

The infrastructure makes it possible for the three agencies to deliver services and achieve their mission. 

The components of that infrastructure; facilities, apparatus, and personnel, along with the service 

demand of the communities served, are listed in the following figure. 

Figure 5: Infrastructure and Alarm Information 

Survey Components 
Observations – Organization Overview 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Equipment    
Emergency vehicles    
  i) engine 1 2 2  
  ii) engine, reserve 1 0 1 

  iii) Wildland engines 
1 type 3 and 3 type 6 

engines 
2 type 6 engines, 1 type 

3 engine 
3 type 6 engines 

  iv) ladder truck 0 0 1 
  v) ambulance 2 2 1 
  vi) ambulance, reserve 1 1 ordered 0 
  vii) command 3 7 6 

  viii) boat 
16” aluminum boat for 
ice and water rescue 

0 0 

Tenders 2 1, 1 being returned 1 
Rescue 0 1 (being surplussed) 0 
Support Vehicle 3 3 3 
ISO and Staffing    
ISO rating 5/10 4 3/8B 
  i) date of most recent 
rating 

2011 2002 2011 

Total fire department 
personnel, uniformed and 
civilian 

27 career, 11 reserve (1 
legacy deputy chief 
reserve coordinator 

position – not intending 
to replace when 

vacated) 

29 career, 5 reserve 

4 blue shirt reserves, 5 
red shift reserves, 32 

career, 5 chief officers 
and 5 support staff 
(FMO, 2 Mechanics, 

admin asst., and admin 
coord.) 

  i) administrative and 
support personnel, full-
time 

6 5 10 

  ii) administrative and 
support personnel, 
volunteer 

1 prevention person 0 
6 elderly prevention 
support volunteers 

  iii) administrative and 
support personnel, part-
time 

No, just reserves No, just reserves No, just reserves 

  iv) operational personnel, 
full-time 

21 24 32 

  v) operational personnel, 
part-time 

11 reserves 5 reserves 
4 reserves and 5 in 

training 
  vi) operational personnel, 
volunteer 

None None None  
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Survey Components 
Observations – Organization Overview 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
    
Demographics    

Population, 2010 

Estimated at 6,500 year 
round, and seasonal 

growth around 25,000 
(9,000 properties) 

Estimated at 7,566 year 
round, and seasonal 

growth between 20,000 
to 30,000 

Estimated at 17,207 year 
round, and seasonal 

growth between 20,000 
to 30,000 

Total residential units, 2010 9,000  Not tracked Not tracked 

Businesses, 2010 210 Not tracked Not tracked 

Alarms    

Fire, 2013 44 24 70 

  i) value of property 
exposed to fire, 2013 

Not tracked Not tracked Not tracked 

  ii) value of property lost to 
fire, 2013 

$56,000 Not tracked Not tracked 

Rupture or explosion 0 3 0 

EMS/rescue 811 614 1395 

Number of EMS transports 799 558 Not applicable 

Hazardous condition 60 15 41 

Service call 188 196 255 

Good intent call 103 101 209 

False call 20 39 66 

Severe weather 2 2 2 

Other (Mutual aid 
given/rec’d) 

256 given 

151 received 

77 given  

19 received 
90 given 

63 received 

Total 1462 994 3261 

Discussion: 

The three agencies are remarkably similar in size, staff, number of stations, and apparatus. Show Low 

has a slightly more urban feel with Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF) apparatus serving a regional 

airport and a ladder truck serving their commercial core. Lakeside and Pinetop perform Advanced Life 

Support (ALS) transport services and possess a Certificate of Necessity (CON). Show Low does not 

possess a CON and does not transport. All three agencies have wildland fire interface areas and this is 

perhaps the single greatest threat to all three communities. 

The agencies are similarly structured, with demand impacted by seasonal influx of part-time residents 

and tourists, coinciding with the population surges of the entire region during the summer months.  
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Recommendations: 

 Pinetop and Show Low should track the number of residential and commercial units in their districts to 
determine incident demand per capita and to quantify community risk. 

 All three agencies should track the value of properties exposed to fire and the value of property lost to 
fire in order to determine the values saved and to quantify the value of the fire districts to their 
constituents. 

 Pinetop should track the number of patients transported as part of the incident data gathered to 
determine workload indicators and perform cost-versus-revenue analysis. 

 Pinetop should request a rerate from ISO to potentially improve its insurance rate classification. 
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MANAGEMENT COMPONENTS 

Fire districts, as with most emergency service agencies, face challenges to organizational growth and 

management. In addition to the operational challenges of emergency response, the management of the 

business of a fire district presents unique issues involving the administration of financial resources, the 

setting of goals and objectives, internal and external communications, information management, and 

security. This section examines the efforts made by LSFD, PFD, and SLFD in organizational management 

and preparation for the future health of the organizations. 

Figure 6: Strategic Planning 

Survey Components 
Observations – Management Components 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Strategic Planning    
Mission statement adopted Yes Yes Yes 

  i) displayed 
In lobby at headquarters 
and in strategic plan and 

website 

In the process of being 
posted in the work areas 
of the stations, in policy 
manual and on website 

Yes, in policy manual, 
website 

Vision established and 
communicated 

No No 
Yes, posted on side of 

units 
Values of staff established Yes, in strategic plan Yes No 

Strategic or master plan 
Strategic plan, no master 

plan 
Strategic Plan 

Strategic plan just 
expired – not valid 

  i) adopted by elected 
officials 

Yes Yes N/A 

  ii) published and available Yes Yes N/A 
  iii) periodic review Six month intervals Bi-annually N/A 
Agency goals and 
objectives established 

Yes Yes No 

  i) date developed 2012-2015 2012-2014 N/A 

  ii) periodic review 
Every six months during 

all hands meeting 

Supposed to be 
annually, but was 

published as the chief 
resigned. In flux 

N/A 

Code of ethics established 
Yes – standards of 

conduct in policy manual 
Yes – standards of 

conduct in policy manual 
Yes – standards of 

conduct in policy manual 
Regulatory and Policy Documents    
Copies of rules provided Yes Yes Yes 

  i) last date reviewed 
On an exception basis, 

but under review 
currently  

Oct., 2013 
On an exception basis 

but under review 
currently 

Copies of SOPs or 
guidelines available 

Yes Yes Yes 

  i) regular update 
Yes, currently under 

review to bring in line 
with Show Low 

Yes 
Yes, currently under 
review with Lakeside 

  iii) SOGs used in training 
evolutions 

Yes, minimum company 
standards test them 

Guidelines are used in 
training 

Yes 
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Survey Components 
Observations – Management Components 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
    
Policy manual available Yes Yes Yes 
  i) reviewed for consistency Yes Yes Yes 
  ii) reviewed for legal 
mandates 

Are reviewed any time 
there is a change 

Are reviewed any time 
there is a change 

Are reviewed any time 
there is a change 

  iii) training on policies 
provided 

Yes Yes, could be better 
Not as much as we 

should 

Discussion: 

All three agencies have strategic plans. LSFD’s strategic plan does not contain a vision statement, which 

is the forward-looking component of a strategic plan. PFD’s strategic plan also does not have a vision 

statement, but does have a future section with general discussion about a desired future. Show Low has 

an expired strategic plan, but the mission and vision exists for the agency and the vision statement is 

actually written on the sides of the SLFD apparatus. Show Low does not have a set of published and 

adopted values. 

For all three agencies, the rules and regulations are reviewed on an exception basis. When a rule or 

regulation has been potentially violated but the rule may be out of date, the specific rule may be 

updated at that point. Training on policies occurs at LSFD, but both PFD and SLFD admit that their effort 

to train personnel on existing policies could be improved. 

In the course of administering a fire district, it is of utmost importance to continuously scan the internal 

and external environment for critical issues and challenges which may confront the organization now or 

in the near future. Without such an understanding, agency leadership is not prepared to meet future 

challenges. In addition, the enunciation of critical issues to employees and members increases their 

awareness of the organization’s priorities and assists them in becoming focused on solutions. 

Establishing a practice of regularly meeting with internal and external stakeholders to identify and 

define critical issues enables the organization to move forward more effectively. 

Each of the fire chiefs of the three agencies was asked to list their top three critical issues. That list is 

reflected in the following figure. 

Figure 7: Critical Issues 

Critical Issues Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 

1st 
Finances in a down 

economy 
Political environment is 

unstable 
Finances 

2nd  Succession planning 
Currently vacant fire chief 

position 

Long term 
goals/organizational 

structure 
3rd  Duplication of services Distrust among crews Apparatus aging condition 

The fire chiefs of LSFD and SLFD have serious concerns about the continued difficult fiscal climate – each 

stated this is the primary concern. In PFD, political turmoil is the greatest concern, the evidence of which 

is reflected in recent changes in leadership both at the fire chief and board member levels. Second, all 
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three fire chiefs expressed concern about the future leadership of their organizations, although each 

used different words and contexts to describe this critical issue. The third critical issue differed for each 

agency. At LSFD, duplication of services reflects competition for limited community dollars and a level of 

redundancy between the three agencies which is difficult to defend to the taxpayers. At PFD, the shifts 

in leadership have caused individual crew members to fall into different “camps” of thought, creating 

mistrust between and among crew camps, and between crews and management. At SLFD, the condition 

of the fleet is of serious concern to its fire chief. 

Recommendations: 

 At the conclusion of this study, the three districts should jointly strategize and problem-solve around 
these critical issues at a minimum. 
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CAPITAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 

Three basic resources are required to successfully carry out the emergency mission of a fire 

department—trained personnel, firefighting equipment (both tools and vehicles), and fire stations. 

Because firefighting is an extremely physical task, the training and capacity of personnel resources is of 

vital concern. However, no matter how competent or numerous the firefighters, the department fails to 

execute its mission if it lacks sufficient fire equipment which has been deployed in an efficient and 

effective manner. 

The review of capital facilities and apparatus for this study consists of a combination of the agencies’ 

own internal assessments and site visits by a member of the ESCI team.  

After reviewing each agency’s facilities and apparatus, as well as visiting the fire stations and their 

assigned apparatus, our ESCI team member  

Figure 8: Capital Facilities and Equipment Planning 

Survey Components 
Observations – Capital 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 

Fire Stations/Structures 
Plan currently being 

developed 
No plan – new facilities 

Plan currently drafted, 
but not yet approved 

Plan maintained N/A N/A 
Drafted but not 

approved 
  i) period of plan (from – to) N/A N/A Drafted to 2020 
  ii) funding mechanism N/A N/A N/A 

Apparatus Yes 
No apparatus 

replacement plan 
No apparatus 

replacement plan 

Plan maintained Every six months N/A 
Drafted but not 

approved 

  i) period of plan (from – to) 
Projects a rolling 30 

year forecast 
N/A N/A 

  ii) funding mechanism Capital Reserve fund Capital Reserve fund N/A 

Support Equipment 
Included in Apparatus 

Replacement Plan. 
No replacement 

schedule 
No replacement 

schedule 

Plan maintained Every six months N/A N/A 

  i) period of plan (from – to) 
Projects a rolling 30 

year forecast 
N/A N/A 

  ii) funding mechanism Capital Reserve fund N/A N/A 

Discussion: 

All three agencies have various portions of capital facilities and equipment plans in place, but not a 

complete system. A complete system includes a facility and equipment (apparatus and key support 

equipment) inventory, the projected life expectancy of those individual elements, the approximate cost 

for replacement at the point each element is expected to be replaced, and a sufficient funding 

mechanism or funding stream set aside exclusively for the purpose of replacing each element according 

to the plan. 
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The facilities and apparatus for each agency are described in greater detail in the figures which follow 

this section. 

Facilities  

Fire stations play an integral role in the delivery of emergency services for a number of reasons. A 

station’s location will dictate, to a large degree, response times to emergencies. A poorly located station 

can mean the difference between confining a fire to a single room and losing the entire structure.  

Fire stations also need to be designed properly. Stations must adequately house equipment and 

apparatus, as well as meet the needs of the organization, its workers, and/or its members. It is essential 

to research need based upon call volume, response time, types of emergencies, and projected growth 

prior to making a station placement commitment. Locating fire stations is also a matter of the greater 

community need. 

Consideration should be given to a fire station’s ability to support the district’s mission as it exists today 

and into the future. The activities that take place within the fire station should be closely examined to 

ensure the structure is adequate in both size and function. Examples of these functions may include: 

• The housing and cleaning of apparatus and equipment 

• Residential living space for on-duty crew members (male and female) 

• Administrative or management offices 

• Training, classroom, and library areas 

• Firefighter fitness area 

• Public meeting space 

The facilities evaluated were scored based on guidance from the following scale. 
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Figure 9: Fire Station Condition Definitions 

Excellent 

Like new condition. No visible structural defects. The facility is clean and well maintained. Interior 
layout is conducive to function with no unnecessary impediments to the apparatus bays or offices. No 
significant defect history. Building design and construction matches building purpose. Age is typically 
less than 10 years. 

Good 

The exterior has a good appearance with minor or no defects. Clean lines, good work flow design, and 
only minor wear of the building interior. Roof and apparatus apron are in good working order, absent 
any significant full thickness cracks or crumbling of apron surface or visible roof patches or leaks. 
Building design and construction matches building purpose. Age is typically less than 20 years. 

Fair 

The building appears to be structurally sound with weathered appearance and minor to moderate non-
structural defects. Interior condition shows normal wear and tear, but flows effectively to the 
apparatus bay or offices. Mechanical systems are in working order. Building design and construction 
may not match building purpose well. Showing increasing age-related maintenance, but with no critical 
defects. Age is typically 30 years or more. 

Poor 

The building appears to be cosmetically weathered and worn with potentially structural defects, 
although not imminently dangerous or unsafe. Large, multiple full-thickness cracks and crumbling of 
concrete on apron may exist. Roof has evidence of leaking and/or multiple repairs. The interior is 
poorly maintained or showing signs of advanced deterioration with moderate to significant non-
structural defects. Problematic age-related maintenance and/or major defects are evident. May not be 
well suited to its intended purpose. Age is typically greater than 40 years. 
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Figure 10: LSFD, Station 210  

Address: 2922 W. White Mountain Blvd 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Survey Components  
Structure  
Construction type Metal frame/metal clad, 6 bays 
Date Built in three phases 
Seismic protection/energy audits No 
Auxiliary power Yes 

Condition 
Original section – poor  

Bay – good  
New section – good 

Special considerations (ADA, mixed gender appropriate, 
storage, etc.) 

Mixed gender appropriate, ample storage  

Square Footage Not documented 
Facilities Available  

Exercise/workout 
Yes, upstairs in original section – low clearance, but 

good equipment 
Kitchen/dormitory  Yes – mixed gender appropriate in newer section 
Lockers/showers Yes – mixed gender appropriate in newer section 

Training/meetings 
Yes – folding divider in large training room, plus 

smaller conference room 
Washer/dryer Yes, including turnout gear washer/dryer 
Protection Systems  
Sprinkler system Yes 
Smoke detection Yes 
Security Doors locked with combination codes 
Apparatus exhaust system Yes, direct connect exhaust extractors 
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Figure 11: LSFD, Station 220 

Address: 5472 Wagon Wheel Lane 

 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Survey Components  

Structure  

Construction type Metal frame/metal clad, 2 bays 
Date Not documented 
Seismic protection/energy audits No 

Auxiliary power No 

Condition Fair 
Special considerations (ADA, mixed gender 
appropriate, storage, etc.) 

Not an occupied building – used for storage 

Square Footage Not documented 

Facilities Available  
Exercise/workout No 

Kitchen/dormitory  No 

Lockers/showers No 
Training/meetings No 
Washer/dryer No 

Protection Systems  

Sprinkler system No 
Smoke detection No 

Security Keyed lock 

Apparatus exhaust system No 
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Figure 12: LSFD, Station 230 

Address: 101 Firehouse Lane 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Survey Components  

Structure  
Construction type Metal frame/metal clad, 3 bays 
Date Not documented 
Seismic protection/energy audits No 
Auxiliary power No 
Condition Fair 
Special considerations (ADA, mixed gender 
appropriate, storage, etc.) 

Not an occupied building – used for storage 

Square Footage Not documented 
Facilities Available  
Exercise/workout No 
Kitchen/dormitory  No 
Lockers/showers No 
Training/meetings No 
Washer/dryer No 
Protection Systems  
Sprinkler system No 
Smoke detection No 
Security Keyed locks 
Apparatus exhaust system No 
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Figure 13: PFD, Station 110 

Address: 1845 S. Pine Lake Road 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Survey Components  
Structure  
Construction type Brick veneer frame, 3 bays double deep 
Date 2007 
Seismic protection/energy audits Built to current standards and energy efficiency 
Auxiliary power All power backed up by on site generator 
Condition Excellent 
Special considerations (ADA, mixed gender 
appropriate, storage, etc.) 

Appropriate mixed gender facilities, elevator to 
second floor, and adequate storage 

Square Footage Not documented 
Facilities Available  
Exercise/workout Yes 
Kitchen/dormitory  Separated crew occupancy dorms 
Lockers/showers Yes – mixed gender appropriate 
Training/meetings Ample meeting space 

Washer/dryer 
Yes – separate crew laundry and turnout gear 

washer/dryer 
Protection Systems  
Sprinkler system Yes 
Smoke detection Yes 

Security 
Combination locks, ID card sensors, remote entry 

release from front office 

Apparatus exhaust system 
Fans exhaust bay when doors open, doors and bay 

heat are on timers 
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Figure 14: PFD, Station 120 

Address: 5976 Buck Springs Road 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Survey Components  
Structure  
Construction type Metal clad block, 3 bays 
Date 2001 

Seismic protection/energy audits 
Recent major remodel-reconstructed due to partial 
collapse from excessive snow load – meets current 

codes 
Auxiliary power No 
Condition Very good 
Special considerations (ADA, mixed gender 
appropriate, storage, etc.) 

Mixed gender appropriate, ample storage 

Square Footage Not documented 
Facilities Available  
Exercise/workout Yes – collocated with day room 
Kitchen/dormitory  Yes 
Lockers/showers Mixed gender appropriate 
Training/meetings Large training room 

Washer/dryer 
Yes – separate crew laundry and turnout gear 

washer/dryer 
Protection Systems  
Sprinkler system Yes 
Smoke detection Yes 
Security Combination lock, ID card sensors 
Apparatus exhaust system Fans exhaust bays when doors are opened on timers 
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Figure 15: SLFD, Administration Bldg. 

Address: 60 N. 6th Street 

 

Survey Components  
Structure  
Construction type Frame 
Date Built in 1980, remodeled in 2006 
Seismic protection/energy audits No 
Auxiliary power Yes 
Condition Fair 
Special considerations (ADA, mixed gender 
appropriate, storage, etc.) 

Separate gender restrooms, some storage, not fully 
ADA accessible 

Square Footage Not documented 
Facilities Available  
Exercise/workout No 
Kitchen/dormitory  Yes 
Lockers/showers No 
Training/meetings Yes – large room for meetings 
Washer/dryer No 
Protection Systems  
Sprinkler system No 
Smoke detection Yes 
Security Combination locks 
Apparatus exhaust system N/A 
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Figure 16: SLFD, Station 310 

Address: 60 N. 6th Street 

 

 
 

Survey Components   
Structure  
Construction type Metal clad block, 5 bays in two phases 
Date First phase in 1970s, second phase in 2000 
Seismic protection/energy audits No 
Auxiliary power Yes 
Condition Fair/Fair 
Special considerations (ADA, mixed gender 
appropriate, storage, etc.) 

Not ADA compliant, mixed gender is accommodated, 
limited storage available 

Square Footage Not documented 
Facilities Available  
Exercise/workout Yes 

Kitchen/dormitory  
Yes – dorm cubicles are in common area, separated by 

half-wall dividers 
Lockers/showers Yes 
Training/meetings Yes 
Washer/dryer Crew laundry and turnout washer/dryers 
Protection Systems  
Sprinkler system No 
Smoke detection Yes 
Security Combination locks & key locks 
Apparatus exhaust system Exhaust fan in bay 
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Figure 17: SLFD, Station 320 

Address: 4029 Buckskin Lane 

 

 
 

Survey Components  
Structure  
Construction type Brick veneer block, 3 bays 
Date 2007 
Seismic protection/energy audits Built to current code 
Auxiliary power Yes 
Condition Good 
Special considerations (ADA, mixed gender 
appropriate, storage, etc.) 

Mixed gender appropriate, ADA compliant, limited 
storage 

Square Footage Not documented 
Facilities Available  
Exercise/workout Yes 
Kitchen/dormitory  Yes 
Lockers/showers Yes 
Training/meetings Yes 
Washer/dryer Yes – crew laundry and turnout gear washer/dryer 
Protection Systems  
Sprinkler system No – built to compartmentalize fire spread 
Smoke detection Yes 
Security Combination locks 
Apparatus exhaust system Exhaust fans in bay 
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Figure 18: SLFD, Station 330 

Address: 3100 Airport Loop 

 

 
 

Survey Components  
Structure  
Construction type Insulated metal frame, 4 bays (2 for fire) 
Date Built in 2004-05 
Seismic protection/energy audits Built to code 
Auxiliary power Yes 
Condition Good 
Special considerations (ADA, mixed gender 
appropriate, storage, etc.) 

Mixed gender appropriate, ample storage, not 
usually occupied 

Square Footage Not documented 
Facilities Available  
Exercise/workout Yes 
Kitchen/dormitory  Yes 
Lockers/showers Yes 
Training/meetings Yes – limited 
Washer/dryer Yes 
Protection Systems  
Sprinkler system Yes 
Smoke detection Yes 
Security Combination locks 
Apparatus exhaust system Exhaust fan in bay 
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Apparatus  

Other than firefighters assigned to stations, response vehicles are probably the next most important 

resource of the emergency response system. The delivery of emergency services will be compromised if 

emergency personnel cannot arrive quickly due unreliable transportation or if the equipment does not 

function properly. 

Fire apparatus are unique and expensive pieces of equipment, customized to operate efficiently for a 

narrowly defined mission. An engine may be built in such a way that the compartments fit specific 

equipment and tools. Virtually every space on a fire vehicle is designed for function. This same vehicle, 

with its specialized design, cannot be expected to operate in a completely different capacity, such as a 

hazardous materials unit or a rescue squad. For this reason, fire apparatus offer little flexibility in use 

and reassignment. As a result, communities across the country have sought to achieve the longest life 

span possible for these vehicles.  

Unfortunately, no piece of mechanical equipment can be expected to last forever. As a vehicle ages, 

repairs tend to become more frequent and more complex. Parts may become more difficult to obtain, 

and downtime for repairs increases. Given the emergency mission that is so critical to the community, 

downtime is one of the most frequently identified reasons for apparatus replacement. 

Because of the expense of fire apparatus, most communities develop replacement plans. To enable such 

planning, communities often turn to the accepted practice of establishing a life cycle for apparatus that 

results in an anticipated replacement date for each vehicle. The reality is that it may be best to establish 

a life cycle for planning purposes, such as the development of replacement funding for various types of 

apparatus; yet, apply a different method (such as a maintenance and performance review) for 

determining the actual replacement date, thereby achieving greater cost effectiveness when possible. 

The apparatus evaluated were scored based on guidance from the following scale. 
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Figure 19: Apparatus Condition Definitions 

Excellent 
Like new condition. No body or paint defects. Clean compartments. Interior cab complete and in full 
working order with no modifications. No significant defect history. Age is typically less than 25 percent 
of life expectancy 

Good 

Body and cab have good appearance with no rust and only minor cosmetic defects or dents. Clean 
compartments with no visible rust or corrosion. Interior cab is in full working order and good 
appearance. Normal maintenance history with no significant defects or high downtime. Age is typically 
less than 75 percent of life expectancy 

Fair 

Body and cab have weathered appearance with minor surface rust and some cosmetic defects or 
dents. Unimpeded compartments with only surface rust or corrosion. Interior cab is in reasonable 
working order and appearance. Only repairable tank or plumbing leakage. Showing increasing age-
related maintenance, but with no major defects or unreasonable downtime. Age is typically less than 
100 percent of life expectancy 

Poor 

Body and cab have weathered appearance with surface corrosion, cosmetic defects or dents, and 
visible rust-through of non-structural metals (body panels). Significant rust or corrosion is present in 
structural or support members. Use of compartments is impeded with significant corrosion and rust-
through. Interior cab is in rough condition with defects impeding safe and proper use. Non-repairable 
tank or plumbing leakage. Problematic age-related maintenance, major defects or unreasonable 
downtime are evident. Service parts difficult or impossible to obtain. Age is typically greater than 100 
percent of life expectancy. 
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Figure 20: LSFD Apparatus Inventory 

Lakeside 

Located at Station 210 

Apparatus  
Designation  

Type Year Make/Model Condition 
Minimum 
Staffing 

Pump/Tank 
(gpm/gal.) 

Replace 
Schedule 

0302 Type 6 engine 2003 Ford F450 Good 2 160/100  

0402 Ambulance 2004 Ford F350 Good 2 N/A  

0701 Type 3 engine 2007 International 7400 Good 2 

750/650, 
plus 400 gpm 
independent 

pump 

 

0901 Type 6 engine 2009 Ford F550 Good 2 120/300  

1201 Type 1 engine 2012 KME Excellent 2 1500/750  

1301 Ambulance 2013 Dodge W5500 Excellent 2 N/A  

0001 Water Tender 2000 Freightliner FL110 Good 1 500/2,350  

ATV 4-wheel ATV 1998 Honda Trail Boss Fair 1 N/A  

Boat Boat 2005 Crestliner 18 foot V hull boat Good 2 N/A  

Located at Station 220 

0101 Type 1 engine 2001 Pierce Enforcer Good 2 1250/750  

0301 Type 6 engine 2003 Ford F450 Good 2 160/100  

9502 Water Tender 1995 Freightliner FL80 Good 1 500/2,250  

Located at Station 230 

0902 Ambulance 2009 Ford F350 Good 2 N/A  
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Figure 21: PFD Apparatus Inventory 

Pinetop 

Located at Station 110 

Apparatus  
Designation  

Type Year Make/Model Condition 
Minimum 
Staffing 

Pump/Tank 
(gpm/gal.) 

Replace 
Schedule 

Engine 111 Type 1 engine 2005 E-One Good 3 1500/720  

Engine 112 Type 3 engine 2009 International Good 2 750/600  

Tender 111 
Type 3 water 

tender 
2009 Freightliner Good 1 500/1,800  

Brush 111 Type 6 engine 2012 Dodge Excellent 2 120/300  

Rescue 111 Ambulance 2005 Ford – Rocky Mountain Good 2 N/A  

Tender 112 
Type 3 water 

tender 
2012 Kenworth Excellent 2 500/2,000  

Located at Station 120 

Engine 121  Type 1 engine 2000 Kenworth cab, Pierce chassis Fair 2 1,250/1,000  

Rescue 121 Ambulance 2008 Ford – Rocky Mountain Good 2 N/A  

Brush 121 Type 6 engine 2003 Ford Fair 2 75/300  

Heavy Rescue 121 Heavy Rescue 1995 SVI Fair 1 N/A  
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Figure 22: SLFD Apparatus Inventory 

Show Low 

Located at Station 310 

Apparatus  
Designation  

Type Year Make/Model Condition 
Minimum 
Staffing 

Pump/Tank 
(gpm/gal.) 

Replace 
Schedule 

7207 Type 1 engine 1996 Pierce Quantum Fair 3 1,500/1,000  

7211 
Type 3 water 

tender 
1990 International Fair 2 750/3,500  

7223 Type 6 engine 2004 Ford F550 Good 2 
500/300 with 
CAF system 

 

Located at Station 320 

7210 
Type 1 ladder 

truck 
2004 E-One Platform Good 3 2,000/300  

7212 Type 3 engine 2007 International 7400 Good 2 
1,000/600 with 

250 CAF 
system 

 

7220 Type 6 engine 2004 Ford F550 Good 2 
500/300 with 
CAF system 

 

Located at Station 330 

7206 Type 1 engine 1989 Pierce Arrow Poor - 1,500/1,000 
Scheduled for 

surplus 

7221 Type 6 engine 2004 Ford F550 Good 2 
500/300 with 
CAF system 

 

7250 Rescue 2000 Ford Econoline Van Poor 2 N/A 
Scheduled for 

surplus 

7251 Rescue 1999 Ford Econoline Van Poor 2 N/A  

7253 ARFF 2003 Ford F550 Good 2 N/A  

7254 ARFF ? Oshkosh T1500, 4x4 Good 2 N/A  
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STAFFING AND PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 

In many cases, emergency services agencies were formed by concerned citizens after a tragic event 

within the community that prompted dedicated residents to come together to prevent the event’s 

recurrence. These personnel resources serve as the backbone of any emergency service provider. 

Regardless of the deployment of stations or the availability of vehicles and apparatus, people are the 

resource that put these other items into action and fulfill the missions of the organizations. 

Today’s emergency services agencies are a mix of career (paid full-time), part-time (reserve), paid-on-

call, and volunteer personnel. Which of these an agency utilizes (one or more) is dependent upon 

several factors, including availability of paid-on-call or volunteer personnel, service demand, population 

density, socioeconomics, demographics, and financial resources of the community. This section of the 

report evaluates each agency’s personnel resources including administrative staffing, operational 

staffing and performance, and member recruitment and retention efforts. 

Policy, Regulations, and Guidelines 

It is important that personnel practices be based on appropriate foundational documentation. The study 

agency human resources policies, regulations, and operating guidelines are summarized below.  

Figure 23: Survey Table – Personnel Policies, Rules, Regulations, and Guidelines 

Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Policies, Rules, Regulations, SOP/SOGs 
  

 
 

Human resource manager 

Toni Russell with 
assistance from an 

external contract HR 
resource 

Charlotte Williams, 
Administrative Manager 

Jo Baird, Administrative 
Coordinator with 

assistance from external 
contract HR resource 

Personnel policy manual 
maintained 

A comprehensive policy 
manual is in place. 

Human Resource Policy 
Guidelines Manual, dated 

2013. Very 
comprehensive. 

District “Personnel Policy 
Guidelines Manual” is in 

place. Very 
comprehensive. 

  i) manual provided at 
initial hiring 

Yes, with signature 
required. 

Provided electronically, 
plus it is accessible on 

server and website. Sign 
off required. 

Made accessible on the 
server. 

  ii) training provided  

Reviewed periodically at 
employee meetings. 

Training provided on any 
additions/changes that are 
made to the manual. Sign 

off also required. 

Reviewed with employee 
by captain. Employee sign 

off required for 
updates/changes. 

Accessible on the server, 
available for review and 

discussed in training 
sessions. 

  iii) periodic review and 
update 

Ongoing process, 
continually changing. 

Updated on an as-needed 
basis. Manual is current. 

Ongoing process, 
continually changing. 

Retention program 
established 

No structured retention 
program. Primarily hire 
from within the reserve 

program. 

No defined program. Full-
time hiring is generally 
from the reserve pool. 

No structured retention 
program. Primarily hire 
from within the reserve 

program. Actively support 
community college fire 

program. 
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Discussion: 

Each of the subject agencies maintains an individual that is assigned to address human resources (HR) 

matters. All are also assigned other duties beyond HR. All three agencies have developed appropriate 

guidance documents for employees in the form of employee policy manuals. In some instances 

employees are required to acknowledge their understanding of the manual by signature, while others 

simply make the document available.  

None of the three have established a structure retention program for career or reserve members. 

Instead, the reserve program itself serves as a hiring pool and the programs generally are supplying 

personnel numbers adequately. However, reserve numbers in PFD and SLFD are lower than those in 

LSFD. Regardless of future decisions about integration of the organizations, combining the reserve 

firefighter programs into a single, unified, undertaking is recommended as a means to reduce staff 

workload and enhance the overall effectiveness of the programs. 

Recommendation:  

 Assimilate the three current reserve firefighter programs into a single, shared resource program. 

Compensation and Benefits 

Compensation of emergency responders is highly variable from one fire and EMS agency to another 

based on factors such as multiple staffing models, agency financial capacity and local labor market 

considerations, to name a few. In the context of looking at the potential of cooperative efforts, wages 

and benefits become an important consideration. The following figure compares the three agencies’ 

compensation and benefits. 

Figure 24: Survey Table – Compensation and Benefits 

Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Compensation and Benefits   
Uniformed employee 
compensation, FT 
annual 

Does not include overtime Does not include overtime 
Does not include  

overtime 

  i) fire chief $91,500 - $126,657 $93,529.75 - $145,954.04 $88,794 - $118,992 

  ii) assistant chief  $85,559 - $118,421 $73,062 - $114,015 
(Vacant) $75,338 - 

$100,961 
  iii) fire marshal $59,509 - $88,052 $45,911 - $71,645 $55,168 - $73,931 
  iv) battalion chief   $64,460 - $86,382 
  vi) captain $62,043 - $85,881 $60,885 - $95,012 $55,168 - $73,931 

  vii) captain/paramedic $67,742 - $91,562 
$60,885 - $95,012 

+ $5,000/yr. stipend 
$55,168 - $73,931 

+$4,744/yr. stipend 
  viii) fire mechanic   $52,884 - $70,869 
  xv) engineer/ 
paramedic 

$54,867 - $73,765 $49,626 + $5,000 
$47,176 - $63,220 

+ $4,744 
  xvii) engineer/EMT $49,186 - $68,084 $49,626 - $77,442 $47,176 - $63,220 
 xviii) firefighter/ 
paramedic 

$45,687 - $61,059 
$41,326 - $64,490 

+ $5,000/yr. stipend 
$39,917 - $53,493 

+ $4,744 
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Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
 xix) firefighter/EMT $40,006 - $55,378 $41,326 $64,490 $39,917 - $53,493 
 xx) division chief - 
reserve  

$5209 annual + 
$17.87/hour 

  

 xi) firefighter reserve $12.92/hour 12.50/hour $13.67/hour 
 xii) firefighter reserve 
paramedic 

$14.60/hour   

Additional 
compensation 

   

  i) EMT premium pay 
Pre-requisite, not premium 

pay 
No Included in base salary 

  ii) paramedic pay 
Factored into baseline 

salary scale, no premium 
pay 

$5,000/year $4,744/year 

  iii) clothing allowance 
$600/year for full-time and 

$300/year for reserves 
$700/year for full-time, 

$350 for reserves 
$500/year for all personnel 
except fleet maintenance 

  iv) longevity pay No 
1% of base wage beginning 

the 7th year 
No 

  v) other specialty pay No 
Physical Fitness Trainer 

$2,000/year 
Haz mat stipend 

$1,500/year 
Non-uniformed 
employee 
compensation, FT 
annual 

   

  i) Administrative 
Manager 

$52,104 - $72,124 $56,480 - $88,138 $51,841 - $69,471 

 ii) Office Coordinator   $43,109 - $57,770 

 iii) Administrative 
Assistant 

$35,589 - $49,263 $30,316 - $47,309 $34,377 - $ 46,068 

 iv) Office 
Assistant/Records Spec. 

$26,645 - $36,883 $31,832 – $49,675 $26,620 - $35,673 

Career employee 
benefits 

   

  i) social security 

For administration only. 
Public safety positions are 

exempt from social 
security. 

For administration only – 
administrative assistant 

and administrative 
manager. All other 

personnel are exempt from 
social security. 

For administration and 
fleet maintenance only. 

Public safety positions are 
exempt from social 
security. Reserve 

firefighters are in social 
security. 

  ii) worker’s 
compensation 

All personnel All personnel All personnel 
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Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 

  iii) pension 

Statewide pension 
program. Public Safety 
Personnel Retirement 

System (PSPS). Applicable 
to all fire personnel except 

administrative staff. 
Administrative are in 

Arizona State Retirement 
system. 

Statewide pension 
program. Public Safety 
Personnel Retirement 

System (PSPS). Applicable 
to all full-time fire 
personnel except 

administrative staff and 
reserves. Administrative 
staff are in Arizona State 

Retirement system. 

Full-time responders are in 
the State pension system. 

Admin and fleet 
maintenance are not in 

state retirement system. 
No benefit for reserves 

  iv) deferred 
compensation 

None, beyond retirement 
system. 457 Plan is in place 

as an option for career 
staff. Required 8% 

contribution by District and 
employee for Reserves. 8% 

maximum contribution. 

457 Plan is in place for 
Reserves. 10% contribution 

by District and 5% by the 
Reserve. Also made 

available as an option for 
career staff. 

Administration and fleet 
employees are in a 457 

plan as an offset to the lack 
of a pension plan with 5% 

contribution by the district. 
Also available to fire 

personnel. 

  v) medical insurance 

State shared pool. Arizona 
Public Employers Health 

Pool for all full-time 
personnel. District pays 

100% employee paid, 80% 
on dependents. 

Employee can select from 3 
medical plans, 2 HSA and a 

PPO plan options with 
variable deductibles. 
District pays 85% on 

employee and dependents. 
Department funds HAS for 

employee 

Full paid coverage for all 
employees, excluding 

reserves. The District pays 
50% on dependents. 

  vi) dental insurance  

Ameritas. Full coverage 
dental. District pays 100% 

employee paid, 80% on 
dependents. 

District pays 85% on 
employee and dependents. 

Full paid coverage for all 
employees, excluding 

reserves. The District pays 
50% on dependents. 

  vii) short and long 
term disability 
insurance 

Standard Life Insurance 
accidental life and disability 

based on salary scale. 
Reserves covered by VFIS 

death and disability. 

District paid AD&D 
disability insurance is in 

place. Reserves covered by 
VFIS death and disability. 

District paid AD&D 
insurance. Supplemental 

cancer and other coverage 
made available at 

employee expense. 

  viii) life insurance 

Standard Life Insurance 
accidental life and disability 

based on salary scale. 
Reserves covered by VFIS 

death and disability. 

District pays 85% on 
employee and dependents. 

District paid life insurance 
via VFIS policy. 

  ix) vision insurance 

Security Life. Annual 
examination and lenses 
coverage. District pays 

100% employee paid, 80% 
on dependents. 

District pays 85% on 
employee and dependents. 

Full paid coverage for all 
employees, excluding 

reserves. The District pays 
50% on dependents. 

  x) survivor income 
benefit 

Included in Standard Life 
Insurance 

Available via State 
Retirement system 

Included in VFIS coverage 

  xi) additional life 
insurance 

Cancer policy as required 
by the State via state 
retirement system. 

AFLAC available as an 
option at employee 

expense. Cancer policy 
required by state. 

Cancer policy required by 
state. 
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Discussion: 

Salaries among the three organizations are compared in the previous figure. All three use a similar 

system of “step” increases, based on a combination of service time, and, in some cases, performance 

evaluations. However the three systems vary considerably in the number of steps, distance between 

steps, and associated salary rates. It is also noted that the annual salaries listed for SLFD and LSFD 

include overtime that is regularly accrued based on Fair Labor Standards Act calculations. PFD’s numbers 

do not include this calculation so, in comparison, the annual salaries for their non-exempt personnel will 

be higher in actuality. 

With regard to benefit packages, personnel in all three agencies receive similar benefits, generally 

speaking. There are a number of variations between the three that are readily apparent in the above 

figure. Of important note is the contribution strategies that are in place for medical, dental and vision 

insurance, which differ considerably.  

Should the agencies pursue some form of unification, perhaps the most challenging undertaking will be 

the reconciliation of wages and benefits between the three organizations. It is apparent in the figure 

above that salary levels and ranges vary widely, as do benefit packages to a lesser extent. The challenge 

will be to find an acceptable approach to balancing personnel costs in a way that is fair and equitable to 

employees, while also affordable to the new organization. ESCI often sees this accomplished by freezing 

wage and benefit packages for higher scale classifications while allowing lower scale positions to catch 

up over a period of time that is defined and agreed to between labor and management. That strategy, or 

others that may be developed, will require careful evaluation and collaboration with employee groups.  

Record Keeping, Disciplinary, and Counseling Practices  

HR practices need to be appropriately supported to be effective and record keeping and reporting is 

essential. The following figure compares record keeping, disciplinary and personnel counselling 

approaches. 

Figure 25: Survey Table – Record Keeping, Disciplinary, and Counseling Practices 

Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Reports and Records    
Personnel records 
maintained 

   

  i) application retained Yes Yes Yes 
  ii) historical records 
archived 

Yes Yes Yes 

  iii) performance 
evaluations retained 

Annual for all full-time 
personnel. Required for 

step increases. 

Semi-Annual for all full-
time personnel. 

Required for step 
increases. 

Performed annually on all 
positions and retained in 

personnel files 

  iv) injury and accident 
records retained 

Yes, per state 
requirements 

Yes, in a separate 
medical file 

Yes, in separate medical 
file 

  v) health and exposure 
records maintained 

Yes 
Yes, in a separate 

medical file 
Yes, in separate medical 

file 
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Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Disciplinary Process    
Disciplinary policy 
established 

Yes, in Employee 
Manual 

Included in the HR 
Manual 

In the Personnel Policy 
Manual 

Disciplinary process 
communicated 

Yes, in Employee 
Manual 

Yes, in HR manual and 
via new employee 

orientation and 
training/sign off on 

revisions. 

Accessible on the server. 
May be addressed in 

training, but no sign off 
requirement 

Appeal process provided Yes Yes Yes 
  i) recent litigation None None None 
  ii) pending litigation None None None 
Counseling Services    

Critical incident stress 
debriefing 

Several members 
including line personnel 
and administrative staff 

are trained in stress 
management. 

Debriefing conducted 
on an as needed basis. 

Debriefings conducted 
when needed. District 

chaplain assists. 

After Action Reviews 
conducted routinely. 

District chaplain assists. 

Employee assistance 
program  

Yes, provided via 
insurance carrier. 

Yes, internally funded 
program. 

Yes, provided via insurance 
carrier. 

Discussion: 

The study agencies have established solid record keeping and reporting practices. ESCI was pleased to 

see that all three conduct annual performance evaluations on all personnel, which are also tied to 

periodic step increases in salary. PFD exceeds the generally accepted best practice by completing 

evaluations on a semi-annual basis.  

Disciplinary processes are well established in the agencies. Of equal importance is that the policies are 

well communicated to the employees. Counseling services are available in the form of critical incident 

stress debriefings and an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is in place in LSFD and PFD. It is 

recommended that SLFD also establish an EAP.  
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Hiring, Testing, and Health and Safety Practices 

ESCI evaluated several personnel management components of the participating agencies including 

recruitment and application processes, retention policies, and health and wellness programs. The 

following figure provides a summary of these components. 

Figure 26: Survey Table – Hiring, Testing, and Health and Safety Practices 

Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
The Application and Recruitment Process   

Recruitment program 
Reserve program serves 

as the primary 
recruitment tool 

Reserve program serves 
as the primary 

recruitment tool 

Reserve program serves 
as the primary 

recruitment tool 
Application process    
  i) qualification check Yes Yes Yes 
  ii) reference check Yes Yes Yes 
  iii) background check Yes Yes By Paychex 

  iv) physical standards 
established 

Yes plus physical ability 
“pack” test 

Physical ability testing is 
included in the screening 

process 

Pack test completed and 
breathe down drill 

  v) knowledge testing 
Yes for each promotional 

level 
Yes Yes 

  vi) interview Yes Yes Yes 

  vii) medical exam 
required 

Performed annual for all 
personnel. If external, 

exam is required. 

Required as a condition of 
hire following selection 

and annually 

Required as a condition of 
hire following selection 

  viii) psychological exam 
required 

None None None 

Testing, Measuring, and Promotion Process   
Periodic competence 
testing 

Annual knowledge testing 
via Target Solutions 

None None 

Periodic physical 
competence testing 

Physical ability testing via 
annual pack test for 

wildland 

Annual pack test, 
quarterly physical agility 

Annual pack test and 
breathe down 

Periodic performance 
review 

Annual for all personnel 
Semi-Annual performance 

evaluation 
Annual performance 

evaluation 

Promotional testing 
Well-developed 

promotional process is in 
place. 

Structured promotional 
process includes tenure 

requirements, written and 
physical skills testing. 

Written and oral testing 
process is in place. Task 

book based plus minimum 
requirements to qualify. 

Health and Safety    

Medical standards 
established 

   

  i) periodic medical exam 

Baseline medical 
evaluation is performed 

annually for all personnel 
except for administrative 

staff. 

Annual medical physical 
exam required for all 

response personnel. NFPA 
compliant. 

Annual physicals required 
for all firefighters and 

fleet maintenance 
personnel. 
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Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 

Safety committee 
established 

In place as a Peer Fitness 
Committee 

Yes 
Safety officer is 

designated but no Safety 
Committee is in place 

  i) membership 
Assistant chief, full-time 

and reserve staff 

Assistant chief and 
firefighters from each 

shift 
N/A 

  ii) meetings 
As needed. Supposed to 

meet annually or pursuant 
to an incident. 

At least every other 
month. Additional 

meetings as needed. 
N/A 

  iii) meeting minutes No 
Minutes maintained and 

posted on the server 
N/A 

Discussion: 

All three organizations lean heavily on their reserve firefighter programs to serve as a screening and 

hiring pool for career positions. The approach is effective. However, one consideration is that some of 

the subject fire districts are maintaining higher numbers of reserves than others, so the number of 

potential career employees to choose from varies. Because the programs are very similar, it is 

recommended that the reserve programs from all three agencies combine to offer a larger and more 

diverse hiring pool.  

Recommendation:  

 Combine reserve firefighter programs between the three agencies to enlarge and diversify the 
available hiring pool. 
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Administrative and Support Staffing 

For a career fire department, the distinction between administrative and support personnel and 

operations personnel is relatively clear. In combination and volunteer departments, however, this 

separation is not as simple. Most combination and volunteer departments have personnel that perform 

both administrative/support and operational roles while career departments have personnel that are 

primarily focused on managing and supporting the programs of the organization. The following figure 

identifies the administrative and support functions within each organization. 

Figure 27: Survey Table – Administrative and Support Staffing 

Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Administration and Other Support Staff   
Fire chief 1 1 1 
Assistant fire chief 1 1 (Vacant) 
Fire marshal 1 (Captain Rank) 1 1 
Training battalion chief   1 
Administrative manager  1 1  
Administrative assistant 1 1 1 
Office coordinator   1 
Office 
assistant/receptionist 

1   

Fleet maintenance   2 
Total administrative and 
support staff 

6 5 7 

Percent administrative and 
support to total 

19% 16% 19% 

A total of 18 full-time FTE positions are assigned to primarily administrative and support functions. This 

equates to a range of 16 to 19 percent ratio of administrative and support positions to the total number 

of employees in the three agencies. Or, viewed from a perspective inclusive of all three organizations, 

the ratio overall, companioning staffing numbers from all three, is 18 percent.  

In ESCI’s experience, those systems that are not actively involved in transport EMS typically have a ratio 

of administrative and support to total personnel in the range of 10 to 15 percent. In transporting 

agencies, the ratio is typically higher due to the administrative and billing functions involved, falling in 

the 15 to 20 percent range. The current ratio in the study area is not considered to be out of line with 

industry standards given the configuration of the departments. Further, under a unification of the 

agencies, support staffing numbers appear to fall in a similar range.  
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Operational Staffing 

The following figure illustrates the distribution of operational personnel currently functioning within the 

system. 

Figure 28: Survey Table – Emergency Service Staffing 

Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Emergency Service Staff    
Battalion chief   3 
Captain 3 3-2 CEP 8 
Engineer 3 6-2 CEP 9 
Firefighter, paramedic 8 7  
Firefighter EMT 7 5 9 
Reserve firefighter 12 5 4 
Total operational staff1 25 26 30.3 
Fire department total 31 31 37.3 
Percent of operational 
officers to firefighters 

12% 12% 35% 

 

Discussion: 

Of the three organizations, total numbers of operational personnel fall close to each other overall. The 

variation in the percentage of officers to firefighters is simply due to a different staffing configuration 

used in SLFD, inclusive of battalion chiefs and a higher number of captains. Moving forward, the 

organizations will be able to re-configure organizational charts to balance the ratios based on workload 

and need.  

Scheduling and Use of Personnel 

The three agencies use a combination of full-time personnel and reserve firefighters, who are essentially 

part-time employees. No volunteers, interns, or other non-paid personnel are used with the exception 

of four volunteer fire inspectors that are in place in SLFD and one in LSFD that assists with public 

education outreach. Personnel scheduling and duty assignments are summarized in the following figure. 

 

                                                           

 

1 Reserve personnel are calculated as an equivalent of three (3) reserves equaling 1 Full-time Equivalent (FTE). 
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Figure 29: Survey Table – Use of Career and Reserve Personnel 

Survey Components 
Staffing and Personnel Management Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Use of Career and Volunteer Personnel   
Career schedule    
  i) length of normal duty 
period 

48/96 48/96 48/96 

  ii) FLSA work period 28 days 28 days 28 days 
  iii) duty hours per week 56 56 56 
  iv) normal shift begins 8 AM 8 AM 8 AM 
  v) callback requirements Not required None No 

  vi) residency requirements None None 
35 miles from the district 

boundaries  
  vii) standby duty 
requirements 

None None No 

Operational career services    
  i) fire suppression Yes Yes Yes 
  ii) EMS/rescue, first 
response 

Yes Yes Yes 

  iii) EMS, advanced life 
support 

Yes Yes Yes 

  iv) specialized rescue Yes Yes Yes 
  v) fire prevention 
inspections 

Yes Yes Yes 

  vi) public education Yes Yes Yes 
  vii) hazardous materials 
response (level) 

Awareness and 
Operations 

Awareness and 
Operations 

Technician level 

Volunteer services    
  i) chaplain None One volunteer chaplain One volunteer chaplain 

  ii) civilian administrative 
volunteer 

One volunteer that 
assists only with fire 

prevention 
No 

4 fire prevention 
volunteers 

Responsibilities and Activity Levels of Personnel   

Assignment of routine 
duties: 

   

  i) by position Yes Some Yes 

  ii) by areas of personal 
interest 

To the extent possible, 
otherwise assigned 

Asked to volunteer or 
assigned. 

To the extent possible, 
otherwise assigned 

Special duties assigned by:    
  i) bid No No No 
  ii) duty assignment Yes Yes Yes 
  iii) areas of personal 
interest 

Yes Yes Yes 

Committees and work 
groups 

   

  i) EMS quality management Via base hospital Via base hospital Via base hospital 
  ii) training None None None 

  iii) safety 
Yes – Peer Fitness 

Committee 
Safety/Wellness 

Committee 
None 

  iv) apparatus committee Applied as-needed Appointed when needed Yes 
  v) standards None None Uniform committee 
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Discussion: 

In this project, it is important to compare staff scheduling as it applies to career personnel which may 

become a factor in the analysis of partnering approaches. In all three agencies, career personnel work 

the same schedule – 48 hours on, followed by 96 hours off-duty. No other differences are noted that are 

expected to be problematic in terms of unification of the fire districts.  
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FISCAL ANALYSIS 

Budgeting and fiscal management continue to be key components to the health and stability of 

organizations. Local government agencies have been significantly challenged over the past several years 

to provide the same high level of services despite the reduced revenues. Many public entities have 

experienced either a flattening, or downturn, in their revenue growth due to the losses in property 

values. The financial crisis of 2007-08 and resulting economic downturn saw home foreclosures and 

tight credit markets which resulted in dramatic reductions in property values. Moreover, new 

commercial and residential development slowed, further exacerbating the value losses. 

Conservative budgeting and diligent control over expenses is vital to healthy fiscal management, and it 

too has become more challenging to manage. Ensuring operational costs do not outpace revenue 

growth requires organizations to monitor both areas and adjust their budgets as needed. Historical 

increases in health care and pension benefits have outpaced normal cost of living inflation and should 

be considered and monitored as well. 

Review and Analysis of Historical Fiscal Management  

The following analysis reviews the current fiscal year (2013-14) budgeted amounts, as well as the 

audited prior four fiscal year financial details. Each of the agencies accounting policies conform to 

accounting principles generally accepted in the United States (GAAP) as applicable to government units. 

Additionally each agency has accepted the standards for accounting and reporting principles set out by 

the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB). These facts allows us to analyze historical 

performance and model potential combinations with confidence as well as having benefits if the 

organizations are formally combined by reducing issues related to merging financial records. 

Included for each of the three agencies are summaries of their Governmental Funds and Fiduciary Funds 

histories. The Governmental Funds include each agency’s General Fund, which tracks the primary 

operating funds of each agency. Additionally Capital Reserve Funds, or Special Revenue Funds, are also 

considered Governmental Funds and are used to account for proceeds of specific revenue sources, or 

for funds set aside for Capital purposes. Fiduciary Funds are used to account for resources held for the 

benefit of parties outside the government.  

LSFD Budget History 

LSFD’s budget performance history over the past five years has been exceptional in several respects. 

Over the four audited years included in this study (2009-10 through 2012-13 fiscal years) LSFD stayed 

within its budget every year, resulting in a growth in the General Fund ending balance of 80.6 percent 

while increasing the Capital Reserve Fund balance by 11.6 percent. Combined, the two funds have a 

balance of $1,557,404 projected at the end of fiscal 2013-14. This growth in fund balance serves as a 

clear indication that LSFD has improved its financial position through difficult economic conditions. 

LSFD has been able to keep its tax levy growth well under a projected 4.0 percent annually until the 

economy improves. The tax levy has grown 2.02% in the past four years. Furthermore, as a budget 

limiting measure all employee step/wage increases were cancelled and remain so until the district sees 

increases in assessed property values and tax revenue. 
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Between the 2009-10 and 2013-14 tax years, LSFD’s assessed valuation lost 28.1 percent of its value. 

Because of the significant room under the $3.25 levy rate limit LSFD was able to maintain 98.4 percent 

of their total levy amount over the five year period. However, the levy rate increased 36.7 percent from 

the 2009-10 rate of $1.973 to the 2013-14 rate of $2.698 as a result.  

Figure 30 displays LSFD’s assessed valuation, year-over-year growth, levy rate, and total levy amount by 

fiscal year.  

Figure 30: LSFD Assessed Valuation and Levy History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

  2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Assessed Valuation 119,768,344  123,091,734 110,458,727  96,855,636  86,161,585 

Growth / (Loss)   2.8% -10.3% -12.3% -11.0% 

Levy Rate 1.973 1.968 2.099 2.462 2.698 

Total Levy Amount 2,363,149 2,422,076 2,317,976 2,384,198 2,324,467 

 

LSFD’s General Fund revenue history is displayed in Figure 31. Despite the district’s maintaining a steady 

total amount levied over the five year period, actual property tax collections went down by 5.3 percent. 

FDAT (Fire District Assistance Tax) also saw reductions of 8.0 percent and investment earnings (Interest) 

lost 30.7 percent. Charges for services (which includes Ambulance revenue as well as Wildland revenue) 

increased by 52.6 percent which helped bring the overall five-year change to total revenue to 2.8 

percent growth. To be accurate, the Transfer In from the Capital Reserve Fund in the current budgeted 

(2013-14) year should be removed from the Total Revenue for the five-year comparison and, when 

removed, results in a 3.1 percent loss over the five-year period. 

Figure 31: LSFD Revenue History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Property Tax 2,455,286  2,379,725  2,360,523  2,389,364  2,324,435  

Fire District Assistance 180,946  191,253  178,363  179,210  166,408  

Investment Earnings 5,047  3,862  3,738  5,756  3,500  

Miscellaneous 20,204  143,269  132,490  37,971  5,500  

Grants/Contributions 158,937  84,647  41,119  29,496  10,000  

Charges For Service 403,781  490,268  454,930  859,758  616,000  

Transfers In -    -    -    -    187,860  

Total Revenue 3,224,201  3,293,024  3,171,163  3,501,555  3,313,703  

 

Over the five-year period property tax revenue and FDAT combined averaged approximately 78 percent 

of LSFD’s total revenue with the next largest revenue item Charges for Services averaging 17 percent. 

The $616,000 budgeted for Charges for Services revenue in 2013-14 is made up of $490,500 of 

ambulance revenue and $125,500 of wildland revenue. 

Figure 32 displays LSFD’s general fund expenditures for the current budgeted fiscal year and audited 

actuals for the four past years. Overall expenses have grown by 9.4 percent over the five years. The 

most significant driver to the higher cost comes from the Personnel Services category which averaged 

76.4 percent of the total expense over the five years and includes all salary, wages, and benefits related 
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to employees of the district. Personnel Services grew by 24.1 percent over the five years, which is to be 

expected with increases from the three additional firefighter/EMT FTE under the SAFER grant. The five-

year SAFER grant ended in the fourth quarter of the 2012-13 fiscal year, after which the district will carry 

the entire cost of the three additional firefighters. 

Figure 32: LSFD Expenditure History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Personnel Services 2,222,162  2,315,698  2,377,588  2,421,207  2,758,544  

Materials & Services 369,743  450,493  333,997  383,952  267,119  

Grant Expenses 17,342  - - - 10,000  

Debt Service           

Principal 71,365  74,693  78,177  81,824  85,640  

Interest 48,491  45,162  41,678  38,032  34,215  

Capital Outlay 2,375  48,459  92,950  179,631  83,185  

Transfers Out 230,000  74,900  370,121  227,024  -    

Total Expenditures 2,961,478  3,009,405  3,294,511  3,331,670  3,238,703  

 

Materials and Services were reduced over the five year period by 27.8 percent. The total debt service for 

the administration/fire station lease/purchase has remained the same at $119,855 per year but, 

collectively, accounts for approximately 3.7 percent of the total expenses. Transfers Out averaged 5.2 

percent of total expenses and has been the funding source for the Capital Reserve Fund. 

Figure 33displays LSFD’s expenditures (by category) as a percentage of the total expenses, and by year. 

The figure demonstrates how the changes in each category relate to the total. 

Figure 33: LSFD Expenditures (as a % of Total) History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Personnel Services 75.0% 76.9% 72.2% 72.7% 85.2% 

Materials & Services 12.5% 15.0% 10.1% 11.5% 8.2% 

Debt Service 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Principal 2.4% 2.5% 2.4% 2.5% 2.6% 

Interest 1.6% 1.5% 1.3% 1.1% 1.1% 

Capital Outlay 0.1% 1.6% 2.8% 5.4% 2.6% 

Transfers Out 7.8% 2.5% 11.2% 6.8% 0.0% 

Total Expenditures 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Figure 34: LSFD Historic Revenues vs Expenditures 

 

Figure 35 depicts LSFD’s General Fund balance history which can serve as a useful indictor of whether 

the financial position of the district is improving or deteriorating. Over the five year period LSFD’s ending 

fund balance has increased by 80.6 percent, up from $502,404 to $907,560 at the end of 2013-14.  

Figure 35: LSFD General Fund Balance History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Fund Balance 239,681  502,404  786,023  662,675  832,560  

Revenues 3,224,201  3,293,024  3,171,163  3,501,555  3,313,703  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 2,222,162  2,315,698  2,377,588  2,421,207  2,758,544  

Materials & Services 369,743  450,493  333,997  383,952  267,119  

Grant Expenses 17,342       -      -    -    10,000  

Debt Service                 -                    -                  -                -              -    

Principal 71,365  74,693  78,177  81,824  85,640  

Interest 48,491  45,162  41,678  38,032  34,215  

Capital Outlay 2,375  48,459  92,950  179,631  83,185  

Transfers Out 230,000  74,900  370,121  227,024  -    

Total Expenditures 2,961,478  3,009,405  3,294,511  3,331,670  3,238,703  

      Ending Fund Balance 502,404  786,023  662,675  832,560  907,560  

      Months of EFB 2.0  3.1  2.4  3.0  3.4  

 

A useful ratio for measuring each agency’s ending fund balance is in relation to the total expenditures, 

and in terms of the months of expenses that the ending balance represents. LSFD has been able to grow 

its General Fund ending balance from 2.0 months of EFB to 3.4 months in 2013-14. Having this fund 

balance has allowed LSFD to not have to utilize the county line of credit for the past three years. ESCI 

recommends districts maintain at least 3 to 5 months of ending fund balance in the General Fund’s 

ending balances.  
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Figure 36 displays the balance history of LSFD’s capital reserve fund which is LSFD’s second of its 

governmental funds. This fund was the wildland revenue fund until the 2010-11 year but has been 

designated for the Capital Reserves since. The fund has received its revenue directly from wildland 

revenue until 2010-11, and Transfers In from the General Fund since. The fund balance has grown 11.6 

percent over the five years during which $780,356 was expended on capital purchases.  

Figure 36: LSFD Capital Reserve Fund Balance History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

Capital Reserve Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Fund Balance 353,567  582,394 784,766  665,195  837,704  

Revenues           

Investment Earnings 613  1,333  729  -       -    

Miscellaneous 10,000   -           -    586      -    

Grants/Contributions      -    -    10,500  992        -    

Charges For Service 139,240  98,455    -         -    

Transfers In  230,000  74,900  370,121  227,024      -    

Total Revenue 379,853  274,688  381,350  228,602      -    

Expenditures           

Materials & Services  1,446  2,993  30  382         -    

Capital Outlay 149,580  69,323  500,891  55,711         -    

Transfers Out        -        -           -    -    187,860  

Total Expenditures 151,026  72,316  500,921  56,093  187,860  

Ending Fund Balance 582,394  784,766   665,195  837,704  649,844  

 

Figure 37 displays LSFD’s Volunteer Pension Fund balance history. The volunteer pension fund is a 

fiduciary fund by definition. This fund has grown 10.7 percent over the past five years.  

Figure 37: LSFD Volunteer Pension Fund Balance History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

Volunteer Pension Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Beginning Fund Balance 347,608  383,380  469,033  420,922  

Additions         

Other 

    Contributions 11,480  19,214  12,179  12,129  

State Fire Marshal 680  755  883  753  

Investment Earnings         

Interest & Dividends  3,872  5,349  10,625  7,745  

Net Change of Investment 42,820  82,305  (44,459) 15,743  

Less Investment Expense  (6,839)  (2,335)  (7,663)  (7,546) 
Total Additions 52,013  105,288  (28,435) 28,824  

Deductions         

Distributions 14,238  19,597  19,676  21,478  

Miscellaneous 2,003  38          -    200  

Adjustment              -              -                   -    23,836  

Total Deductions 16,241  19,635  19,676  45,514  

Ending Fund Balance 383,380  469,033  420,922  404,232  
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Figure 38 displays the LSFD Auxiliary Fund balance history. This fund is also a fiduciary fund and is used 

to keep the auxiliary fund raising revenue and expense separate from the operating budget. The fund 

balance grew by 34.9 percent over the five years. 

Figure 38: LSFD Auxiliary Fund Balance History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

Fire Department Auxiliary Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Fund Balance 9,338  8,021  8,225  9,699  10,527  

Additions           

Fund Raising 8,655  8,318  14,348  6,664  9,496  

Total Additions 8,655  8,318  14,348  6,664  9,496  

Deductions           

Fund Raising 9,972  8,114  12,874   5,836  9,199  

Total Deductions 9,972  8,114  12,874   5,836  9,199  

Ending Fund Balance 8,021  8,225  9,699  10,527  10,824  

 

Figure 39 details LSFD’s Capital Asset value history. This allows us to compare the total historical costs 

that the district has invested into its useful capital assets against the accumulated depreciation related 

to each category of asset. Over the five years the total historical costs increased by 4.2 percent, far 

outpacing depreciation which grew at 0.9 percent. The total capital asset net grew by 7.8 percent. Here 

again we see that LSFD has grown its assets faster than they are depreciating and thus increasing the net 

value of the district. 

Figure 39: LSFD Capital Asset Value History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

Capital Assets 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Assets           

Land, not depreciated 152,000  152,000  152,000  152,000  152,000  

Vehicles 1,862,409  1,862,409  1,649,118  1,933,571  1,933,571  

Buildings 2,078,486  2,166,819  2,176,933  2,176,933  2,176,933  

Equipment, Admin 151,542  172,532  172,532  172,532  172,532  

Equipment, Fire 808,340  816,799  847,699  830,400  830,400  

Total Historical Costs 5,052,777  5,170,559  4,998,282  5,265,436  5,265,436  

Accumulated Depreciation 

     Vehicles 1,472,375  1,575,817  1,353,751  1,235,180  1,116,609  

Buildings 377,361  430,109  486,709  543,365  600,021  
Equipment, Admin 125,226  135,048  148,018  160,988  173,958  

Equipment, Fire 667,902  715,997  766,578  771,241  775,904  

Total Accum. Depreciation 2,642,864  2,856,971  2,755,056  2,710,774  2,666,492  

Total Capital Asset, Net 2,409,913  2,313,588  2,243,226  2,554,662  2,598,944  

 

Figure 40 displays LSFD’s outstanding long-term debt by year over the past five years. Here, too, we see 

that LSFD has made significant reductions in the total amount outstanding each year. Over the five year 

period the total long-term debt outstanding dropped by 20.7 percent. During the 2012-13 year LSFD 

adopted policies to help limit their unfunded liabilities by putting caps on employee vacation and sick 

leave accruals, as well as new pay out policies to save the district money in future years. ESCI recognizes 
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these policy changes as industry “Best Practices” and recommends them for districts without similar 

policies in place. 

Figure 40: LSFD Long-Term Debt Outstanding History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

Long-Term Debt 
Outstanding 

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Fire Station Lease 1,012,764  938,070  859,893  778,070  692,430  

Compensated absence 241,963  57,444  301,835  302,057  302,057  

Total Long-Term Debt 1,254,727  1,195,514  1,161,728  1,080,127  994,487  

 

Figure 41 41 depicts the remaining payments for the 2006 lease/purchase for an addition to the main 

fire station. The lease/purchase original amount of $1,294,823 carries an interest rate of 4.585% and is 

paid in quarterly payments of $29,964 with the final payment due February 2021. 

Figure 41: LSFD Main Fire Station Remaining Payments, 2014 to 2021 

Fire Station Lease       

Year ending June 30 Principal Interest Total 

2014 85,640  34,215  119,855  

2015 89,635  30,220  119,855  

2016 93,815  26,040  119,855  

2017 98,191  21,664  119,855  

2018 102,771  17,084  119,855  

2019 107,565  12,291  119,856  

2020 112,582  7,274  119,856  

2021 87,870  2,022  89,892  

Total Future Payments 778,069  150,810  928,879  

 

PFD Budget History 

PFD budget performance over the past five years has been noteworthy for several reasons. Facing the 

same budgetary constraints as the other districts, PFD chose to tighten their revenue belt rather than 

holding the status quo on their levy amount. In the process, PFD reduced their levy by 15.4 percent over 

the past five years which had a direct impact on keeping their tax payer’s rate at $2.525 in 2013-14, well 

below the $3.25 limit.  

PFD has been able to fund its capital reserve fund over the prior five years to the tune of $803,910 

ending fund balance projected at the end of fiscal 2013-14 as well as a general fund ending balance 

projected at $1,193,204 totaling $1,997,114 of combined fund balances. 

Figure 42 displays PFD’s assessed valuation, year-over-year growth, levy rate, and the total levy amount 

by year. Between the 2009-10 and 2013-14 tax years PFD’s total assessed valuation lost 28.2 percent of 

its value. Although PFD could have maintained its levy revenue amount, the district chose to proactively 

manage costs. 
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Figure 42: PFD Assessed Valuation and Levy History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

 
2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Assessed Valuation 186,081,959 183,287,938 163,551,301 146,680,587 133,669,337 

Growth / (Loss) 

 
-1.5% -10.8% -10.3% -8.9% 

Levy Rate 2.143 2.11 2.321 2.213 2.525 

Total Levy Amount 3,987,550 3,867,375 3,795,208 3,246,188 3,374,616 

 

Figure 43 lists PFD’s General Fund revenues by category for the current budget year, as well as the past 

four audited years. Property tax collections fell by 13.9 percent over the five years and FDAT fell by 20.6 

percent. Charges for Services, which is primarily Ambulance revenue, dropped by 25.7 percent as well. 

Total revenue lost 32.2 percent over the five years. Property tax and FDAT have historically made up 

approximately 83 percent of PFD’s total revenue. 

Figure 43: PFD Revenue History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Property Tax 3,917,680  3,866,402  3,811,961   3,256,528  3,374,567  

Fire District Assistance 292,614  305,490  292,037  243,999  232,436  

Investment Earnings  14,818  13,486   12,323   16,160    -    

Intergovernmental           -    37,355  37,898  41,280     -    

Miscellaneous 40,828  3,487  6,732  7,537     -    

Grants/Contributions 92,800           -    -          -         -    

Charges For Service 553,584  379,954  869,019  678,036  411,200  

Transfers In 1,011,953  4,199  -                -          -    

Total Revenue 5,924,277  4,610,373  5,029,970  4,243,540  4,018,203  

 

Figure 44 displays PFD’s general fund expenditure history over the past five years. Personnel Services 

has risen a modest 4.0 percent while Materials and Services has grown by 13.2 percent. However, 

reductions in the Debt Service payments, Capital Outlays, and Transfers Out resulted in a reduction in 

total expense of 24.0 percent over the five years. The Transfers Out in 2011-12 and 2012-13 were 

funding the Capital Reserve fund. 

Figure 44: PFD Expenditure History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Personnel Services 3,005,043 3,027,368 2,880,386 2,885,014 3,123,901 

Materials & Services 581,059 456,329 476,467 503,400 657,701 

Grant Expenses 

     Debt Service 

     Principal 314,083 327,996 1,108,084 206,698 227,480 

Interest 461,828 446,287 470,634 379,247 359,121 

Capital Outlay 1,385,232 785,385 - 258,461 - 

Transfers Out - - 563,415 240,495 - 

Total Expenditures 5,747,245 5,043,365 5,498,986 4,473,315 4,368,203 
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Figure 45 shows PFD’s expenditures (by category) as a percentage of the total expenses, and by year. 

The figure demonstrates how the changes in each category relate to the total expenses. 

Figure 45: PFD Expenditures (as a % of Total) History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Personnel Services 52.3% 60.0% 52.4% 64.5% 71.5% 

Materials & Services 10.1% 9.0% 8.7% 11.3% 15.1% 

Grant Expenses 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Debt Service 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Principal 5.5% 6.5% 20.2% 4.6% 5.2% 

Interest 8.0% 8.8% 8.6% 8.5% 8.2% 

Capital Outlay 24.1% 15.6% 0.0% 5.8% 0.0% 

Transfers Out 0.0% 0.0% 10.2% 5.4% 0.0% 

Total Expenditures 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 

Figure 46: PFD Historic Revenues vs Expenditures 

 

Figure 47 depicts PFD’s General Fund balance history which can serve as a useful indictor of whether the 

financial position of the district is improving or deteriorating. Over the five year period PFD’s ending 

fund balance has decreased by 55.4 percent down from $2,674,988 to $1,193,204 projected at the end 

of 2013-14. 
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Figure 47: PFD General Fund Balance History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Fund Balance 2,497,956  2,674,988  2,241,995  1,772,979  1,543,204  

Revenues 5,924,277  4,610,373  5,029,970  4,243,540  4,018,203  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 3,005,043  3,027,368  2,880,386  2,885,014  3,123,901  

Materials & Services 581,059  456,329  476,467  503,400  657,701  

Grant Expenses       -           -              -            -            -    

Debt Service 

     Principal 314,083  327,996  1,108,084  206,698  227,480  

Interest 461,828  446,287  470,634  379,247  359,121  

Capital Outlay   1,385,232  785,385        -    258,461              -    

Transfers Out       -               -    563,415  240,495       -    

Total Expenditures 5,747,245  5,043,365  5,498,986  4,473,315   4,368,203  

Ending Fund Balance 2,674,988  2,241,995  1,772,979  1,543,204  1,193,204  

Months of EFB  5.6  5.3   3.9   4.1  3.3  

 

Months of ending fund balance is a useful ratio for measuring each agency’s ending fund balance in 

relation to the total expenditures, and in terms of the months of expenses that the ending balance 

represents. PFD has lost ground in its General Fund ending balance from 5.6 months of EFB to 3.3 

months in 2013-14. As mentioned earlier, ESCI recommends departments maintain at least 3 to 5 

months of ending fund balance in their general funds ending balances. 

Figure 48 shows PFD’s Capital Reserve Fund balance history. Over the past five years the funding set 

aside has not been tapped, creating a healthy reserve for future capital purchases. 

Figure 48: PFD Capital Reserve Fund Balance History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

Capital Reserve Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Fund Balance -    -    -    563,415  803,910  

Revenue           

Investment Earnings 

     Transfers In     563,415  240,495    

Total Revenue -    -    563,415  240,495  -    

Expenditures           

Materials & Services 

     Capital Outlay           

Transfers Out           

Total Expenditures -    -    -    -    -    

Ending Fund Balance -    -    563,415  803,910  803,910  

 

Figure 49 is PFD’s firefighter Relief Pension Fund balance history. This fund is considered a fiduciary fund 

and is used to account for volunteer firefighter benefits. The fund balance had decreased by 27.2 

percent over the past five years but still appears to be well funded. 
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Figure 49: PFD Firefighter-Relief Pension Fund Balance History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

Firefighters Relief & Pension 
Fund 

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Fund Balance 485,920  500,508  516,759  452,722  416,003  

Additions           

Investment Earnings 66,745  106,994  11,307  6,155  8,731  

Premium Tax -    2,592  4,619  4,485  4,552  

Gains on Investment -    -    -    14,684  -    

Contributions           

Employer -    841  -    1,941  971  

Employee 3,652  6,376  2,823  2,135  2,479  

Total Additions 70,397  116,803  18,749  29,400  16,733  

Deductions           

Benefits Paid 46,085  94,009  44,864  59,651  61,152  

Loss on Investment 2,649  -    30,120  -    -    

Administration Costs 7,075  6,543  7,802  6,468  6,972  

Total Deductions 55,809  100,552  82,786  66,119  68,124  

Ending Fund Balance 500,508  516,759  452,722  416,003  364,611  

 

Figure 50 below details PFD’s capital asset value history. This allows us to compare the total historical 

costs that the district has invested into its useful capital assets against the accumulated depreciation 

related to each category of asset. Over the five years the total historical costs increase by 10.9 percent 

but far outpaced by depreciation which grew at 114.5 percent. The total capital asset net lost 21.2 

percent. Here again we see that budget tightening and policy on capital investment shows up in the 

imbalance between the historical cost of capital assets and the amount depreciated. 

Figure 50: PFD Capital Asset Value History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

Capital Assets 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Assets           

Land, not depreciated 175,133  175,133  175,133  175,133   175,133  

Buildings and Improvements 5,445,272  5,445,272  5,445,272  5,445,272  5,445,272  

Furniture, vehicles and equipment 3,990,451   4,775,836   4,775,836  5,034,297  5,034,297  

Total Historical Costs 9,610,856  10,396,241  10,396,241  10,654,702  10,654,702  

Accumulated Depreciation 

     Buildings and Improvements 479,148  603,148  682,091  818,080  954,069  

Furniture, vehicles and equipment 1,794,605  2,290,605  2,896,490  3,409,568  3,922,646  

Total Accum. Depreciation 2,273,753  2,893,753  3,578,581  4,227,648  4,876,715  

Total Capital Asset, Net 7,337,103  7,502,488  6,817,660  6,427,054  5,777,987  
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Figure 51 list the PFD’s outstanding long-term debt balance history for the past five years. PFD reduced 

its total long-term debt by 28.4 percent or by $1,995,985 over the five years. PFD has a policy in place 

that allots employees personal time off (PTO) leave but limits the maximum number of hours which has 

the benefit of controlling the compensated absence unfunded liability and reduces cost over the long-

term. 

Figure 51: PFD Long-Term Debt Outstanding History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

Long-Term Debt Outstanding 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Certificate of Participation 5,145,000  5,005,000  4,855,000  4,695,000  4,535,000  

Purchase lease agreements 1,575,382  1,387,386  429,304  382,606  335,908  

Compensated absence 298,615  198,843  146,571  152,104  152,104  

Unamortized amount -    -    -     (129,905) -    

Total Long-Term Debt 7,018,997  6,591,229  5,430,875  5,099,805  5,023,012  

 

Figure 52 shows the remaining payments for their Certificate of Participation (COP). PFD acquired 

buildings (new fire station and admin office) by granting leasehold interests in the underlying assets to 

the bank; which funded the agreement through sale of certificates of participation to third party 

investors. The original amount of the certificates of participation totaled $5,280,000. The remaining 

future payments total $8,172,188 and continue until 2029. 

Figure 52: PFD COP Remaining Payments, 2014 to 2029 

Certificate of Participation   

Year ending June 30, Payment 

2014  513,281  

2015                508,188  

2016 512,044  

2017 509,650  

2018   511,488  

2019     511,769  

2020-2026            3,572,831  

2027-2029               1,532,937  

Total Future Payments               8,172,188  

Less Interest            (3,477,188) 

Present Value  4,695,000  

 

Figure 53 shows the remaining payments for PFD’s lease agreements. PFD entered into an agreement 

for the purchase of apparatus (engine and tender) in January 2009 at an interest rate of 4.14 percent on 

an original amount of $571,557. The note matures in January 2019. 
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Figure 53: PFD Remaining Lease Payments, 2014 to 2019 

Purchase Lease Agreements   

Year ending June 30, Payment 

2014                 73,320  

2015                    73,320  

2016                    73,320  

2017                    73,320  

2018                    73,320  

2019                    73,320  

Total Future Payments                  439,920  

Less Interest                  (57,313) 

Present Value              382,607  

 

SLFD Budget History 

Financial data for the SLFD prior to the 2011-12 fiscal year is currently unavailable due to financial 

improprieties that occurred over the years prior to 2011-12. The following analysis is based on the 

current budget year data for 2013-14 and the two prior audited years. 

SLFD has responded in the last three years to the financial improprieties case, as well as the overarching 

economic pressures, by making considerable cuts to their operating budget over the past three years. 

SLFD has climbed from an ending General Fund balance of -$240,777 at the end of 2011-12 to the 

projected ending balance of $219,563 in 2013-14. Additionally, SLFD has budgeted $370,000 this year to 

fund their Capital Reserve fund bringing their combined projected ending balance of $589,563. This 

dramatic rebound is primarily due to SLFD’s management of expenses and conservative budget 

practices. 

Figure 54 displays SLFD’s assessed valuation, year-over-year growth, levy rate, and the total levy amount 

by year. Between the 2009-10 and 2013-14 tax years SLFD’s total assessed valuation lost 27.7 percent of 

its value. In order to maintain minimum operating needs, SLFD increased its levy amount by 2.8 percent 

over the same five years. 

Figure 54: SLFD Assessed Valuation and Levy History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

  2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Assessed Valuation 205,102,757  203,976,260  176,538,176  162,881,882  148,251,832  

Growth / (Loss)   -0.5% -13.5% -7.7% -9.0% 

Levy Rate 2.025  2.010  2.125  2.398  2.907  

Total Levy Amount 4,152,510  4,099,923  3,751,260  3,906,396  4,309,829  

 

Figure 55 shows SLFD’s General Fund revenue history over the past three years. Property tax collections 

have increased 15.9 percent while FDAT increased 0.8 percent. Overall revenue has increased 24.1 

percent over the three years. Property tax and FDAT have averaged approximately 84 percent of SLFD’s 

total revenue. 
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Figure 55: SLFD Revenue History, 2011-12 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Property Tax - -  3,719,222  3,867,756  4,309,829  

Fire District Assistance  -  - 288,657  293,620  290,912  

Investment Earnings - - 1,999  1,973  1,500  

Miscellaneous  -  - 5,000      -    1,500  

Grants/Contributions - -   -    273,657  731,517  

Charges For Service  -  - 681,952  277,502  495,000  

Transfers In - - 

   Total Revenue          -       -    4,696,830  4,714,508  5,830,258  

 

Figure 56 displays SLFD’s General Fund expenditure history over the past five years. Personnel Services 

has decreased by 1.2 percent while Materials and Services have decreased by 16.4 percent. The 

adjustment for $477,123 represents the misappropriation of funds adjustment related to the financial 

improprieties case. Overall, expenses increased 10.1 percent over the three years including the 2011-12 

adjustment. 

Figure 56: SLFD Expenditure History, 2011-12 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Personnel Services - - 3,633,647  3,233,208  3,591,773  

Materials & Services -  -  549,618  588,211  764,715  

Grant Expenses 

  

           -      -    504,875  

Debt Service           

Principal - -  416,326  249,195  218,036  

Interest  - -   95,026  72,243  63,210  

Capital Outlay - - 124,611  111,311  317,649  

Transfers Out  -  -           -              -     370,000  

Adjustment - - 477,123  -            -    

Total Expenditures                -    -    5,296,351  4,254,168   5,830,258  

 

Figure 57 shows SLFD’s expenditures (by category) as a percentage of the total expenses, and by year. 

Here we see how the changes in each category relate to the total expenses. 

Figure 57: SLFD Expenditures (as a % of Total) History, 2010-11 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Personnel Services - - 68.6% 76.0% 61.6% 
Materials & Services  -  - 10.4% 13.8% 13.1% 

Grant Related - - 0.0% 0.0% 8.7% 

Debt Service  -  - 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Principal - - 7.9% 5.9% 3.7% 
Interest  -  - 1.8% 1.7% 1.1% 

Capital Outlay - - 2.4% 2.6% 5.4% 

Transfers Out  -  - 0.0% 0.0% 6.3% 

Adjustment - - 9.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Total Expenditures  - -  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Figure 58: SLFD Historic Revenues vs Expenditures 

 

Figure 59 depicts SLFD’s General Fund balance history which can serve as a useful indictor of whether 

the financial position of the district is improving or deteriorating. Over the three year period SLFD’s 

ending fund balance increased by $460,340. This ending balance would have been projected $370,000 

higher if not for the scheduled transfers to the Capital Reserve fund.  

Months of ending fund balance is a useful ratio for measuring each agency’s ending fund balance in 

relation to the total expenditures, and in terms of the months of expenses that the ending balance 

represents. SLFD has considerable ground to make up in order to add security and stability to its General 

Fund. Currently, there is approximately 0.5 months of ending fund balance as of the 2013-14 budget 

year. As mentioned earlier, ESCI recommends agencies maintain at least 3 to 5 months of ending fund 

balance in their General Fund ending balances. 

Figure 59: SLFD General Fund Balance History, 2011-12 to 2013-14 

General Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Fund Balance 

 
             -      358,744  (240,777) 219,563  

Revenues                 -              -       4,696,830   4,714,508  5,830,258  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services -     -    3,633,647  3,233,208  3,591,773  

Materials & Services -      -    549,618  588,211  764,715  

Grant Expenses  -        -    -    504,875  

Debt Service  -    -      -    -    -    

Principal   -    -    416,326   249,195  218,036  

Interest    -     -    95,026  72,243  63,210  

Capital Outlay  -       -    124,611   111,311  317,649  

Transfers Out  -     -     477,123  -     370,000  

Total Expenditures -    -    5,296,351  4,254,168  5,830,258  

Ending Fund Balance   -    -     (240,777) 219,563  219,563  
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Figure 60Figure 60 shows SLFD’s Capital Reserve fund balance history. The 2013-14 budget year is the 

first year that SLFD has established the Capital Reserve fund which will serve to account for capital 

purchases and project expenses. 

Figure 60: SLFD Capital Reserve Fund Balance History, 2011-12 to 2013-14 

Capital Reserve Fund 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Beginning Fund Balance -    -    -    -    -    

Revenue           

Investment Earnings -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers In -    -    -    -    370,000  

Total Revenue -    -    -    -    370,000  

Expenditures           

Materials & Services -    -    -    -    -    

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures -    -    -    -    -    

Ending Fund Balance -    -    -    -    370,000  

 

Figure 61 details SLFD’s capital asset value history. This allows us to compare the total historical costs 

that the district has invested into its useful capital assets against the accumulated depreciation related 

to each category of asset. Over the three years the total historical costs increase by 0.5 percent 

outpaced by depreciation which grew at 24.9 percent. The total capital asset net lost 20.9 percent. Here 

again we see that budget tightening and capital investment policy shows up in the imbalance between 

the historical cost of capital assets and the amount depreciated. 

Figure 61: SLFD Capital Asset Value History, 2010-11 to 2013-14 

Capital Assets 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Assets           

Land, not depreciated - - 144,864  170,864  170,864  

Buildings and Improvements -   - 1,928,746  1,928,746  1,928,746  

Fire Equipment - 
 

714,146  714,146  714,146  

Vehicles  - -  2,174,621  2,174,621  2,174,621  

Total Historical Costs    -                -    4,962,377  4,988,377  4,988,377  

Accumulated Depreciation           

Buildings and Improvements - - 405,933  470,225  534,517  

Fire Equipment  -  - 430,194  484,284  538,374  

Vehicles  -  - 1,487,248  1,658,181  1,829,114  

Total Accum. Depreciation          -       -    2,323,375  2,612,690  2,902,005  

Total Capital Asset, Net                    -              -    2,639,002  2,375,687  2,086,372  

 

Figure 62 lists SLFD’s long-term outstanding debt balance history. Over the past three years capital 

leases has been reduced by 34.9 percent and compensated absences dropped 9.5 percent. Overall the 

reduction was 30.7 percent over the three years. 
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Figure 62: SLFD Long-Term Debt Outstanding History, 2010-11 to 2013-14 

Long-Term Debt Outstanding 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Capital Leases - - 1,367,045  1,117,850  899,814  

Compensated absence  -  - 271,894  246,095  246,095  

Total Long-Term Debt         -          -    1,638,939  1,363,945  1,145,909  
 

Figure 63 shows SLFD’s schedule of payments for their Station 320 Lease/purchase and includes the 

option to purchase price. The option prices shown are the pay-off/purchase amounts after the 

corresponding payments have been made.  

Figure 63: SLFD’s Station 320 Payment and Option to Purchase Schedule 

Date Principal Interest Total Option 

5/15/2009 34,983.52 18,968.78 53,952.30 N/A 

11/15/2009 24,944.69 29,007.61 53,952.30 N/A 

5/15/2010 25,617.16 28,335.14 53,952.30 N/A 

11/15/2010 26,307.75 27,644.55 53,952.30 N/A 

5/15/2011 27,016.96 26,935.34 53,952.30 N/A 

11/15/2011 27,745.30 26,207.00 53,952.30 N/A 

5/15/2012 28,493.26 25,459.04 53,952.30 N/A 

11/15/2012 29,261.39 24,690.91 53,952.30 N/A 

5/15/2013 30,050.23 23,902.07 53,952.30 904,074.17 

11/15/2013 30,860.34 23,091.96 53,952.30 869,559.46 

5/15/2014 31,692.28 22,260.02 53,952.30 834,302.69 

11/15/2014 32,546.65 21,405.65 53,952.30 798,287.90 

5/15/2015 33,424.05 20,528.25 53,952.30 761,498.79 

11/15/2015 34,325.11 19,627.19 53,952.30 723,918.71 

5/15/2016 35,250.46 18,701.84 53,952.30 685,530.66 

11/15/2016 36,200.75 17,751.55 53,952.30 646,317.27 

5/15/2017 37,176.66 16,775.64 53,952.30 606,260.79 

11/15/2017 38,178.89 15,773.41 53,952.30 565,343.10 

5/15/2018 39,208.13 14,744.17 53,952.30 523,545.68 

11/15/2018 40,265.11 13,687.19 53,952.30 480,849.61 

5/15/2019 41,350.59 12,601.71 53,952.30 437,235.58 

11/15/2019 42,465.33 11,486.97 53,952.30 392,683.84 

5/15/2020 43,610.13 10,342.17 53,952.30 347,174.24 

11/15/2020 44,785.79 9,166.51 53,952.30 300,686.19 

5/15/2021 45,993.14 7,959.16 53,952.30 253,198.64 

11/15/2021 47,233.03 6,719.27 53,952.30 204,690.11 

5/15/2022 48,506.36 5,445.94 53,952.30 155,138.65 

11/15/2022 49,814.01 4,138.29 53,952.30 104,521.83 

5/15/2023 51,156.91 2,795.39 53,952.30 52,816.75 

11/15/2023 52,536.02 1,416.28 53,952.30 1.00 

Total    1,111,000.00  507,569.00     1,618,569.00    

Remaining*: 825,719.40  253,326.60     1,079,046.00    
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Figure 64 shows the remaining payments for the years 2014 through 2023 for the Station 230 

lease/purchase. However, at any point SLFD can exercise their right to the purchase option of the 

agreement and reduce the total remaining scheduled costs by any accrued interest. 

Figure 64: Consolidated Remaining Payments for Station 320 Lease/Purchase 

Year Principal Interest Total 

2014     64,238.93       43,665.67        107,904.60  

2015     67,749.16       40,155.44        107,904.60  

2016     71,451.21       36,453.39        107,904.60  

2017     75,355.55       32,549.05        107,904.60  

2018     79,473.24       28,431.36        107,904.60  

2019     83,815.92       24,088.68        107,904.60  

2020     88,395.92       19,508.68        107,904.60  

2021     93,226.17       14,678.43        107,904.60  

2022     98,320.37         9,584.23        107,904.60  

2023   103,692.93         4,211.67        107,904.60  

Total 825,719.40 253,326.60 1,079,046.00 

 

Figure 65 displays the payment schedule for SLFD’s Ladder and Engine lease/purchase. Similar to the 

Station 320 lease/purchase agreement, the Ladder and Engine lease/purchase includes an option to 

purchase at any point by paying the remaining principal and accrued interest. 

Figure 65: SLFD’s Ladder and Engine Lease/Purchase Payment Schedule 

Date Principal Interest Total 

10/15/2013 - - - 

4/15/2014 29,096.49 6,817.50 35,913.99 

10/15/2014 29,537.30 6,376.69 35,913.99 

4/15/2015 29,984.79 5,929.20 35,913.99 

10/15/2015 30,439.06 5,474.93 35,913.99 

4/15/2016 30,900.21 5,013.78 35,913.99 

10/15/2016 31,368.35 4,545.64 35,913.99 

4/15/2017 31,843.58 4,070.41 35,913.99 

10/15/2017 32,326.01 3,587.98 35,913.99 

4/15/2018 32,815.75 3,098.24 35,913.99 

10/15/2018 33,312.91 2,601.08 35,913.99 

4/15/2019 33,817.60 2,096.39 35,913.99 

10/15/2019 34,329.93 1,584.05 35,913.98 

4/15/2020 34,850.03 1,063.95 35,913.98 

10/15/2020 35,378.01 535.98 35,913.99 

Total 450,000.00 52,795.82 502,795.82 
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Figure 66 shows the same information as Figure 65 but grouped by year. 

Figure 66: SLFD’s Ladder and Engine Lease/Purchase Payment Schedule (grouped by year) 

Year Principal Interest Total 

2014 58,633.79 13,194.19 71,827.98 

2015 60,423.85 11,404.13 71,827.98 

2016 62,268.56 9,559.42 71,827.98 

2017 64,169.59 7,658.39 71,827.98 

2018 66,128.66 5,699.32 71,827.98 

2019 68,147.53 3,680.44 71,827.97 

2020 70,228.04 1,599.93 71,827.97 

Total 450,000.00 52,795.82 502,795.82 

 

Figure 67 shows the combined remaining payment for both the Station 320 lease/purchase as well as 

the Ladder and Engine lease/purchase. 

Figure 67: SLFD’s Combined Remaining Lease/Purchase Payment Schedule 

Year Principal Interest Total 

2014 122,872.72 56,859.86 179,732.58 

2015 128,173.01 51,559.57 179,732.58 

2016 133,719.77 46,012.81 179,732.58 

2017 139,525.14 40,207.44 179,732.58 

2018 145,601.90 34,130.68 179,732.58 

2019 151,963.45 27,769.12 179,732.57 

2020 158,623.96 21,108.61 179,732.57 

2021 93,226.17 14,678.43 107,904.60 

2022 98,320.37 9,584.23 107,904.60 

2023 103,692.93 4,211.67 107,904.60 

Total 1,275,719.42 306,122.42 1,581,841.84 

 

Forecasting Considerations 

Property Tax Issues and Limitations for Fire Districts 

Each fire district in this study is classified as a local government unit formed as political subdivision of 

Navajo County - which is a political subdivision of the State of Arizona. Each district was formed under 

the provisions of Title 48 of Arizona Revised Statutes. Each fire district is authorized to levy property 

taxes in an amount sufficient to operate their district. Fire districts have the following legislatively or 

voter mandated limitations related to property tax revenue: 

• $3.25 Levy Rate Limit 

• 8% Levy Amount Limit 

• 5% Property Valuation Limit 
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The $3.25 levy rate limit simply means that a fire district’s levy rate cannot exceed three dollars and 

twenty five cents per one hundred dollars of assessed valuation. However, a fire district may override its 

levy limit upon voter approval in one of two ways: 1) a permanent override within the existing $3.25 

rate cap or 2) a five-year temporary override to exceed the $3.25 rate cap if the total Net Assessed Value 

(NAV) of the property in the district decreases by more than 20% over two consecutive years (A.R.S. § 

48-807).  

The past several years have tested the limitations for each of the fire districts in this study because of 

the significant losses in assessed valuation. When assessed valuations fall, fire districts have the ability 

continue to levy the same total amount as the prior year (plus 8%) so long as the levy rate stays below 

the $3.25 limit. Over the analysis period of this study each fire district lost approximately 28 percent of 

their total assessed valuation; however, each fire district had enough room under the $3.25 limit to levy 

the revenue needed to provide their services. Based on these facts, the $3.25 levy rate limit should not 

be a factor affecting any of the fire districts in this study in either the near- or long-term. 

The 8% levy amount limit means that a fire district cannot exceed the amount of the levy in the 

preceding tax year by more than 8.0 percent. This limitation also has had no bearing on the fire districts 

in this study nor will it likely impact in the near- or long-term. 

The 5% property valuation limit was approved by the voters of the State of Arizona on November 6, 

2012. This property tax initiative (Proposition 117) limits the annual increase in property tax valuation to 

a maximum of 5% per year and established a single limited property value as the basis for determining 

property taxes on real property beginning in 2014. Fire districts have historically used the single taxable 

value Limited Property Values (LPV) that Proposition 117 is requiring for all taxing districts, so this has no 

effect on fire districts. 

The limitations of Proposition 117 do not take effect until the 2014 tax year, meaning the solid growth in 

the local housing markets during 2012 and 2013 were not limited to the 5% growth. Going forward, this 

limitation may smooth out the volatile changes that we have seen over the last twenty years and 

provide stability to taxing districts over the long-term and insulate them slightly from the larger 

economic cycles. For the near-term, and through the forecasted period of this study, we do not believe 

this limitation will have noticeable effect on any of the three fire districts.  

Each year, property taxes are levied on or before the third Monday in August that become due and 

payable in two equal installments. The first installment is due on the first day of October and becomes 

delinquent after the first business day of November. The second installment is due on the first day of 

March of the next year and becomes delinquent after the first business day of May. Levies against 

various personal property taxes are also during the year and due at the same time as real property 

taxes.  

A lien assessed against real and personal property attaches on the first day of January preceding 

assessment and levy. 
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Figure 68 displays the three agency’s assessed valuation between the 2009-10 tax year and the 2013-14 

tax years. On average, each agency lost approximately 28 percent over the five years. What is important 

to note is that the assessed valuations are based on market data (sales) from two years prior to the year 

that it is reported. Increases in sales prices from 2012 have not been reflected in the assessed values in 

the following figure, these will be reported in the 2014-15 tax year. This fact should result in growth in 

the 2014-15 and 2015-16 tax years based on the positive growth in the housing market between 2012 

and 2013. 

Local Market and Assessed Valuation History 

Over the past five years the three fire districts have endured relatively the same percentage of lost 

assessed valuation. Figure 68 displays each districts assessed valuation for the five most current tax 

years. Between the five years LSFD lost 28.1 percent of their total assessed value, PFD lost 28.2 percent 

of their value, and SLFD lost 27.7 percent of value. Overall, the combined total averaged a loss of 28.0 

percent over the period. 

Figure 68: Assessed Valuation History, 2009-10 to 2013-14 

 
2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

LSFD 119,768,344 123,091,734 110,458,727 96,855,636 86,161,585 

PFD 186,081,959 183,287,938 163,551,301 146,680,587 133,669,337 

SLFD 205,102,757 203,976,260 176,538,176 162,881,882 148,251,832 

Total 510,953,060 510,355,932 450,548,204 406,418,105 368,082,754 

 

Figure 69 shows the year-over-year growth/loss percentage for each district’s assessed value. All three 

agencies assessed valuation has responded to the market conditions in very similar fashion. Growth/loss 

has been consistent throughout each, and over each year. 

Figure 69: Assessed Valuation Year Over Year Growth/(Loss), 2009-10 to 2013-14 

 
2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

LSFD - 2.8% -10.3% -12.3% -11.0% 

PFD - -1.5% -10.8% -10.3% -8.9% 

SLFD - -0.5% -13.5% -7.7% -9.0% 

Total - -0.1% -11.7% -9.8% -9.4% 

 

Figure 70 displays home sales and the median sales price for homes in the Lakeside/Pinetop market 

between Q1 2008 and Q4 2013. From Q1 2008’s high of ~$310,000 and the low in Q1 2011 of 

~$150,000, the local market appears to be trending upward with median sales prices in Q4 2013 of 

~$200,000. 2012 median sales prices increased by approximately 8.0 percent from 2011 and 2013 saw 

further growth of 14.5 percent. Both of these growth years have yet to be reflected in the agency’s 

assessed valuation. 
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Figure 70: Lakeside/Pinetop – Homes Sold and Median Prices, Q1 2008 – Q4 2014 

 

 

Figure 71 displays home sales and the median sales price for homes in the Show Low market between 

Q1 2008 and Q4 2013. Median home price fell from their high of ~$220,000 in Q1 2008 to a low of 

~$102,000 in Q2 2011. Prices have since begun to rebound with 4.4 percent growth in 2012 and 8.2 

percent growth in 2013. Both of these growth years have yet to be reflected in SLFD’s assessed 

valuation. 

Figure 71: Show Low – Homes Sold and Median Prices, Q1 2008 – Q4 2014 

 

Both local markets appear to be on an upward trend, and based on the continued positive growth in the 

economy as a whole it is reasonable to assume home prices will continue to climb for the near future.  
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Historic Unemployment Rate 

The level of employment in the region could potentially impact the number of homes sold and 

ultimately the sales price. Figure 72 displays the historical average annual unemployment rate in Navajo 

County and the Arizona state-wide average. Navajo County is trending higher than it normally does in 

relation to the state-wide average but is on a downward trend since the end of 2011. It is anticipated 

that this trend will continue through 2014. 

Figure 72: Historic Unemployment Rate Comparison, 2003 to 2013 

  

Figure 73 depicts the same unemployment data as well as the Navajo County 10-year average of 12.27 

percent. Navajo County’s 2013 average unemployment rate of 15.9 percent was over three points 

higher than the 10-year average. As of December 2013 the Navajo County rate had dropped slightly over 

one point to 14.8 percent.  

Figure 73: Average Annual Unemployment Rate for Navajo Co, 2003 to 2013 

Year Rate 

2004 9.30% 

2005 8.60% 

2006 7.80% 

2007 7.20% 

2008 8.00% 

2009 14.60% 

2010 17.30% 

2011 17.50% 

2012 16.50% 

2013 15.90% 

10-Year Avg. 12.27% 
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Historic Inflation Rate 

Inflation is also an important consideration when forecasting cost. For the purpose of this analysis, ESCI 

will use the average Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers (CPI-U) reported for 2004 though the 

2013 period, for the Phoenix-Mesa, AZ statistical area as compiled by the U.S. Department of Labor. 

Figure 74 graphs the inflation rate over the past ten years, which is currently below the 10-year average 

at 1.28 percent. 

Figure 74: Phoenix-Mesa, AZ CPI-U Rate, 2004 to 2013 

 

Figure 75 shows us the annual average inflation rate as well as the 10-year average of 2.0 percent. 

Figure 75: Average Annual CPI-U Rate for Phoenix-Mesa, AZ, 2004 to 2013 

Year CPI-U 

2004 1.84% 

2005 2.95% 

2006 2.95% 

2007 3.39% 
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2013 1.28% 
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Forecast/Projections 

The following projections are based on each agency’s reported budget history, the economic conditions 

of the local area, and the economy as a whole. Each agency’s assessed valuation has been conservatively 

forecast based on the local market home sales data discussed earlier.  

Each agency’s revenues and expenditures have primarily been based on their budgeted fiscal 2013-14 

amounts by category. Revenues other than property tax have been increased annually based on the 10-

year average CPI-U amount of 2.0 percent. Expenditures with the exception of Personnel Services have 

also been increased by the 10-year average CPI-U amount of 2.0 percent. Personnel Services has been 

increased by an additional 3.0 percent. These combined total 5.0 percent to account for uncertain 

growth in health care costs. 

Property tax revenues have been calculated based on maintaining, or accumulating, approximately 3.0 

months of ending fund balance in the general fund. As discussed earlier, ESCI recommends agencies 

maintain 3 to 5 months of ending fund balance to ensure financial stability and security. It is with this 

goal that these projections have been based. 

LSFD Projection 

LSFD’s assessed valuation growth is displayed in Figure 76. The annual growth projection for the 2014-15 

fiscal year displayed is based on the assumed final impacts of the housing market downturn which 

ended its decline in 2011. Yet due to the multi-year assessment process, the growth seen in housing 

values in 2012 will not be adjusted into assessed values until the 2015-16 fiscal year. Throughout the 

remainder of the projection conservative estimates have been assumed.  

Over the five-year period the levy rate has been adjusted in order to maintain the current expenditures 

(adjusted for inflation) and the ending fund balance as a proportion of operating expenses. The 

calculated months of ending fund balance (based on the calculated average monthly cost of total fiscal 

operating expense) are used as a basis for comparison over the five year period. In 2014-15 LSFD’s rate 

has been set to $2.98 based on LSFD’s forecasted budget. For the remaining four years the rate has been 

adjusted to $3.05, this results in LSFD slightly growing their Months of EFB from 4.7 in the first year to 

6.0 in the last year of the projection.   

Figure 76: LSFD Assessed Valuation and Levy Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

  2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Assessed Valuation 79,499,261  79,499,261  81,009,747  82,933,729  85,297,340  

Growth / (Loss) -7.7% 0.0% 1.9% 2.4% 2.9% 

Levy Rate  2.982  3.050  3.050  3.050  3.050  

Total Levy Amount 2,370,770  2,424,727  2,470,797  2,529,479  2,601,569  

 

Figure 77 shows the projected revenue for LSFD over the coming five years. All revenue except property 

tax revenue has been increased from the 2013-14 budgeted amounts by the 10-year average CPI-U rate 

of 2.0 percent. 
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Figure 77: LSFD Revenue Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Property Tax 2,370,770  2,424,727  2,470,797  2,529,479  2,601,569  

Fire District Assistance 148,571  148,571  151,394  154,989  159,407  

Investment Earnings 3,570  3,641  3,714  3,788  3,864  

Miscellaneous 5,610  5,722  5,836  5,953  6,072  

Grants/Contributions -    -    -    -    -    

Charges For Service 628,314  640,873  653,684  666,751  680,079  

Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue 3,156,835  3,223,535  3,285,426  3,360,961  3,450,991  

 

Figure 78 displays the projected expenditures for LSFD over the next five years. Personnel Services tend 

to grow at a faster rate than other expense categories and, because of this, are typically projected from 

5.0 percent to 8.0 percent inflation per year. Due to the cost control measures that LSFD (like SLFD) took 

by adopting a state-wide average firefighter pay scale (which limits annual increases to 3.0 percent per 

year), Personnel Services has been increased by 4.0 percent per year with the extra percent to account 

for potential increases in health care and pension benefits. Materials and Services has been increased by 

the 10-year average CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. And the debt service amounts for principal and interest 

are based on the amounts determined in the debt agreements. 

Figure 78: LSFD Expenditure Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Personnel Services 2,524,019  2,624,954  2,729,925  2,839,093  2,952,628  

Materials & Services 272,459  277,905  283,460  289,126  294,906  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service           

Principal 89,635  93,815  98,191  102,771  107,565  

Interest 30,225  26,045  21,669  17,089  12,295  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 2,916,338  3,022,719  3,133,245  3,248,080  3,367,394  

 

Figure 79 shows the graphic depiction of the relationship between LSFD’s total revenues and total 

expenses over the five years projected. The slight separation between revenues and expenses allow 

LSFD to maintain and slightly grow fund balance over the projection period.  
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Figure 79: LSFD Projected Revenues vs Expenditures 

  

Figure 80 below displays LSFD’s projected fund balance for the General Fund over the coming five years. 

Based on the projected revenues and expenditures discussed above LSFD is projected to maintain and 

slightly grow their fund balance over the five year period. ESCI recommends retaining at least three 

months of ending fund balance in the General Fund. Lowering cost is a key tool in retaining fund balance 

as well as long-range fund balance planning. Depending on economic conditions and growth in assessed 

valuations LSFD may have the ability to adjust their levy rate downward while still maintaining current 

levels of fund balance.  

Figure 80: LSFD Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 907,560  1,148,057  1,348,874  1,501,055  1,613,936  

Revenues 3,156,835  3,223,535  3,285,426  3,360,961  3,450,991  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 2,524,019  2,624,954  2,729,925  2,839,093  2,952,628  

Materials & Services 272,459  277,905  283,460  289,126  294,906  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service -    -    -    -    -    

Principal 89,635  93,815  98,191  102,771  107,565  

Interest 30,225  26,045  21,669  17,089  12,295  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 2,916,338  3,022,719  3,133,245  3,248,080  3,367,394  

Ending Fund Balance 1,148,057  1,348,874  1,501,055  1,613,936  1,697,533  

Months of EFB 4.7  5.4  5.7  6.0  6.0  
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PFD Projection 

PFD’s assessed valuation growth projection is displayed in Figure 81. The annual growth projection for 

the 2014-15 fiscal year displayed below is based on the assumed final impacts of the housing market 

downturn which ended its decline in 2011. Due to the multi-year assessment process, the growth in 

housing values in 2012 will not be adjusted into assessed values until the 2015-16 fiscal year. 

Throughout the remainder of the projection conservative estimates have been assumed.  

Over the five-year period the levy rate has been adjusted in order to maintain the current expenditures 

(adjusted for inflation) and the ending fund balance as a proportion of operating expenses. The 

calculated months of ending fund balance (based on the calculated average monthly cost of total fiscal 

operating expense) are used as a basis for comparison over the five year period. In 2014-15 PFD’s rate 

has been set to $2.76 based on PFD’s forecasted budget. For the remaining four years the rate has been 

adjusted to $2.85, this results in PFD slightly growing their Months of EFB from 4.1 in the first year to 4.2 

in the last year of the projection. 

Figure 81: PFD Assessed Valuation and Levy Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19  

  2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Assessed Valuation 120,858,761  120,858,761  122,671,642  124,971,736  127,783,600  

Growth / (Loss) -9.6% 0.0% 1.5% 1.9% 2.2% 

Levy Rate 2.760  2.850  2.850  2.850  2.850  

Total Levy Amount 3,335,702  3,444,475  3,496,142  3,561,694  3,641,833  

 

Figure 82 displays the projected revenue for PFD over the coming five years. All revenue except property 

tax revenue and FDAT has been increased from the 2013-14 budgeted amounts by the 10-year average 

CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. 

Figure 82: PFD Revenue Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19  

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Property Tax 3,335,702  3,444,475  3,496,142  3,561,694  3,641,833  

Fire District Assistance 215,146  215,146  218,373  222,468  227,473  

Investment Earnings 14,197  14,480  14,770  15,065  15,366  

Intergovernmental -    -    -    -    -    

Miscellaneous 14,646  14,939  15,237  15,542  15,853  

Grants/Contributions -    -    -    -    -    

Charges For Service 419,420  427,804  436,355  445,078  453,975  

Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue 3,999,110  4,116,844  4,180,878  4,259,847  4,354,500  

 

Figure 83 displays the projected expenditures for PFD over the next five years. Personnel Services have 

been increased by 5.0 percent per year to account for potential increases in health care and pension 

benefits. Materials and Services were increased by the 10-year average CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. The 

debt service amounts for principal and interest are based on the amounts determined in the debt 

agreements/payment schedules. 
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Figure 83: PFD Expenditure Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Personnel Services 2,612,809  2,717,294  2,825,958  2,938,967  3,056,495  

Materials & Services 670,848  684,258  697,936  711,888  726,118  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service           

Principal 250,048  275,121  297,315  321,644  345,203  

Interest 331,460  310,243  285,655  263,164  239,886  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 3,865,165  3,986,916  4,106,864  4,235,662  4,367,702  

 

Figure 84 shows the graphic depiction of the relationship between PFD’s total revenues and total 

expenses over the five years projected. The slight separation between revenues and expenses begins to 

dwindle after the first year despite the increase in levy rate from $2.76 to $2.85, and by the fourth year 

they have nearly crossed. Cost savings measure should be taken, or increases in revenues could allow 

PFD to avoid a potential revenue/expense imbalance. 

 

Figure 84: PFD Projected Revenues vs Expenditures 

 

Figure 85 displays PFD’s projected fund balance for the General Fund over the coming five years. Based 

on the projected revenues and expenditures discussed above, PFD is projected to maintain and slightly 

grow their fund balance over the five year period. Lowering cost is a key tool in retaining fund balance as 

well as long-range fund balance planning. Depending on economic conditions and growth in assessed 

valuations, PFD may have the ability to adjust their levy rate downward while still maintaining current 

levels of fund balance. 
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Figure 85: PFD Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19  

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 1,193,204  1,327,149  1,457,077  1,531,091  1,555,275  

Revenues 3,999,110  4,116,844  4,180,878  4,259,847  4,354,500  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 2,612,809  2,717,294  2,825,958  2,938,967  3,056,495  

Materials & Services 670,848  684,258  697,936  711,888  726,118  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service 

     Principal 250,048  275,121  297,315  321,644  345,203  

Interest 331,460  310,243  285,655  263,164  239,886  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 3,865,165  3,986,916  4,106,864  4,235,662  4,367,702  

Ending Fund Balance 1,327,149  1,457,077  1,531,091  1,555,275  1,542,073  

Months of EFB 4.1  4.4  4.5  4.4  4.2  

 

SLFD Projection 

SLFD’s assessed valuation growth is displayed in Figure 86. The annual growth projection for the 2014-15 

fiscal year displayed below is based on the assumed final impacts of the housing market downturn 

which ended its decline in 2011. Due to the multi-year assessment process the growth seen in housing 

values in 2012 will not be adjusted into assessed values until the 2015-16 fiscal year. Throughout the 

remainder of the projection conservative estimates have been assumed.  

Over the five-year period the levy rate has been adjusted in order to maintain the current expenditures 

(adjusted for inflation) and the ending fund balance as a proportion of operating expenses. The 

calculated months of ending fund balance (based on the calculated average monthly cost of total fiscal 

operating expense) are used as a basis for comparison over the five year period. In 2014-15 SLFD’s rate 

has been set to $2.947 based on SLFD’s forecasted budget. For the remaining four years the rate has 

been adjusted to $3.10, this results in SLFD slightly growing their Months of EFB from 0.9 in the first year 

to 1.3 in the last year of the projection. 

Figure 86: SLFD Assessed Valuation and Levy Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19  

  2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Assessed Valuation 136,458,104  136,458,104  138,504,975  141,101,944  144,276,737  
Growth / (Loss) -8.0% 0.0% 1.5% 1.9% 2.2% 

Levy Rate 2.947  3.100  3.100  3.100  3.100  

Total Levy Amount 4,021,830  4,230,201  4,293,654  4,374,160  4,472,579  

 

Figure 87 displays the projected revenue for SLFD over the coming five years. All revenue except 

property tax revenue and FDAT has been increased from the 2013-14 budgeted amounts by the 10-year 

average CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. 
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Figure 87: SLFD Revenue Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Property Tax 4,021,830  4,230,201  4,293,654  4,374,160  4,472,579  

Fire District Assistance 274,420  274,420  278,536  283,759  290,143  

Investment Earnings 1,530  1,561  1,592  1,624  1,656  

Miscellaneous 1,530  1,561  1,592  1,624  1,656  

Grants/Contributions -    -    -    -    -    

Charges For Service 162,500  165,748  169,062  172,441  175,888  

Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue 4,461,810  4,673,491  4,744,436  4,833,607  4,941,922  

  

Figure 88 displays the projected expenditures for SLFD over the next five years. Personnel Services tend 

to grow at a faster rate than other expense categories and because of this are typically projected from 

5.0 percent to 8.0 percent inflation per year. Due to the cost control measures that SLFD (like LSFD) took 

by adopting a state-wide average firefighter pay scale (which limits annual increase to 3.0 percent per 

year) Personnel Services has been increased by 4.0 percent per year with the extra percent to account 

for potential increases in health care and pension benefits. Materials and Services has been increased by 

the 10-year average CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. And the debt service amounts for principal and interest 

are based on the amounts determined in the debt agreements. 

Figure 88: SLFD Expenditure Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Personnel Services 3,392,775  3,528,451  3,669,552  3,816,296  3,968,909  

Materials & Services 780,002  795,594  811,497  827,719  844,265  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service           

Principal 122,873  128,173  133,720  139,525  145,602  

Interest 56,860  51,560  46,013  40,207  34,131  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Adjustment -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 4,352,509  4,503,777  4,660,782  4,823,748  4,992,906  

 

Figure 89 shows the graphic depiction of the relationship between SLFD’s total revenues and total 

expenses over the five years projected. The slight separation between revenues and expenses begins to 

evaporate after the first year, and by the fourth year expenses have just begun to overtake revenues. In 

the fifth year the revenue/expense imbalance begins to widen. Cost savings measure should be taken 

prior to the fourth year, or increases in revenues could allow SLFD to avoid the potential 

revenue/expense imbalance. 
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Figure 89: SLFD Projected Revenues vs Expenditures 

 

Figure 90 displays SLFD’s projected fund balance for the General Fund over the coming five years. Based 

on the projected revenues and expenditures discussed above SLFD is projected to maintain and slightly 

grow their fund balance over the five year period. Lowering cost is a key tool in retaining fund balance as 

well as long-range fund balance planning. Depending on economic conditions and growth in assessed 

valuations SLFD may have the ability to adjust their levy rate downward while still maintaining current 

levels of fund balance. 

Figure 90: SLFD Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 219,563  328,863  498,577  582,230  592,090  

Revenues 4,461,810  4,673,491  4,744,436  4,833,607  4,941,922  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 3,392,775  3,528,451  3,669,552  3,816,296  3,968,909  

Materials & Services 780,002  795,594  811,497  827,719  844,265  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service -    -    -    -    -    

Principal 122,873  128,173  133,720  139,525  145,602  

Interest 56,860  51,560  46,013  40,207  34,131  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 4,352,509  4,503,777  4,660,782  4,823,748  4,992,906  

Ending Fund Balance 328,863  498,577  582,230  592,090  541,106  

Months of EFB 0.9  1.3  1.5  1.5  1.3  
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Potential Advantages: 

 All three fire districts have adopted GAAP and GASB accounting standards and practices.  This is beneficial 
in terms of “merging the books.” 

 All three fire districts collectively are projected to have $1,823,754 of capital reserve funds. 

 A combined tax base may allow the merged organization to manage the changes (volatility) in property 
values better than they would individually. 

 All three fire districts have similar pension, deferred compensation, and health benefit plans (from a cost 
structure standpoint).  

Potential Issues: 

 A more sophisticated financial system will be required to handle the needs of the larger organization. This 
will also require training for staff, as well as considerations of merging historical financial data (see 
recommendations). 

 Aligning the different health care, deferred compensation, and benefits will require negotiations and 
planning to ensure the costs are tracked and controlled. 

 Internal controls will need to be addressed early to ensure policy and training are completed prior to 
integration. 

Recommendations: 

 Maintain 5 to 10 year fund balance projections and update based on changes to major cost drivers and 
revenue expectations.  

 Establish guidelines for expenditure growth that is controlled based on revenue growth and the 
forecasted fund balance outlook.  

 Develop and maintain a long-term capital plan including:  IT, communications, apparatus/fleet, facilities, 
fire equipment, and planning/mapping/GIS technology.   

 Work with Navajo County assessor to ensure agency revenue forecasting is adjusted regularly based on 
market conditions and the county’s feedback. 

 Continue to fund the capital reserves annually to ensure the additions to the fund outpace fixed asset 
depreciation.  

 Consider implementing an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system to account for the district-wide 
financial, fixed asset, payroll, HR, fleet, facilities, inventory, permits, fees, and document management 
needs. This removes “siloed systems” that can lead to inefficiencies and redundancies. 
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Charitable Foundations 

While typically a minor source of discretionary income, non-profit foundations can be established for 

the benefit of the fire districts. By establishing a 501(c)3 an organization can generate funds to purchase 

specialized equipment to better serve the community. The districts can collaborate on developing a 

vision for the foundation and then recruit community leaders to get behind and champion the formation 

of a 501(c)3 charitable Foundation for Public Safety, and serve on the foundation board. Such efforts, 

while slow starting, can generate significant revenue over time through tax deductible donations by the 

public and other benefactors. Proceeds from such a foundation can offset such costly equipment as 

defibrillators, thermal imaging cameras, vehicle extrication equipment, and even training props or public 

education trailers for public demonstrations. Proceeds from estates and regular, ongoing funding by 

donors can actually create endowments to fund some ongoing costs.  

Cost Apportionment 

Local governments provide services (such as fire protection) based on an assumption of public interest 

rather than the need for profitability, as in the private sector. Consequently, the limiting market forces 

of supply, demand, and price are not typically found at the forefront of policy decisions concerning fire 

protection. While elected officials may spend significant time and effort debating the overall cost of fire 

protection, it is very unusual that the price is considered at the point of service. In this light, it is not 

surprising that local governments find it difficult to establish a fair market price for essential services 

when entering into partnerships. 

Usually when a single local government provides fire protection to its residents, that community bears 

the entire financial burden because of the presumption that everyone benefits from the service. When 

two or more communities share in providing fire protection, elected officials must assure that each 

community assumes only its fair pro rata share of the cost, thereby fulfilling an obligation to act as 

stewards to the best interest of their respective constituencies. However, while purely economic 

considerations may suggest that those who benefit from a service should pay in direct proportion to the 

level of benefit (the “benefits received” principle), social and political concerns may also enter into the 

price-setting process.  

Cost Allocation Options 

What follows is a sample listing of system variables that can be used (singly or in combination) to 

allocate cost between fire agencies. Each example is summarized by the concept, its advantages and 

disadvantages, and other factors that should be considered. Regardless of the criteria chosen to share 

the cost of fire protection, the resulting intergovernmental agreement needs to address the issues of full 

cost versus marginal cost and should be clear about the inclusion of administrative or overhead cost. In 

addition, IGAs often must reconcile the exchange of in-kind services between the participating agencies.  
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Area 

The cost of emergency service can be apportioned based on the geographic area served relative to the 

whole. For instance, the jurisdictional boundaries of the three agencies represent about 151.5 square 

miles. The following figure displays the service area in square miles and the percentage for each 

jurisdiction.  

Figure 91: Cost Allocation by Service Area, 2014 

Jurisdiction Sq. Miles % of Total 

LSFD 25.0 16.5% 

PFD 11.5 7.6% 

SLFD 115.0 75.9% 

Total 151.5 100.0% 

 

Apportionment founded on service area alone may work best in areas that are geographically and 

developmentally homogeneous. 

Pro: Service area is easily calculable from a variety of sources. Size of service area generally 
remains constant with few if any changes. 

Con:  Service area does not necessarily equate to greater risk or to greater workload. 

Consider: Service area may be combined with other variables (such as assessed value and number 
of emergencies) to express a compound variable (such as assessed value per square mile 
and emergencies per square mile). 

Assessed Value 

The assessed value (AV) of agencies is established by tax assessors under laws of the state. Usually, 

higher-valued structures and complexes carry a greater risk to the community from loss by fire; 

consequently, AV also tends to approximate the property at risk within an area. Fire departments are 

charged with being sufficiently prepared to prevent property loss by fire. Therefore, the cost of 

contracted fire protection may be apportioned relative to the AV of the allied jurisdictions. Typically, AV 

is used to apportion cost of shared service by applying the percentage of each partner’s AV to the 

whole.2 The following figure illustrates the allocation of cost by the AV of the agencies.  

  

                                                           

 

2 AV used is the total assessed value of the service area. 
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Figure 92: Cost Allocation by Assessed Value, 2013-14 

Jurisdiction Assessed Value % of Total 

LSFD $86,161,585 23.4% 

PFD $133,669,337 36.3% 

SLFD $148,251,832 40.3% 

Total $368,082,754 100.0% 

 

Pro: AV is updated regularly, helping to assure that adjustments for changes relative to new 
construction, annexation, and inflation are included. Because a third party (the assessor) 
establishes AV in accordance with state law, it is generally viewed as an impartial and 
fair measurement for cost apportionment. Fire protection is typically considered a 
property-related service; thus, apportionment tied directly to property value has merit. 

Con: AV may not reflect the property risk associated with certain exempt property, such as 
schools, universities, government facilities, churches, and institutions. AV may not 
always represent the life risk of certain properties, such as nursing homes or places of 
assembly, which might dictate more significant use of resources. In addition, some large 
facilities may seek economic development incentives through AV exemptions or 
reductions. Adjustments may need to be made to AV if such large tracts of exempt 
property in one jurisdiction cause an imbalance in the calculation. Last, AV typically 
includes the value of land, which is not usually at risk of loss by fire. Depending on the 
local circumstance, however, this may not be a significant factor if the relative 
proportion of land value to structure value is reasonably uniform over the whole of the 
territory. 

Consider: Discounted AV depending on the class of property (commercial or residential), which 
may skew the overall proportion of those properties compared to risk. As an additional 
consideration, assessors usually establish the AV in accord with the property tax cycle, 
which can lag somewhat behind the budget cycle of local agencies and the time when 
service contracts are reviewed or negotiated. 

Deployment  

The cost for service is based on the cost of meeting specific deployment goals. Deployment goals may be 

tied to the physical location of fire stations, equipment, and personnel (strategic deployment) or by 

stating the desired outcome of deployment (standards of cover). A strategic goal could specify the 

location of two stations, two engines, and four on-duty firefighters. A standards of cover might state the 

desired outcome as two engine companies and four emergency workers on the scene of all structure fire 

emergencies within eight minutes 90 percent of the time. While both strategic and outcome goals can 

be used effectively to assist in allocating cost, ESCI views outcome goals to be more dynamically linked 

to the quality of service and therefore preferable to strategic goals. This alternative is highly variable 

due to the independent desires of each community in regard to outcome goals. 

A weighted scoring system uses a critical task analysis. This type of scoring system for each agency 

allows the ranking of each area based on the assigned risk as well as the apparatus, manpower, and 
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Needed Fire Flow (NFF). The following illustrates the allocation of cost by the number of resources 

deployed to serve each jurisdiction, specifically limited to fire stations, frontline engines, and ladder 

trucks. 

Figure 93: Cost Allocation by Resource Deployment, 2014 

Jurisdiction Facilities / Stations (Staffed) Engines and Aerials Total Resources* % of Total 

LSFD 3 6 8 30.8% 

PFD 2 5 8 30.8% 

SLFD 3 7 10 38.5% 

Total 8 18 26 100.0% 

 

Pro: Deployment is intuitively linked to the level of service. The outcome of deployment 
based on a standard of cover can be monitored continuously to assure compliance. Such 
deployment can be adjusted if standards are not met. This assures the continuous 
quality of emergency response throughout the life of a service contract. 

Con: Strategic deployment may not equate to better service because such goals are prone to 
manipulation wherein resources may be sited more for political reasons and less for 
quality of service reasons. Outcome goals require common reporting points and the 
automatic time capture of dispatch and response activities to assure accuracy. Record 
keeping needs to be meticulous to assure the accurate interpretation of emergency 
response outcomes. 

Consider: Contracts for deployment-based fire protection should address the inclusion of 
administrative or overhead cost, as well as capital asset cost, depreciation, rent, and 
liability insurance.  

Service Demand  

Service demand may be used as an expression of the workload of a fire agency or geographical area. 

Cost allocation based on emergencies would consider the total emergency response of the service area 

and apportion system cost relative to the percentage of emergencies occurring in the jurisdictions.  

Figure 94: Cost Allocation by Service Demand, 2013 

Jurisdiction Service Demand % of Total 

LSFD 1,462 25.6% 

PFD 994 17.4% 

SLFD 3,261 57.0% 

Total 5,717 100.0% 

 

Pro:  Easily expressed and understood. Changes in the workload over the long term tend to 
mirror the amount of human activity (such as commerce, transportation, and 
recreation) in the corresponding area.  
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Con:  Emergency response fluctuates from year to year depending on environmental and 
other factors not directly related to risk, which can cause dependent allocation to 
fluctuate as well. Further, the number of alarms may not be representative of actual 
workload; for example, one large emergency event requiring many emergency workers 
and lasting many hours or days versus another response lasting only minutes and 
resulting in no actual work. Last, emergency response is open to (intentional and/or 
unintentional) manipulation by selectively downgrading minor responses, by responding 
off the air, or by the use of mutual aid. Unintentional skewing of response is most often 
found in fire systems where dispatch and radio procedures are imprecisely followed. 
Further, service demand does not follow a predetermined ratio to land area. As such, 
the service demand per square mile ratios may produce large variations.  

Consider:  Using a rolling average of alarms over several years can help to suppress the normal 
tendency for the year-to-year fluctuation of emergencies. Combining the number of 
emergencies with the number of emergency units and/or personnel required may help 
to align alarms with actual workload more closely; however, doing so adds to the 
complexity of documentation. In a similar manner (and if accurate documentation is 
maintained), the agencies could consider using the total time required on emergencies 
as an aid to establish the comparative workload represented by each jurisdictional area. 

Fixed Rate 

The use of fixed fees or rates (such as a percentage) to calculate allocation of shared cost is more 

common between municipalities and independent fire districts. Occasionally, fixed-rate contracts 

involve the exchange of in-kind services. 

Pro:  The concept is simple and straightforward. A menu of service options and the fees 
corresponding to those alternatives can be developed by the contractor agency. The 
contracting agencies can tailor a desired level of service based on risk and community 
expectation by choosing from the various menu items. 

Con:  Partnering communities may change (i.e., population, jobs, commerce, structures, and 
risk) at divergent rates, causing disconnection between the rationales used to establish 
the fee and the benefit received. A fixed-rate contract may be difficult to coherently link 
to the services provided and/or received, which can lead to a lack of support by officials 
and the community. 

Consider:  Partnering agencies need to assure that provision for rate adjustment is included in the 
agreement, including inflation. The agreement should address the issue of full cost 
versus marginal cost. For example, if an existing technology infrastructure was in place 
for one agency and another were to “buy-in” to that infrastructure via a fee, the fee 
could be based on a percentage of the full cost of that infrastructure, or could be based 
on the increment of that infrastructures’ capacity being used (marginal cost). The 
inclusion or non-inclusion of administrative and/or overhead cost also requires 
statement, as does the reconciliation of in-kind service exchange. The ownership and/or 
depreciation of capital assets should be addressed, as should rent, utilities, and liability 
insurance.  
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Population 

Payment for service can be based on the proportion of residential population to a given service area. 

The following figure lists the population by jurisdiction and the percentage of the total number of 

individuals living in each service area. 

Figure 95: Cost Allocation by Population, 2010 Census 

Jurisdiction Population % of Total 

LSFD               6,500  20.8% 

PFD               7,566  24.2% 

SLFD             17,207  55.0% 

Total             31,273  100.0% 

 

Pro:  Residential population is frequently used by governmental agencies to measure and 
evaluate programs. The U.S. Census Bureau maintains an easily accessible database of 
the population and demographics of cities, counties, and states. Estimates of population 
are updated regularly.  

Con:  While census tracts for cities frequently follow municipal boundaries, this is not the case 
with fire district boundaries, forcing extrapolated estimates, which can fail to take into 
account pockets of concentrated population inside or outside of the fire district 
boundaries. Residential population does not include the daily and seasonal movement 
of a transient population caused by commerce, industry, transport, and recreation. 
Depending on the local situation, the transients coming in (or going out) of an area can 
be very significant, which can tend to skew community risk. Residential population does 
not statistically link with emergency workload; rather, human activities tend to be the 
linchpin that connects people to requests for emergency assistance.  

For example, if residential population actually determined emergency workload, 
emergencies would peak when population was highest within a geographic area. 
However, in many communities where the residential population is highest from about 
midnight to about 6:00 a.m. (bedroom communities), that time is exactly when the 
demand for emergency response is lowest. It turns out that emergency demand is 
highest when people are involved in the activities of daily life—traveling, working, 
shopping, and recreating. Often, the persons involved in such activities do not reside in 
the same area.  

Consider:  The residential population of unincorporated areas can sometimes be estimated by 
using the GIS mapping capability now maintained by most counties and municipalities. 
By counting the residential households within the area in question, then applying 
demographic estimates of persons per household, it may be possible to reach a 
relatively accurate estimate of population within the area in question. Alternately, 
residential population can be estimated by using information obtainable from some 
public utility districts by tallying residential electrical meters within a geographic area 
and then multiplying by the persons per household. 
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All three agencies experience a seasonal flux of people which impact the calculated residential 

population. This transient population can be estimated by referring to traffic counts, jobs data, 

hotel/motel occupancy rates, and, in some cases, park visitor statistics. Residential population plus 

transient population is referred to as functional population. Where functional population is significantly 

different from residential population, service agreements based on population should be adjusted to 

account for it. 

Multiple-Variable Allocation 

Frequently, even though everyone may agree on the benefit of allied fire protection, officials find it 

difficult to reach an accord on the cost. The differences between community demographics and/or 

development, along with changes that occur within the system over the long term, can cause the 

perception of winners and losers. This can be especially prevalent when a single variable is used to 

apportion cost. A service contract based on more than one allocation determinate may help solve these 

problems. 

For example, ESCI is familiar with a 911 dispatch center that serves more than 20 fire agencies of all sizes 

and types—large, small, metropolitan, and rural; on-duty career and on-call volunteer. Here, the service 

contract includes three determinates applied to each agency. 

Base charge — 10 percent of the dispatch center’s budget is divided equally between all agencies. 
This charge is based on the acknowledgement that each agency is equally responsible to 
maintain the dispatch center on continuous stand-by, irrespective of size of the agency or its use 
of the dispatch services. 

Usage charge — 45 percent of the dispatch center’s budget is divided between the agencies in 
accordance with the number of emergency dispatches made for each during the preceding year. 
The member agencies determined that this charge fairly assesses the overall use of the 911 
dispatch system by each. 

Risk charge — 45 percent of the dispatch center’s budget is divided between the agencies in 
accordance with the relative percentage of each department’s AV. The member agencies 
determined that this charge is relational to each department’s community risk and that it is 
closely associated with the overall ability to pay. 

By apportioning the dispatch center cost over three variables, the members of this alliance have been 

able to reach a long-term agreement that fits the diversity of the partnering agencies. Other 

partnerships in other geographical areas may require a different solution involving different 

combinations of variables. In summary, when choosing a cost-sharing strategy for partnered fire 

protection, it is important to keep any apportionment formula fair, simple, and intuitively logical to 

assure that the public accepts and supports the endeavor. 
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Allocation Summary 

The information provided previously serves as a detail of cost allocation factors. Given the lengthy 

discussion provided with each option, ESCI has compiled the information into a summary table 

illustrating the distribution of factors between the agencies. These examples are for illustrative purposes 

and may be used as part of a check for fairness of assigning the cost for service.  

Figure 96: Summary of Cost Allocation Factors by Percentage 

Jurisdiction Area Assessed Value Resources Service Demand Population 

LSFD 16.50% 23.41% 30.77% 25.57% 20.78% 

PFD 7.59% 36.32% 30.77% 17.39% 24.19% 

SLFD 75.91% 40.28% 38.46% 57.04% 55.02% 

Total 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

 

ESCI extrapolated the cost of emergency services using the fiscal year 2013-14 budgeted amounts for 

fire and EMS using a multiple variable formula. This was applied to the cost allocation factors derived 

from the data contained in this report. The dollar amount used in the calculations was the general fund 

budgeted expenditures of the three fire agencies (LSFD – $3,238,703, PFD – $4,368,203, and SLFD – 

$5,773,499), which totals $13,380,405 for the 2013-2014 budget year. For comparison purposes, LSFD’s 

current portion of the combined total expenditures is 24.2%. PFD’s current portion of the combined 

total expenditures is 32.6%. SLFD’s current portion of the combined total expenditures is 43.1%. 

In addition to the individual funding alternatives, several multiple-variable scenarios are also provided as 

examples of how this type of methodology can be modified and applied. The following figures show 

three multiple cost allocations by variable, the weighted apportionment by percentage, and cost to each 

agency. The first allocates costs on the basis of AV (50 percent) and service demand (50 percent). 

Figure 97: 50% Assessed Value and 50% Service Demand 

Jurisdiction % of Total Cost Share 

LSFD 24.5% $3,290,833 

PFD 26.9% $3,607,997 

SLFD 48.7% $6,538,334 

Total 100.0% $3,437,164 

 

The second example allocates costs on the basis of AV (70 percent) and service demand (30 percent). 
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Figure 98: 70% Assessed Value and 30% Service Demand 

Jurisdiction % of Total Cost Share 

LSFD 24.1% $3,232,660 

PFD 30.6% $4,116,682 

SLFD 45.3% $6,087,823 

Total 100.0% $13,437,164 

 

The third example allocates the cost based on assessed value (50 percent), deployment (25 percent), 

and service demand (25 percent). 

Figure 99: 50% Assessed Value, 25% Resources, 25% Service Demand 

Jurisdiction % of Total Cost Share 

LSFD 25.8% $3,465,394 

PFD 30.2% $4,057,554 

SLFD 44.0% $5,914,216 

Total 100.0% $13,437,164 
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 SERVICE DELIVERY AND PERFORMANCE 

In this section of the report, ESCI reviews current service delivery and performance within the study 

area. Observations will be made concerning service delivery for the study area as a whole; and for the 

individual agencies where appropriate and dependent on the available data. 

Demand Study 

In the demand study, ESCI reviews current and historical service demand by incident type and temporal 

variation for the study area and the participating jurisdictions. GIS software was used to provide a 

geographic display of demand within the overall study area. The data used in this section is derived from 

data provided by each agency from their records management software (RMS). All three agencies use 

FireHouse® RMS to collect and record incident data. In some cases data submitted to the National Fire 

Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) is used to augment the FireHouse® data set. Figure 100 demonstrates 

historical service demand for each agency and the overall study area from 2009 through 2013. 

Figure 100: Study Area Historical Service Demand, 2009 through 2013 

 

Although overall service demand decreased slightly in 2013; service demand throughout the study area 

increased by approximately 30 percent between 2009 and 2013. Note that SLFD responds to 

approximately 1,200 scheduled standbys at the Show Low Municipal Airport annually. These incidents 

are included in the annual incident count total for SLFD since they represent a significant time 

commitment for SLFD resources. The following figure examines the nature of service demand in the 

study area, summarized by broad incident categories of Fires, EMS, and Other in 2013.  

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

LSFD 465 450 842 1,333 1,462

PFD 901 1,214 1,289 1,250 994

SLFD 3,032 3,211 3,588 3,512 3,261

Overall Study Area 4,398 4,875 5,719 6,095 5,717
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Figure 101: Study Area Service Demand by Incident Category, 2013 

 

The majority of incidents for the 12 months displayed above are calls for EMS service. “Fire” refers to 

any incident coded as a fire. The “EMS” category includes all calls for medical service including motor 

vehicle accidents and rescue incidents; and the “other” category refers to incidents such as hazmat, 

false alarms, service calls, or weather related incidents. The SLFD airport standby incidents (categorized 

as “other”) have been filtered out of this data set to prevent skewing the results. The overall percentage 

of service demand by incident category reflects a nationwide trend for fire jurisdictions that provide 

EMS transport or first responder service. 

Temporal Variation 

The following charts demonstrate activity and demand changes for the LSFD, PFD, and SLFD study area 

jurisdictions based on various measures of time. Figure 102 summarizes annual workload by monthly 

increments. 
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Figure 102: Study Area Service Demand by Month, 2013 

 

Service demand across the departments is variable based on this figure. Overall service demand varies 

from a low of slightly over seven percent in November to a high of 10.3 percent in July.  The next figure 

looks at service demand by day of the week. 

Figure 103: Study Area Service Demand by Day of the Week, 2013 

 

Again, service demand by day of the week varies for each jurisdiction. Overall study area workload is 

slightly higher on Fridays. The last analysis of temporal variation demonstrates workload by hour of the 

day. The last analysis of temporal variation demonstrates workload by hour of the day. 
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Figure 104: Study Area Service Demand by Hour of the Day, 2013 

 

The data displayed above demonstrates a distinct curve that closely follows typical population activity 

patterns. Incident activity begins to increase in the morning and continues to increase throughout the 

workday. Demand gradually decreases throughout the evening and early morning hours. Over 72 

percent of service demand in the study area occurs between 08:00 AM and 8:00 PM.  

Geographic Demand  

In addition to the temporal analysis of service demand, it is useful to examine the geographic 

distribution of service demand. Using the incident data provided by each agency, ESCI was able to 

geocode over 90 percent of 2013 incidents in the LSFD, PFD, and SLFD study area. The following figure 

illustrates the mathematical density of incidents throughout the study area.  
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Figure 105: Study Area Geographic Service Demand, 2013 

 

Service demand is distributed throughout the developed portions of the three jurisdictions and along 

the major transportation routes through the study area. The highest density of incidents (other than the 

Show Low Airport) is along Highway 260 (White Mountain Boulevard) through Pinetop-Lakeside and 

Show Low. The next figure displays the same data and a subset of the data, demonstrating the 

geographic distribution of incidents coded as a “fire” in the study area incident data. 
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Figure 106: Study Area Fire Incidents, 2013 

 

Fire incidents display a similar pattern to the previous map that shows incident density for all incidents. 

The current LSFD, PFD, and SLFD fire stations are located in a manner that effectively meets current 

service demand throughout the study area. Further discussion of fire station and apparatus deployment 

is included in the distribution analysis. 
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Distribution 

In the distribution summary, ESCI presents an overview of the current distribution of fire agency 

resources in the study area. Figure 107 displays the LSFD, PFD, and SLFD Study Area and the 

participating fire jurisdictions. 

Figure 107: LSFD, PFD, and SLFD Study Area 
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The LSFD, PFD, and SLFD study area encompasses approximately 150 square miles; and includes the 

incorporated communities of Pinetop-Lakeside and Show Low; and unincorporated residential 

properties around Pinetop-Lakeside and Show Low. PFD provides ambulance transport service to an 

additional 200 square mile area outside of the fire district boundary. LSFD also provides ambulance 

transport service to a 40 square mile area, extending beyond the LSFD fire service area. The next figure 

demonstrates the distribution and ownership of public land in the study area. 
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Figure 108: Study Area Land Ownership 

 

The study area includes large portions of undeveloped National Forest land; and the White Mountain 

Apache Reservation borders the three fire jurisdictions to the southwest. The town of Linden borders 
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SLFD on Highway 260 to the west. In Figure 109 ESCI used GIS software and 2010 US Census Bureau data 

to display population density throughout the study area. 

Figure 109: Study Area Population Density, 2010 Census Data 
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Using 2010 Census data, ESCI estimates that the resident population of the study area is approximately 

26,000 full-time residents. Local officials estimate that the population increase nearly doubles during the 

summer tourist season. As noted in the demand analysis, the highest service demand in the study area 

occurs in July. The figure above demonstrates the highest density of residents in Show Low, Pinetop-

Lakeside, and the Pinetop Country Club area around PFD Station 120. 

The Insurance Services Organization (ISO) is a national insurance industry organization that evaluates 

fire protection for communities across the country. A jurisdiction’s ISO rating is an important factor 

when considering fire station and apparatus distribution; since it can affect the cost of fire insurance for 

individuals and businesses. For ISO purposes, response areas are measured at 1.5 miles of travel 

distance for each engine company in hydranted, urban areas. For a structure to receive a protected 

rating for insurance purposes, it must be within five miles of a fire station. In the next figure, ESCI 

examines fire facility distribution based on ISO criteria. 
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Figure 110: Study Area Travel Distance Service Areas (ISO Criteria) 

 

Approximately 46 percent of the road network in the developed portions of the study area is within 1.5 

miles travel of a fire station. Over 90 percent of the road network is within 5 miles of a fire station. 

Similar to engine company criteria, ISO recommends that truck companies (aerial apparatus) be placed 

at 2.5-mile intervals in areas with buildings over three stories in height. SLFD operates an aerial 

apparatus at Station 320. The following figure illustrates the 2.5 mile service area for Station 320. 
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Figure 111: Study Area Travel Distance for Aerial Apparatus (ISO Criteria) 

 

The SLFD aerial apparatus at Station 320 provides adequate aerial coverage within the SLFD service area. 

This apparatus is also well located to service portions of the LSFD service area. ISO Public Protection 

Classification is an important factor when considering apparatus and station distribution. Equally as 

important is the time required to respond from a fire station to a call for service. The analysis presented 

in the following figure is travel time over the current road network.  
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Figure 112: Study Area Travel Time Capability-Current Station Locations 

 

In the previous figure, GIS software is used to calculate travel time from the existing study area fire 

stations over the current road network whether the fire station is staffed or not. This demonstrates 

what is possible if unstaffed stations were to become staffed. Travel time is adjusted to account for 

speed and negotiating turns and intersections. The following figure calculates travel time from existing 

study area fire stations which are currently staffed (disregarding unstaffed stations) to demonstrate 

current performance capability.  
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Figure 113: Study Area Travel Time Capability-Current Staffed Station Locations 

 

In Figure 114 the same data used to calculate incident density is displayed over the travel time service 

area.  
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Figure 114: Study Area 2013 Service Demand and Travel Time  

 

Based on the travel time model, apparatus in the currently staffed stations are capable of reaching 

approximately 96 percent of current service demand in eight minutes. The next figure summarizes the 

percentage of each jurisdiction’s 2013 service demand within four and eight minutes travel of a fire 

station. 
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Figure 115: LSFD, PFD, and SLFD 2013 Service Demand Coverage  

 

Overall, over 74 percent of 2013 service demand was within four minutes of a study area fire station. 

Four minute coverage for the individual agencies ranges from 55.8 percent in LSFD to 83 percent in PFD. 

24-hour on duty personnel are within eight minutes travel of over 90 percent of each jurisdiction’s 2013 

service demand. Note that this analysis only measures travel time capability; and does not demonstrate 

actual response performance. Travel time can be affected by traffic flow, lack of street network 

connectivity, and geographic barriers. Travel time and the factors that affect travel time should be 

considered when establishing response zones and response performance goals. Response performance 

is discussed in the performance analysis later in this report. 

Concentration  

Standard firefighting procedures call for the arrival of the entire initial assignment (sufficient apparatus 

and personnel to effectively deal with an emergency based on its level of risk) within a reasonable 

amount of time. This is to ensure that enough people and equipment arrive soon enough to safely 

control a fire or mitigate any emergency before there is substantial damage or injury. In this analysis, 

ESCI examines the ability of LSFD, PFD, and SLFD to assemble multiple resources across the study area. 

The following figure uses the eight minute travel time model to illustrate the concentration of fire 

stations throughout the study area.  

LSFD PFD SLFD
Overall

Study Area

4 Minutes Travel 55.8% 83.0% 70.2% 74.3%

8 Minutes Travel 91.3% 98.9% 93.6% 96.0%
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Figure 116: Study Area Station Concentration, 8 Minutes Travel 

 

For this analysis, ESCI included both staffed and unstaffed stations. LSFD Stations 220 and 230 are not 

staffed with career staff and are essentially storage facilities until such time as staff becomes available. 

Emergency responses in these station areas are usually handled by the duty crew at Station 210. SLFD 

Station 330 is only staffed for commercial aircraft standbys at the Show Low Municipal Airport 

(approximately 1200 standbys in 2013). However, all of the stations discussed above represent a 

potential location for agency resources. 
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Figure 116 demonstrates that the core area of all three jurisdictions, along Highway 260, is within eight 

minutes travel of two or more stations. The Porter Mountain area is within eight minutes travel of the 

unstaffed LSFD Station 230. Also, SLFD Station 310 is the only fire station within eight minutes travel of a 

significant portion of Show Low, west of the Highway 260/Highway 60 junction. Some portions of this 

same area are not within 8 minutes travel of any fire station.  

Fire service best practices suggest that 14 to 16 personnel are needed to mitigate a moderate risk 

incident such as a residential structure fire. The Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) 

“two-in, two-out” mandate requires that a minimum of four personnel be assembled to initiate an 

interior fire attack. Using the current minimum staffing for 24-hour staffed stations, the following figure 

illustrates the concentration of personnel available in eight minutes from study area fire stations. 
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Figure 117: Personnel Concentration, 8 Minutes Travel 

 

As in the previous figure, Figure 117 demonstrates that the core areas of the study area through 

Pinetop-Lakeside and Show Low receive the highest concentration of personnel. The area from south of 

PFD Station 110 to SLFD Station 310 is within eight minutes travel of six to 13 personnel at minimum 

staffing levels.  
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Collectively, 19 personnel are available throughout the study area, at minimum staffing. The current 

deployment of personnel insures that four personnel (the OSHA minimum for interior firefighting) are 

available throughout the majority of the study area. The automatic aid agreements in place between the 

participating agencies facilitates the immediate dispatch of appropriate resources throughout the study 

area. Note that when additional staff is available, LSFD and SLFD dual staff a rescue unit at SLFD Station 

320. This apparatus adds 2 additional personnel to the area roughly from LSFD Station 210 to SLFD 

Station 330.  

Reliability 

The workload of emergency response units can affect unit availability; and be a factor in response time 

performance. Concurrent incidents or the amount of time individual units are committed to an incident 

can affect a jurisdiction’s ability to muster sufficient resources to respond to additional emergencies. 

In the following figure, ESCI examines 2013 incidents to find the frequency of concurrent (simultaneous) 

calls for the individual jurisdictions and the overall study area. This is important because the more calls 

occurring at one time, the more stretched available resources become leading to extended response 

times from distant responding available apparatus. 

Figure 118: Study Area Concurrent Incidents, 2013 

  
Single 

Incident 
2 

Incidents 
3 

Incidents 
4 or More 
Incidents 

LSFD 92.2% 7.5% 0.3% 0.0% 

PFD 93.0% 6.9% 0.1% 0.0% 

SLFD 83.9% 15.0% 1.1% 0.1% 

Overall 
Study 
Area 

66.9% 25.3% 6.3% 1.6% 

The frequency of concurrent incidents varies from agency to agency throughout the study area. SLFD 

experiences the highest number of simultaneous incidents. This can be attributed to the approximately 

1,200 commercial aircraft standby incidents at the Show Low airport. These incidents are included in this 

analysis; since they represent a significant time commitment and reduction in the personnel available in 

study area. In the next figure, ESCI removes the aircraft standby incidents from the data set and 

recalculates concurrent incidents for SLFD and the overall study area. 

Figure 119: Concurrent Incidents, No Aircraft Standbys 

  
Single 

Incident 
2 

Incidents 
3 

Incidents 
4 or More 
Incidents 

SLFD 90.7% 9.2% 0.2% 0.0% 

Overall 
Study 
Area 

72.2% 22.0% 4.9% 1.0% 
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As demonstrated in the previous figure, removing the standby incidents from the SLFD data reduces the 

frequency of concurrent incidents for both SLFD and the overall study area. 

Unit hour utilization (UHU) describes the amount of time that a unit is not available for response 

because it is already committed to another incident. The larger the number, the greater its utilization 

and the less available it is for assignment to subsequent calls for service. UHU rates are expressed as a 

percentage of the total hours in a year. The following three figures display the amount of time LSFD, 

PFD, and SLFD primary response apparatus were committed to an incident in 2013; and also the average 

time committed per incident for these apparatus. 

Figure 120: LSFD Unit Hour Utilization, 2013 

LSFD 

Apparatus 
Time 

Committed 
UHU 

Average Time 
Committed 

0402 90:37:42 1.03% 00:42 

0101 129:30:33 1.48% 00:37 

1301 194:28:32 2.22% 00:42 

0902 374:50:53 4.28% 00:47 

1201 446:35:23 5.10% 00:37 

 

Figure 121: PFD Unit Hour Utilization, 2013 

PFD 

Apparatus 
Time 

Committed 
UHU 

Average Time 
Committed 

E111 508:05:08 5.80% 00:47 

R121 491:18:27 5.61% 00:54 

 

 Figure 122: SLFD Unit Hour Utilization, 2013 

SLFD 

Apparatus 
Time 

Committed 
UHU 

Average Time 
Committed 

7206 119:34:20 1.36% 00:26 

7207 405:49:13 4.63% 00:24 

7212 113:14:00 1.29% 00:25 

7213 123:22:17 1.41% 00:22 

7216 144:15:00 1.65% 00:35 

7254 753:07:40 8.60% 00:38 

Unit hour utilization varies by apparatus and agency throughout the study area. Generally rescue 

ambulances have the highest UHU rates. The staffed first out engines demonstrate the next highest UHU 

rates. Specialty apparatus are not included in these figures, but examination of the data reveals that no 

specialty apparatus (tender, boat, Hazmat, etc.) had a UHU rate greater than one percent 

(approximately 87 hours annually) in 2013. The one notable exception is the Airport Rescue Firefighting 
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(ARFF) apparatus at SLFD Station 330 (Airport). Figure 122 shows that Engine 7254 was committed to 

aircraft standby incidents at the airport over 9 percent of the year in 2013.  

The Commission on Fire Accreditation (CFAI) Standards of Cover, 5th Edition suggests that UHU rates in 

the range of 25 to 30 percent for Fire and EMS units can lead to medic burnout issues and can affect 

station and unit reliability. The UHU rate for operational apparatus is currently well below the 25 to 30 

percent range. 

Response Performance 

Perhaps the most publicly visible component of an emergency services delivery system is that of 

response performance. Citizens and policymakers alike want to know how quickly they can expect to 

receive services. In the performance summary, ESCI examines emergency response performance during 

2013 for the LSFD, PFD, and SLFD study area. Non-emergency incidents, mutual or automatic aid 

incidents, data outliers, and invalid data are removed from the data set whenever possible. 

For this analysis, response time is measured from the time the fire department is notified of an 

emergency by the dispatch center to when the first apparatus arrives on the scene of the emergency. 

ESCI calculates both average and 90th percentile data for these emergency incidents. The use of 

percentile measurement of response time performance follows the recommendations of the National 

Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standards and also the Center for Public Safety Excellence 

(CPSE/CFAI) Standards of Cover document.  

Fire department leaders often use “average” response performance measures since the term is 

commonly used and widely understood. The most important reason for not using the average for 

performance standards is that it may not accurately reflect the performance for the entire data set; and 

can be easily skewed by bad data. Percentile measurements are a better measure of performance since 

they show that the large majority of the data set has achieved a particular level of performance. The 

next figure displays overall emergency response time frequency throughout the study area. 
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Figure 123: Study Area Response Time Frequency, 2013 

 

The most frequently recorded response time for emergency calls is within the sixth minute. Specifically, 

the average is six minutes eight seconds, with 90 percent of all emergency incidents answered in 10 

minutes 10 seconds or less. Figure 124 examines emergency response performance for the LSFD, PFD, 

and SLFD in 2013. 

Figure 124: LSFD, PFD, and SLFD Emergency Response Performance, 2013 
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sized fire jurisdictions, with a similar distribution of resources. Note that for this analysis emergency 

incidents in the LSFD and PFD ambulance service areas outside of the fire district boundaries are not 

included in the data set.  

The following figure examines response performance by incident category in 2013 for each jurisdiction. 

“Fire” refers to any incident coded as a fire in the National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) data. 

The “EMS” category includes all calls for medical service including MVAs and rescues; and the “Other” 

category refers to incidents such as hazmat, false alarms, service calls, or weather related incidents.  

Figure 125: Response Performance by Incident Category, 2013 

 

Response times may vary depending on the type of emergency reported. EMS calls (other than MVA’s) 

do not require donning protective equipment, fire calls require firefighters don protective equipment 

prior to the apparatus leaving the station, and some incidents require a specific apparatus that may 

result in a longer travel time and hence a longer total response time. 

The next figure examines overall study area emergency response performance by time of day. 
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Figure 126: Study Area Emergency Response Performance by Time of Day, 2013 

 

The general trend in this figure shows that response time increases during the late night and early 

morning hours and decreases during the daytime hours. This pattern is seen in response performance 

for emergency responders nationwide and can be attributed to an increase in turnout time (the time 

from notification of fire department to apparatus en-route).   

Response time is comprised of several different components: 

• Call Processing Time – The amount of time between when a call is received at the dispatch 

center and resources are notified of the emergency. 

• Turnout Time – The time interval between when units are notified of the incident and when the 

apparatus are en route.  

• Travel Time – The amount of time the responding unit actually spends travelling to the incident. 

• Total Response Time – The combination of “Processing Time,” “Turnout Time,” and “Travel 

Time.” 

Fire service best practices such as the National Fire Protection Association’s Standard for Organization 

and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, EMS Operations, and Special Operations (NFPA 1710 

and NFPA 1720); and the Commission on Fire Accreditation (CFAI) Standards of Cover, 5th Edition, 

recommend that fire jurisdictions record and monitor each of these components of total response 

performance. LSFD, PFD, and SLFD all use FireHouse® records management software (RMS) to collect 

and report incident data to the National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS). The FireHouse® RMS is 

capable of recording all the data points necessary to monitor the individual components of response 

performance. Calculating and tracking the individual elements of total response time allows fire 

department leaders to identify trends and correct specific deficiencies. ESCI recommends that LSFD, 

PFD, and SLFD develop a methodology to document and track all of the components of response 

performance.  
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Incident Control and Management 

All of the study agencies use the Incident Command System (ICS) for tactical incident management and 

the National Incident Management System (NIMS) as its standard management protocol. All three 

jurisdictions utilize the ICS when operating singly or with other emergency responders during joint 

operations. These methodologies for managing emergency incidents are widely accepted industry 

standards and are incorporated appropriately into the operations of all of the study agencies.  

For a unified incident management approach to be effective, two components are necessary. The first is 

a process of cross training personnel from each agency collaboratively with their neighboring 

responders. Second, incident management techniques need to be employed as a matter of routine, 

even during small emergencies, to establish the system as a matter of course. In the participating 

agencies, training and use of effective incident management practices are in place. 

Mutual and Automatic Aid Systems 

There are numerous mutual aid agreements, both formal and informal, in place between fire, police, 

and emergency medical agencies in the LSFD, PFD, and SLFD study area. Mutual aid is typically employed 

on an “as needed” basis where units are called for and specified one by one through an Incident 

Commander. 

Automatic aid agreements differ from mutual aid agreements in that under certain mutually agreed 

upon criteria, resources from the assisting agency are automatically dispatched as part of the initial 

response. These agreements facilitate closest unit dispatch to emergencies in boundary areas and allow 

for the dispatch of additional apparatus and personnel to specific predefined emergencies. Automatic 

aid response areas are defined in the dispatch protocols for LSFD, PFD, and SLFD.  The following figure 

displays the distribution of mutual/automatic aid in 2013 for the participating jurisdictions. 

Figure 127: Study Area Mutual/Automatic Aid, 2013 

Mutual/Automatic Aid 

  LSFD PFD SLFD 

Aid Given 256 77 90 

Aid Received 151 19 63 

Total 407 96 153 

The agencies in the study area have developed aid protocols that are mutually beneficial for all of the 

participating jurisdictions and their constituents. 
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TRAINING 

Firefighters operate in a complex, dangerous, and dynamic environment, as demonstrated by over 100 

fatalities and 3,000 serious injuries annually. Firefighter training is the single most important factor that 

prepares them to meet the challenges of the situations and environments in which they work. The 

delivery of safe and effective fire and emergency medical services is, therefore, clearly dependent on a 

well-trained response force. The International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA) states: 

…regardless of the particular system used, an effective training program will include: (1) the 
continuous training of all levels of personnel in the organization; (2) a master outline or plan; (3) 
a system for evaluating the scope, depth, and effectiveness of the program: and (4) revising the 
program, as required, to include changing state and federal mandates, advances in equipment, 
products, and operational techniques. 

Without a comprehensive training program, emergency outcomes are compromised, response 

personnel are at risk, and the fire department may be exposed to liability for the actions of its 

employees. Training and education of personnel are critical functions for all of the participating fire 

departments.  

The function of a training program is not merely imparting personal knowledge and technical skills to an 

individual, it is developing the self-confidence to perform correctly under stressful if not hostile 

conditions. A training program must be systematic and must provide positive feedback to the trainee, 

firefighter, or officer. The goals of training should always focus on performance, not merely on acquiring 

a certain number of training hours.  

Today’s industry standards outline certain areas that are considered integral to effective training 

programs. The program should include the following: 

• General training competencies  

• Training administration and scheduling 

• Training facilities and resources 

• Training procedures, manuals, and protocols 

• Record keeping (records management system) 

ESCI reviewed fire suppression and emergency medical services training practices in each of the 

participating agencies. Current practices are summarized in the following figure and compared to 

industry best practices and standards, as well as the experience of ESCI consultants.  
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General Training Competencies 

The first comparison reviews the fundamental components that are considered as the most 

foundational elements of an effective training program. 

Figure 128: Survey Table – General Training Competencies 

Survey Components 
Training Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
General Training 
Competency 

  
 

Incident command 
system – cert levels 
defined? 

NIMS3 NIMS NIMS 

Accountability 
procedures 

Passport system is used 
actively 

Passport system is used 
actively 

Passport system is used 
actively 

Policy and operating 
procedures/guidelines 

Yes Yes Yes 

Safety procedures Yes Yes Yes 

Recruit academy  

No entry training system is 
used. Minimum 

requirements to apply 
equal recruit training 

levels.  

In-house “red shirt” 
program is completed 
based on a task book. 

Reserves are required to 
obtain Firefighter I and II, 
and EMT available at the 

college. 

In-house “red shirt” 
program is completed 
based on a task book. 

Reserves are required to 
obtain Firefighter I and II, 
EMT and Wildland FF 2. 

Special rescue (high 
angle, confined space, 
etc.) 

Surface water rescue, ice 
rescue at the technician 

level.  

High angle rescue: Rope 3 
level. Swift Water rescue, 

SCUBA team. Confined 
space rescue.  

Surface water rescue.  

Hazardous materials 
Awareness and Operations 

levels 
Awareness and Operations 

levels 
Technician Level 

Wildland firefighting 
Minimum of S130/190 up 

to Division Supervisor 
levels. 

From entry to Division 
Supervisor levels.  

Minimum of S130/190 up 
to Division Supervisor 

trainee levels. 

Vehicle extrication 
Built into ongoing training 

scheduling 
Yes 

Built into ongoing training 
scheduling 

Defensive driving  
VFIS course used annually. 

Classroom and driving 
course. 

VFIS course used annually 
VFIS course used annually. 

Classroom and driving 
course. 

Use and care of small 
tools 

Yes Yes Yes 

Radio communications 
and dispatch protocol? 

Yes Yes Yes 

EMS skills and 
protocol? 

BLS and ALS levels BLS and ALS levels BLS and ALS levels 

 

                                                           

 

3 NIMS – National Incident Management System 
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Discussion: 

ESCI’s review of the general training competencies indicates that the three agencies adequately address 

the basic topics that we expect to find in a training program. Collaboration is apparent in that the 

agencies share fundamental training initiatives such as incident command and personnel accountability 

systems, a positive attribute.  

Of noted importance is training in the Standard Operating Guidelines (SOGs) in place in the 

organizations. All three agencies train on operating procedures appropriately. However, the three do 

not share SOGs, although efforts are underway standardize them in some areas. Should the decision be 

made to unify the organizations, it will be important to develop a shared set of operating guidelines. 

Even in the absence of unification, the development of SOGs that are common to all three agencies is 

recommended.  

Training of new firefighters is handled similarly in SLFD and PFD where a regionally developed “red shirt” 

program is in place. LSFD does not use the same approach, instead establishing minimum training 

requirements that must be met by new firefighters to qualify for acceptance. Both approaches are 

appropriate. Recruit training is time consuming and labor intensive and, should the agencies combine, a 

shared recruit training academy strategy is recommended.  

Recommendation:  

 Establish a commonly shared program for new recruit training and development. 

 Develop a single set of Standard Operating Guidelines (SOGs) between all three organizations. 
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Training Administration 

To function effectively, a training program needs to be properly managed. Administrative program 

support is important, though is often inadequately addressed. An additional element of effective 

administration is the development of program guidance in the form of training plans and goals. 

Figure 129: Survey Table – Training Administration, Scheduling, and Record Keeping 

Survey Components 
Training Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Training Administration    

Director of training 
program 

Clay Wood of SLFD is 
serving as battalion chief 
of training for both LSFD 

and SLFD 

Position is currently 
vacant, temporary 
assignment to the 

assistant chief 

Clay Wood of SLFD is 
serving as battalion chief 
of training for both LSFD 

and SLFD  

Goals and objectives 
identified 

Training goals and 
objectives are defined in 
the strategic plan but are 
currently being revised to 
serve as common goals for 

both agencies together 

Not formally defined, but 
multiple training 

objectives are identified in 
the current strategic plan.  

No defined training goals 
and objectives are in place.  

Administrative Priority    
Budget allocated to 
training 

$29,500 $56,000 $40,490 

Using certified 
instructors 

Yes Yes Yes 

Annual training report 
produced 

No No No 

Adequate training 
space/facilities/equipme
nt 

Yes Yes No 

Training Program 
Clerical Support 

   

Support Staff support None 
Administrative assistant 
with additional duties. 

None 

Records computerized 
software used 

Target Solutions  
Firehouse Software and 

Target Solutions 

Maintained in Firehouse 
Software plus Target 

Solutions tracks training 
data individually 

Adequate office space, 
equipment, and supplies 

Yes Yes Yes 

Recordkeeping    
Individual training files 
maintained 

Yes Yes Yes 

Records and files 
computerized 

Maintained in Target 
Solutions 

Maintained in Firehouse 
Software® plus Target 

Solutions tracks training 
data individually. 

Maintained in Target 
Solutions 

Daily training records Yes Yes Yes 
Company training 
records 

Yes Yes Yes 

Training equipment 
inventoried 

Yes Yes Yes 
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Discussion: 

The PFD training program operates under the oversight of a training officer; however the position is 

currently vacant, with training responsibilities temporarily assigned to the Assistant Chief. SLFD and 

LSFD have historically maintained independent training oversight positions but have recently placed 

responsibility for training program administration under the SLFD battalion chief of training, managing 

the programs of both agencies. The initiative is commendable and an excellent example of functional 

cooperation between the two organizations.  

The training program managers work without a dedicated administrative support or committed 

assistance with coursework delivery, other than the use of line personnel. Should the agencies move 

forward with a shared initiative, the training program will likely need to have an administrative position 

that is devoted to record keeping, communications, and scheduling tasks associated with the training 

program. In addition, combining three training programs may necessitate additional staffing to meet 

instructional needs, depending on the approach to coursework delivery that is selected. To establish 

consistency in classroom instruction, one or more staff positions may be needed.  

All three of the training programs are well funded, demonstrating that the agency’s leadership has 

appropriately prioritized the need. It is noted that, were the three training budgets to be combined, 

over $100,000 would be available to meet training needs, exclusive of program personnel costs. 

Effectively managed, the combined budget would fund training efforts very well.  

In reviewing the programs management and administration, following areas that were noted for further 

improvement.  

Program Goals and Objectives 

A training program needs to be planned and administered based on defined goals and objectives. 

Without them, direction is lacking and it is difficult, at best, to identify when the program is meeting – or 

failing to meet – organizational needs. SLFD and LSFD have identified some training goals and objectives 

in their current strategic plans, which are being revised in the light of their newly shared training 

program initiatives. It is recommended that the three organizations cooperatively develop shared goals 

and objectives for their training programs, including measures of success, regardless of whether the 

agencies combine. 

Training Program Planning 

None of the agencies have established an annual training plan. Along with the previous 

recommendation, a commonly developed annual training plan should be developed at the beginning of 

each year, making use of input from members and a process of training needs assessment. The plan 

then identifies priorities and establishes a schedule for delivery of the necessary educational content. To 

be fully effective, the plan should be based on: 

• Periodic training needs assessments 

• Defined annual program goals, based on the needs assessment 
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• Specific delivery objectives, addressing program goals 

• A process of performance measuring and monitoring 

• Periodic re-evaluation and modification 

Program Assessment and Annual Reporting  

At the end of each year, the training plan needs to be evaluated. Doing so is best accomplished by taking 

the time to write a report of the program’s successes and shortcomings during the year, which also 

serves as a planning foundation for the next year. Coupled with the plan should be an assessment of 

responder skills and capabilities to validate the effectiveness of the training and identify areas of 

weakness.  

Recommendations:  

 If training programs are formally combined, consider the addition of a dedicated administrative 
support position to assist the training officer. 

 If training programs are combined, consider the addition of at least one staff position to provide 
classroom instruction and facilitate training consistency. 

 Establish commonly shared training program goals and objectives. 

 Develop a collaborative training manual and annual training plan. 
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Training Methodology 

Procedures and training manuals need to establish a balance between the provision of didactic 

information and the hands-on practice of manipulative skills. Training procedures in the study agencies 

are summarized in the following figure: 

Figure 130: Survey Table – Training Methodology 

Survey Components 
Training Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Training Procedures Manual   

Manual developed and 
used 

No. However training 
related SOGs are used as 

well as Minimum Company 
Standards  

None. However task books 
provide required training 
subject areas. SOGs and 

MCSs 

No. However training 
related SOGs are used as 

well as Minimum Company 
Standards 

Training Methodology    
Manipulative Yes Yes Yes 

Task performances/ 
frequency 

Quarterly, all personnel go 
through a task 

performance assessment 

Quarterly, all personnel go 
through a task 

performance assessment  

Quarterly, all personnel go 
through a task 

performance assessment 

Annual training hours 

20 hours per month of fire 
related training required 

for all full-time employees 
(2 hours per day). Reserves 

are required to have 8 
hours per month.  

Generally based on OSHA 
requirement, Haz Mat, 

EMS and other continuing 
education requirements. 

District requires 1 hour per 
day, per shift of training. 
Reserves required to at 

least 8 hours ride 
along/training per month.  

Unwritten requirement of 
20 hours per month fire 

related training for all full-
time employees (2 hours 

per day). Reserves are 
required to have 8 hours 

per month. 

Use of lesson plans 
Internally developed lesson 

plans are used as well as 
IFSTA/NFPA plans. 

Target Safety system is 
used extensively. Also 

developed in-house as well 
as NFPA/IFSTA.  

Internally developed 
lesson plans are used as 

well as IFSTA/NFPA plans. 

Night drills Yes Yes Yes 

Multi-agency drills Yes Yes Yes 

Inter-station drills Yes Yes Yes 
Interagency drills Yes Yes Yes 

Disaster drills conducted 
Annually at the hospital 
and annual wildland fire 

tabletop drill 

Annually via base hospital 
and wildland tabletop drill 

Annually at the hospital 
and annual wildland fire 

tabletop drill 
Annual performance 
evaluation conducted 

Quarterly process 
conducted 

Quarterly process 
conducted  

Quarterly process 
conducted 

Training Operation and Performance   
Attention to safety High High High 

Post incident analysis 
Performed on an as 

needed basis 
Performed on an as 

needed basis 
Performed on an as 

needed basis 
Priority by management 
toward training 

High High High 
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Survey Components 
Training Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Personnel Trained    

Training objective (who, 
level, etc.) 

Clearly defined training 
levels and 

proficiency/training steps 
are identified.  

Meet continuing education 
requirements for various 
certification/qualification 
levels including wildland, 
EMS, haz mat, technical 

rescue skills.  

Clearly defined training 
levels and 

proficiency/training steps 
are identified. 

Employee development 
program used 

Requirements for 
promotion are well defined 
via “Position Qualification 

Workbooks” 

Task books define required 
training for promotion 

Requirements for 
promotion are well 

defined via “Position 
Qualification Workbooks” 

Discussion: 

Task books, SOGs, and “minimum company standards” are in place for recruit level training in all three 

agencies, forming the basis upon which ongoing training is structured. The approach is appropriate, 

however none of the three have an agency training manual in place. All three would benefit from the 

development of a comprehensive training document that defines the program, personnel requirements, 

practices, procedures, and skills testing. Doing so could easily be accomplished as a collaborative 

undertaking. 

Professional Development 

Beyond the regular training offered to general staff, certain individuals should be offered specific officer 

development training in order to prepare them for more responsibility as they progress through the 

agency’s command structure. Placing individuals in positions of authority without first giving them the 

tools to succeed often ends in failure and discouragement by both the officer and their subordinates.  

The study agencies have defined the baseline requirements for promotion in the form of “Position 

Qualification Workbooks,” a commendable effort. However, they do not generally identify and 

encourage individuals based on perceived potential to develop them. A more structured, shared, 

professional development program is recommended.  

Periodic Skills Evaluation 

It is important that a fire department adopt appropriate standards that set minimum physical capability 

levels and that demonstration of skills competence be required periodically. Regular testing of hands-on 

skills competency to assure that personnel not only are receiving adequate training, but also are able to 

put their knowledge and skills into practice is essential.  

The generally accepted practice is to undergo skills testing on an annual basis. However, LSFD, SLFD and 

PFD exceed the baseline by conducting skills testing quarterly via a regionally coordinated program. The 

practice is valuable that agencies are recognized for their extra effort in this area.  
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Training Delivery Methodology – Competency-Based Training 

Current practices base the amount of training delivered to personnel in the study area on a combination 

of contact hours and minimum requirements for maintaining certifications. The minimum requirements 

vary and are loosely defined in some instances. It is important, and recommended, that all three 

agencies establish clearly defined minimum annual training requirements and design the training 

program to accommodate the standards.  

An hours-based approach is appropriate and generally effective. However, the shortcoming of the 

methodology is that sometimes training will be delivered simply to meet minimum hour requirements 

when, in fact, the individuals receiving the training are already fully versed in the subject matter. Time in 

this instance would be better spent by 1) subjecting the students to a skills performance demonstration, 

and 2) once competency in the skill area is demonstrated, use the remaining time to address new skills 

or subject areas.  

Under a competency-based system, an evaluation of skill performance is conducted at scheduled 

intervals to determine if the person being evaluated can perform the tasks in accordance with pre-

determined standards. Those skills that are performed well require no additional training. Those skills 

not performed well are practiced until the standard is met. This approach maximizes the time used for 

effective training. Further, it ensures that members are performing at an established level. Specialty 

skills can be evaluated in the same manner with further training provided as needed. Ideally, the 

competency-based training approach is used on an ongoing basis. For example, each quarter different 

skills are evaluated on an individual basis. 

To institute a competency-based approach to training, all of the needed skills must be documented to 

describe the standard of performance expected. This would include all skills such as hose handling, 

apparatus operation, EMS procedures and protocols, use of equipment and tools, forcible entry, 

ventilation, tactics and strategy, and others. 

ESCI recommends that class outlines be developed and archived for all training topics delivered to 

ensure consistency and alignment with training goals once established. We also recommend that the 

three organizations consider developing a multi-agency training committee, including diverse 

representation from various ranks, stations, and subject matter experts. This group can be very effective 

identifying training needs as well as recommending relevant strategies to meet departmental, shift, 

company, and individual needs. 

Recommendations: 

 Establish a shared professional development program. 

 Consider shifting training program approaches from a contact hour approach to a competency-
based system. 

 Establish a multi-agency training committee to serve in an advisory capacity to the training officer. 
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Training Facilities and Resources 

In order to deliver effective training to fire and EMS personnel, some resources are necessary to arm the 

trainer with the tools needed to provide adequate educational content. In addition to tools, effective 

methodologies must be employed for delivery to be sufficient to meet needs. 

Figure 131: Survey Table – Training Facilities and Resources 

Survey Components 
Training Observations 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Training Facilities and Resources   

Training facilities (tower, 
props, pits) 

Northern Arizona 
Regional Training Center 

is at the college, 
approximately 30 miles 

away. 

Station hose tower is also 
configured as a drill tower. 
Northern Arizona Regional 

Training Center at the 
college approximately 35 

miles away. 

Northern Arizona 
Regional Training Center 

is at the college, 
approximately 30 miles 

away. 

  i) live fire prop At the Training Center 
Burn trailer owned by PFD 

and at Training Center  
At the Training Center 

  ii) fire and driving grounds At the Training Center  
College has a full fire 

apparatus driving track.  
At the Training Center  

Classroom facilities 
Two good sized classroom 

in Station 210. 

Station 120 classroom 
seats 120 students, Station 

110 seats 12 students. 

Classroom in Station 310 
seats 60 and board room 

seats 30. 
Video, computer 
simulations 

Well equipped, no 
simulator 

Well equipped 
Well equipped, no 

simulator 
Books, magazines, 
instructional materials  

Well supplied  Well supplied Well supplied  

Discussion: 

Of the study districts, training facilities are limited. All have adequate classrooms audio/visual 

equipment and training materials but only PFD has hands-on training props which consist of a hose 

tower (also designed as a drill tower) and a live burn prop trailer. Fortunately, the agencies are able to 

make use of the Northern Arizona Regional Training Center, which is located about 30 miles from that 

study area.  

The Training Center is reported to be well configured, but due to travel distance, it is problematic to 

send crews to the facility on a regular basis. One of the gains that can be realized from collaborative 

efforts is establishing a practice whereby on duty crews are scheduled to use the Training Center while 

other crews from the partnering agencies cover their response areas. This practice is in place to some 

extent and ESCI recommends that further steps be taken to maximize the ability of crews to use of the 

Training Center.  

Recommendation:  

 Develop a practice in which station crews provide response area coverage to others so that they can 
regularly access the resources of the Northern Arizona Regional Training Center. 
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FIRE PREVENTION 

An aggressive risk management program, through active fire and life safety services, is a fire 

department’s best opportunity to minimize the losses and human trauma associated with fires and 

other community risks. 

The National Fire Protection Association recommends a multifaceted, coordinated risk reduction 
process at the community level to address local risks. This requires engaging all segments of the 
community, identifying the highest priority risks, and then developing and implementing 
strategies designed to mitigate the risks.4 

It is apparent that each of the study area departments understands the importance of fire prevention 

and public education, appreciating their role in the planning process of a community with diversified 

zoning including residential, commercial, and industrial properties. In the study area, the participating 

agencies approach their fire prevention activities in a similar manner. All three have appropriately 

adopted a model fire code and all complete new construction and existing occupancy inspections to 

varying degrees. Fire prevention efforts are detailed in the following figures. 

Fire Safety Code Enforcement and Inspection Programs 

A fire department should actively promote fire resistive construction, built-in warning and fire 

suppression systems, and effective administration of applicable fire codes and ordinances. Doing so not 

only protects an individual property owner’s interests, but those of community safety and economic 

viability overall. 

On the following pages are ESCI’s observations of the study districts code enforcement and inspection 

programs.  

                                                           

 

4 Kirtley, Edward. Fire Protection Handbook, 20th Edition. Quincy, MA: NFPA, 2008. 
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Figure 132: Survey Table – Fire and Life Safety Code Enforcement 

Survey Components 
Observations – Prevention 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Code Enforcement    
Fire codes adopted    

  i) code used – year/version 
The district has adopted 
the 2006 International 

Fire Code 

The District has adopted 
the 2006 International 

Fire Code 

The City of Show Low has 
adopted the 2006 

International Fire Code, 
the District has not 
adopted a code but 

enforces in the city via IGA 

Local codes or ordinances 
adopted, amendments 

None 

Some amendments 
included regarding 

language on sprinklers, 
access, egress, water 

supply. 

None 

Sprinkler ordinance in place No Commercial No 
New Construction and Inspections    
Consulted in proposed new 
construction 

Yes, both at the city and 
county level 

Yes Yes 

Perform fire and life safety 
plan review 

Yes Yes Yes 

Sign-off on new 
construction 

Required Required Required 

Charges for inspections or 
reviews 

Fee assessed for plan 
reviews 

Fee assessed for plan 
reviews 

Fee schedule in place, but 
not collected 

Perform existing occupancy 
inspections 

Program is in place 
targeting annual 
inspection of all 

commercial occupancies 

Yes 
Volunteer inspectors 

assist Fire Marshal 

Special risk inspections As requested As needed As requested 

Storage tank inspections 
Underground per SFMO, 

above ground as 
requested 

Underground per SFMO, 
above ground as 

requested 

Underground per SFMO, 
above ground as 

requested 

Key-box entry program in 
place 

Knox Box program is in 
place 

Knox Box System is used 
as well as a free senior 

citizen key box program 

Knox Box system is non-
mandatory 

Hydrant flow records 
maintained 

Fire District performs 
hydrant maintenance for 

the primary purveyor. 
Flow testing performed 

and recorded by 
purveyors. 

Department flows 
hydrants with city 

personnel. Records are 
maintained in-house. 

Fire crews conduct annual 
maintenance and testing 
in assigned areas all year 
long in a joint effort with 

the City of Show Low 
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Survey Components 
Observations – Prevention 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Existing Occupancy Inspection Program   

Self-inspection program in 
place  

Program is in 
development with LSFD 

and SLFD as well as engine 
company inspections 

No 

Program is in 
development with LSFD 

and SLFD as well as engine 
company inspections 

Frequency of inspections 

Goal is to achieve annual 
inspection in all 

commercial occupancies. 
90% estimated success. 

98% of commercial 
occupancies are being 

inspected annually. 

Goal is to inspect 100% of 
commercial occupancies 
annually. Currently about 

80% completed 

Inspection program 

Fire Marshal conducts 
higher risk inspections. A 

prevention volunteer 
performs lower risk 

inspections. 
Approximately 210 

inspectable occupancies. 
Engine companies are 

currently being 
incorporated in to the 

inspection process also. 

Fire Marshal conducts all 
fire and life safety plans 

reviews and existing 
occupancy inspections. 
260 completed in 2013. 

Fire Marshal conducts 
higher risk inspections, 
assisted by volunteer 

inspectors. Six volunteer 
inspectors are active and 

complete most other 
inspections. Company 
inspection program is 

being considered. 

Citation process in place 
and formally 
documented/adopted 

No No 
Available via the city but 

rarely needed 

  i) court cited to  N/A N/A Municipal court 

Inspections computerized 
Hard copy files only. Not 
maintained in Firehouse 

Software® currently. 

Field data collected on 
paper, entered into and 
maintained in Firehouse 

Software®. 

Maintained in Firehouse 
Software plus a hard copy 
is retained for three years. 

Number of personnel 
devoted to program  

1 Fire Marshal and 1 
volunteer inspector 

1 Fire Marshal only 
1 Fire Marshal and 6 
volunteer inspectors 

Fees for specialty 
inspections  

Only for plan reviews Fee schedule is in place No 

Discussion: 

All three departments have made a sincere commitment to fire and life safety code administration, with 

some expected variations. Appropriate fire and life safety codes have been adopted in the participating 

jurisdictions. Each agency has its own fire marshal to oversee the prevention and public education 

programs. 

New construction plan review procedures are in place in all of the agencies and are appropriately 

coordinated with the various city and county planning and building departments, an important initiative.  

Existing occupancy inspections are also completed in all instances. Doing so is critical in ensuring that 

buildings are maintained in a fire safe manner. ESCI was impressed by the level of commitment that all 

three agencies have made in the area of existing occupancy inspections. Of the buildings that fall subject 

to fire and life safety inspection criteria, nearly all are being inspected on an annual basis. While this 
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frequency is consistent with national standards and best practices, it does not often occur. The agencies 

are commended for their commitment in this regard.  

Recommendations: 

 Continue current initiatives to regionalize fire and life safety code enforcement activities. 

Fire Safety and Public Education 

One of the most effective ways to prevent the occurrence of fires is by effectively educating the public 

so that they can minimize their exposure to fire and health issues and so that they can respond 

effectively when faced with an emergency. 

Figure 133: Survey Table – Fire Safety and Public Education 

Survey Components 
Observations – Prevention 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Fire Safety and Public Education   
Public 
education/information 
officer in place 

Fire Marshal also serves as 
Public Education Officer. 

Also for SLFD. 

Fire Marshal also serves as 
Public Education Officer. 

Shared effort with LSFD. 
Program is being 

developed cooperatively. 
Public education in the 
following areas: 

   

  i) calling 911 Yes Yes Yes 
  ii) EDITH (exit drills in 
the home) 

Yes Yes Yes 

  iii) smoke alarm 
program  

Active program is in place Active program is in place Active program is in place 

  iv) fire safety (heating 
equipment, chimney, 
electrical equipment, 
kitchen/cooking, etc.) 

Yes Yes Yes 

  v) injury prevention 
(falls, burns/scalding, bike 
helmets, drowning, etc.) 

Yes Yes Yes 

  vi) fire extinguisher use 
Provided upon request, 

prop shared by three 
agencies 

Provided upon request, 
prop shared by three 

agencies 

Provided upon request, 
prop shared by three 

agencies 

  vii) fire brigade training No No 
Working with pellet mill 

currently 
  viii) elderly care and 
safety 

“Matter of Balance” 
program is used 

“Matter of Balance” 
program is used 

“Matter of Balance” 
program is used 

  ix) curriculum used in 
schools 

NFPA materials are used 
NFPA materials are used as 

well as materials 
developed internally 

NFPA materials are used 

  x) baby-sitting classes 
offered 

Occasionally on request No 
Provided by City Parks and 

Recreation 

 xi) CPR courses, blood 
pressure checks offered 

On request 

Frequent CPR classes 
offered by the fire 

marshal, about twice per 
month. Blood pressure 

checks on request. 

Walk in blood pressure 
checks. CPR classes rarely. 
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Survey Components 
Observations – Prevention 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 

Publications available to 
public 

Yes. Sometimes also 
included in billing mailings. 

Internally developed as 
well as NFPA materials are 

on hand 

Yes. Sometimes also 
included in billing mailings. 

Bilingual information 
available 

Yes Some Some 

Annual report distributed 
to community 

No No No 

Juvenile fire setter 
program offered 

No Have done in the past No 

Wildland interface 
education offered 

Yes Actively Yes 

Discussion: 

Public education efforts are prioritized in all three organizations. In fact, upon review of the programs, 

ESCI finds few differences between them and recognizes that these efforts are tightly coordinated 

between the fire marshals. LSFD and SLFD are actively combining their public education programs 

exclusively under the LSFD fire marshal, an approach that is encouraged. PFD, while not as directly 

connected, is operating closely in concert with the other two districts. ESCI recommends that these 

efforts continue and increase into the future. 

Juvenile Fire Setter Intervention 

Many communities have recognized the importance of identifying children that show fire setting 

tendencies and inclined to become future problems of a more serious nature. A number of programs are 

available and many important successes have been realized by implementation of Juvenile Fire Setter 

Networks. The agencies are encouraged to research and promote the development of a regional 

initiative in this area.  

Recommendations: 

 Maintain efforts to collaborate on fire and life safety public education initiatives and take steps to 
expand on current collaborative efforts. 

 Establish a Juvenile Fire Setter Network program. 
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Fire Investigation 

A sometimes under-appreciated component of fire prevention programs is the effective identification of 

fire cause so that public education and code enforcement efforts can be targeted toward identified 

causes. Fire cause determination is not limited to intentionally caused incidents, but includes all forms of 

accidental fires, as well. Following is a review of fire investigation efforts in the study agencies. 

Figure 134: Survey Table – Fire Investigation 

Survey Components 
Observations – Prevention 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Fire Investigation    

Fire origin and cause 
determination 

Line personnel complete 
initial review. Referred to 

Fire Marshal if further 
review is needed. Captain 

level task book includes fire 
origin training. 

Line personnel may 
complete initial review on 
minor incidents. Referred 
to Fire Marshal if further 

review is needed. 

Line personnel complete 
initial review. Referred to 

Fire Marshal if further 
review is needed. Line 

personnel receive basic 
cause and origin 

recognition training. 
Training for SLFD Fire 

Marshal includes AZPOST 
training and prior 

experience 
Arson investigation and 
prosecution 

  
City Police or County 

Sheriff 

  i) arson investigation 
training provided 

Fire Marshal is trained in 
arson investigation via IAAI 

classes 

Fire Marshal is trained in 
arson investigation via IAAI 

classes 

Fire Marshal is trained in 
arson investigation via IAAI 

classes 
Person responsible for 
investigations 

Fire Marshal Fire Marshal Fire Marshal 

Local FIT membership 
(fire investigation team)  

A team is recently 
established. Regional 
representation, multi-

discipline team. Monthly 
meeting. 

A team is recently 
established. Regional 
representation, multi-

discipline team. Monthly 
meeting. 

A team is recently 
established. Regional 
representation, multi-

discipline team. Monthly 
meeting. 

Process for handling 
juvenile suspects 

Processed via County 
juvenile court or town law 

enforcement 

Processed via County 
juvenile court or town law 

enforcement 

Processed via County 
juvenile court or City law 

enforcement 
Liaison with law 
enforcement 

Fire Marshal Fire Marshal Fire Marshal 

Scene control practices in 
place 

Yes Yes Yes 

Adequate and 
appropriate equipment 
issued/supplied 

No. Currently attempting to 
obtain adequate equipment. 

No. Currently attempting 
to obtain adequate 

equipment. 
Yes, with some needs. 

Evidence collection 
process in place 

Handled by law enforcement 
personnel 

Collected by fire 
investigator and law 

enforcement personnel. 
Stored by law 
enforcement. 

Handled by the Fire 
Marshal, with proper 

equipment. 

Release required for 
entry 

No No No 
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Survey Components 
Observations – Prevention 

Lakeside Pinetop Show Low 
Reports and records of all 
incidents made 

Yes Yes Yes 

File, record, and evidence 
security 

Reporting is completed in 
word processor, stored on 
Fire Marshal’s hard drive. 

Password protected. 

Kept in hard copy and in 
separate computer files. 
Security measures are in 

place. 

Completed in Firehouse 
Software. Hard copies are 

locked in file cabinet. 

Statistical Collection and 
Analysis 

   

Records kept by 
computer 

Yes Yes Yes. Retained for 7 years. 

Information collected in 
the following areas: 

   

  i) fire incidents Dispatch data only Collected from dispatch Collected in Firehouse 
  ii) time of day and day of 
week 

Dispatch data only Collected from dispatch Collected in Firehouse 

  iii) method of alarm 
(how received) 

Dispatch data only Collected from dispatch Collected in Firehouse 

  iv) dispatch times Dispatch data only Collected from dispatch Collected in Firehouse 
  v) response times Dispatch data only Collected from dispatch Collected in Firehouse 

Information analyzed and 
used for planning 

Not formally 
Monthly meeting with law 

enforcement looks for 
trends 

No 

Reports made and 
distributed  

No No No 

FTEs used in data 
collection and analysis 

None None None 

Discussion: 

The results of fire investigations, if used accordingly, directly reflect public education focus areas, the 

need for code changes and modification of fire department deployment and training emphasis. 

Definition of the community’s fire problem can be achieved via effective fire cause determination.  

Fire cause and origin determination in the study agencies starts with the fire officer on the scene of a 

fire. At a small incident, it may be a company officer that determines whether a fire is accidental or 

suspicious. If on-scene personnel view a fire as of suspicious origin, or are unsure about the fire’s cause, 

they will request assistance from the fire marshal. The investigator will process accidental fires and 

suspicious fires will be referred to the local police department or County Sheriff’s Office for processing. 

All three fire marshals are actively involved in and appropriately trained for fire cause and origin 

determination practices. 

A regional Fire Investigation Team (FIT) has recently been established. FITs offer a valuable approach to 

assuring that fire cause, origin and prosecution is fully effective by involving personnel from multiple 

disciplines, expanding the resource base from which investigators can draw. Active participation in the 

regional FIT is recommended.  
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Data collection and processing with regard to fire cause determination is limited to obtaining and 

documenting data. More detailed analysis of available data regarding how fires are occur for use in the 

development of community educational outreach should be considered in an effort to more effectively 

prevent the occurrence of fires.  
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EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS 

Communication center operations are essential, directly affecting fire and EMS response times, service 

levels, overall service delivery, and customer satisfaction. Dispatch operations are integral to a 

successful emergency operation, starting with the initial “alarm” and continuing until units are available 

for redeployment. 

The study area agencies are dispatched from two 911 centers. Depending on the location from which an 

emergency call originates, it may be received by either the Pinetop-Lakeside Police Department 911 

Center (PLPD) or the City of Show Low Police Department 911 Center (SLPD). Emergency calls can be 

received on direct seven digit phone lines but the majority are 911 calls.   These 911 calls are received 

initially at the Navajo County Sheriff’s Department Dispatch Center and subsequently transferred to the 

appropriate local facility.  

ESCI toured each of the dispatch facilities involved, reviewed their operations, and interviewed center 

managers. The following figure summarizes observations of the Pinetop-Lakeside and Show Low 911 

Centers.  

Figure 135: Survey Table – Emergency Communications 

Survey Component 
Emergency Communications – Observations 

Pinetop/Lakeside Dispatch  Show Low PD 
Communications Provider  
Emergency Dispatch 
Agency 

Alarm South. Pinetop/Lakeside Police 
Department Dispatch Center 

Show Low Police Department. Alarm 
Central 

  i) population served 4,200 in city, plus the two fire districts 

10,700 in the City of Show Low plus 
Show Low Fire, Linden, White 

Mountain Lakes, Pinedale-Clay Springs 
Fire, Heber-Overgaard fire and 

Arrowhead EMS (Private ambulance 
company) 

  ii) 911 PSAP – (public 
safety answering point) 

Primary PSAP for City of Pinetop, Pinetop 
Fire District and Lakeside Fire District 

Primary PSAP for the City of Show Low 
only. PSAP for all other agencies are 
answered by Navajo County Sheriff’s 

Office. Transferred via 911 PSAP 
transfer. 

  iii) surrounding bordering 
PSAPs 

Show Low Police Department, Snowflake 
Taylor, Whitewater PD and Navajo 

County Sheriff’s Office 

Pinetop/Lakeside PD, Snowflake Taylor, 
Whitewater PD and Navajo County 

Sheriff’s Office 
  iv) surrounding and 
mutual aid fire 
departments 

Show Low, McNary Fire, Linden, others  
Pinetop, Lakeside, McNary Fire, Linden, 

others 

Organizational structure   
  i) mission statement, 
goals, and objectives 

None specific to the dispatch center None specific to the dispatch center 

Authorized 
communications staffing 

5 allotted positions and one supervisor 
with shared responsibilities 

10 positions authorized. 5 full-time 
positions currently. 2 more in training,  

  i) work schedule 8 hour days, 5 days/week Mixed schedules on 8, 10 and 12 hours  
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Survey Component 
Emergency Communications – Observations 

Pinetop/Lakeside Dispatch  Show Low PD 
  ii) minimum staffing 
policy 

1, with supervisor during days 
1 from 4 AM to 8 AM. All other hours, 2 

personnel minimum.  

  iii) state requirements for 
public safety dispatchers 

State certified via DPS. No other 
certifications. 

State certification via DPS. No other 
certifications currently. Also meet POST 

standards.  
  iv) union representation No No 
Communications Facility and Equipment 
Facility   

  i) security Access secured  
Building is well secured via keypad 

locks, security system using proximity 
cards currently being installed 

Computer aided dispatch 
(CAD) 

  

  i) software application 
Computer Information Systems. 2008 

version to be updated in February.  

Sunridge software. Integrated fire and 
law enforcement computer aided 

dispatch system. Updated annually.  

Emergency power 
Battery backups and automatic start 

generator 
Automatic start generator and battery 

backups on electronics  

Telephone equipment 
Nortel equipment on Novia system. 911 
lines are separated on Cassidian system 

Nortel equipment on Novia system. 
(Installed 2013). 911 lines are 

separated on Cassidian system 

Radio system 
Primary transmission off tower at Police 

Department. No redundant dispatch 
system. Desktop radio in PD only 

Base station and tower at Show Low PD 
repeats off of mountain top radio site. 

No additional radio system. Single 
dispatch notification and 5 tactical 

channels available. 
Radio control  Zetron 4010 (7+ years old) Avtec system. Installed 2013  

Recording equipment 
Digital recording system records all radio 

channels and telephone 
Digital recorder in place, currently 

being replaced. All channels recorded.  

Workstations 2 workstations  
2 fully equipped stations. Three 
additional back up positions but 

without 911 line access.  

Mobile communications 
devices 

None 
Fire Department Haz Mat trailer 

includes mobile communications but 
no paging capability.  

Fire/EMS notification 
system 

Tone and voice paging plus text 
messaging. “rip and run” print out in 

stations.  

Tone and voice paging plus text 
message via CAD system. MDTs in 

apparatus.  
Alarm monitoring/fire 
systems 

None None 

Back-up plan/center 
operations 

No plan. Assumed that Show Low PD but 
there is not paging capability there for 

Lakeside or Pinetop fire resources 

Written back up plan is in place. Calls 
for evacuation to the Fire Department 

haz mat trailer.  

Other duties 
PD data entry, answer business lines for 

PD, lobby traffic  
PD data entry, answer business lines 

for PD, lobby traffic  
Communications/Dispatch Operations 
Availability of 
performance standards 
and/or benchmarks 
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Survey Component 
Emergency Communications – Observations 

Pinetop/Lakeside Dispatch  Show Low PD 
  i) call answering time 
standard 

None Within first three rings 

  ii) call 
processing/dispatch time 
standards adopted 

None One minute of call receipt  

Evaluation of dispatch 
activities 

  

  i) by time/day/month Ongoing process, informally only 
Only observation, not formally tracked 

or monitored 
  ii) by incident type N/A N/A 
Standard operating 
procedures  

None 
Training manual includes standard 

operating procedures 
Quality assurance 
program 

None QA program is in place for EMD  

Training program 
12 week program, orientation and on the 
job training. Training manual is in place, 

primarily hands on based. 

In house on the job training program. 
Typically 12 to 15 weeks plus a 3 week 
dispatch academy at law enforcement 

academy. Followed by 1 year 
probationary period. Training manual is 

in place. 
Emergency medical 
dispatch (EMD) 

Not used  
NAED (National Academy of Emergency 

Dispatch) EMD program is used  
Position descriptions For all positions For all positions 

Evaluations Annual performance evaluation 
Annual performance evaluation. 

Quarterly for probationary employees. 
Workload activity   
  i) 2013 911 calls 2,679 4,847 
  ii) 7 – digit incoming calls Estimated 2,435  Not tracked 
  iii) average speed of 
answer 

Not tracked  Not tracked – observation only 

  iv) average telephone 
processing times 

Not tracked Not tracked – observation only 

  v) law enforcement 
activities 

Not available 28,760 

  vi) fire/EMS calls initiated Not available 7,109 
Communications Center Funding 

 Funding sources 
City budget plus the two districts pay an 

annual assessment to the city. 

City budget. Fire departments pay an 
annual assessment based on call 

volume in each agency.  
 

Capital facilities and 
equipment 
plans/upgrades 

CAD software update in 2014 only City capital improvement plan 

Current operating budget $333,000 $919,400 
Current reserves None None 
  i) Earmarked? None None 
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Discussion:  

Both dispatch centers operate in a similar manner is most respects. However, ESCI observed a key 

difference between the two with in regards to the use of performance standards and benchmark 

measurements related to dispatch efficiency. The SLPD 911 Center was able to identify performance 

standards, as are listed in the survey table. Conversely, the PLPD 911 Center indicated that performance 

data is generally observed, but not effectively tracked and no standards or benchmarks have been 

adopted. The establishment, measuring, and enforcement of performance standards and performance 

benchmarks should be in place.  

The condition of the center’s equipment and facilities was observed in general terms. The SLPD 911 

Center is located in a large building which houses police department offices and, though older, is in 

generally good condition. Communications equipment, radio consoles and ancillary hardware is 

consistent with current standards. However, the PLPD 911 Center is in an aging facility, a former school, 

and the rooms that store sensitive radio and telephone electronic equipment were observed to be 

crowded and in aging condition. In addition, much of the radio and telephone hardware observed is 

outdated technology.  

An additional concern noted is the lack of a backup plan in the PLPD 911 facility. There is no alternative 

site to which the 911 operators can relocate in the event of a system failure and no plan for how a 

failure is to be managed. The lack of a backup strategy is considered to be a serious shortcoming. 

A detailed assessment of dispatch center management, administration, protocols, and operations is 

beyond the scope of this study and analysis of actual call processing performance and comparison to 

best practice and industry standards was not included in the project planning. However, ESCI made the 

following observations that are offered for future consideration: 

Numerous best practices and standards are in place that can and should be incorporated into dispatch 

center operations, including:  

• National Emergency Number Association (NENA) 

• Associated Public Safety Communications Officials (APCO) 

• National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 

• Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI)  

• Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA)  

The use of two, separate dispatch centers to process incidents can result in problems, including: 

• Duplication of workload and call processing efforts  

• Delays as a result of multiple call transfers 

• Duplicate dispatching of incidents 

• Lost efficiency due to phone calls between agencies during an emergency and call  

relay/transfers 
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• Increased risk of call handling errors or confusion between multiple centers 

• Absence of standardization of dispatching procedures 

• Information recording and data retrieval conflicts 

• Potential for overall adverse effects on response performance  

Should some form of integration of the study agencies occur, having multiple dispatch centers serving a 

single fire department is inefficient and presents the potential for serious dispatching errors. In our site 

visits, ESCI experienced challenges related to data availability and retrieval resulting from the fact that 

the fire agencies’ incidents were processed through different centers.  

A process is under way to evaluate the development of a single, county-wide 911 facility and ESCI 

encourages the effort. Even in the absence of a county-wide system, the study agencies will need to be 

dispatched from a single 911 center in the future.  

Recommendation:  

 Plan for the use of a single dispatch center for all three of the study agencies. 
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Processes for Collaboration 

GENERAL PARTNERING STRATEGIES 

There are four general partnering strategies available under Arizona laws which enable fire service 

organizations to share services. The four general partnering strategies: intergovernmental agreement; 

joint powers authority; fire district merger; and fire district consolidation can be used to varying degrees 

individually or in combination. Arizona Revised Statute (ARS) either authorizes prohibits or is silent 

concerning an agency’s power to undertake certain activities concerning shared services. Each general 

partnering strategy has both benefits and weaknesses. Each of the four strategies is outlined below. 

Intergovernmental Agreement 

Intergovernmental agreements (IGA) are the most frequently used form of sharing services between 

units of government in Arizona; state, county, municipal, and special districts. An IGA is a contract 

between two or more governmental agencies and is authorized under ARS §11-952. Most 

intergovernmental agreements are made to improve services, combine resources, and save money 

through the economies of scale. Most, if not all, mutual and automatic aid agreements in Arizona are 

authorized through an IGA. An IGA is also the foundation for Joint Powers Authority, which is discussed 

later in detail.  

An IGA can be used for the purpose of functionally combining, where two or more entities seek the 

benefits of sharing services and resources, but wish to maintain a separate governance and taxing 

authority. An example of this is typically found where agencies share a 911 communications center or 

other ancillary services (e.g. administrative, fleet service). 

An IGA between governmental units is the simplest form of sharing services and can be fairly readily 

accomplished. An IGA, dependent upon how structured, can allow for a relatively easy exit of the parties 

to the agreement if necessary. 

Joint Powers Authority 

An Arizona based Joint Powers Authority (JPA) specific to fire services is an entity permitted under ARS 

§48-805.01 whereby two or more public authorities (e.g. units of local government) can operate 

collectively. ARS 48-805.01 (B) identifies the parties who may participate: cities, towns, counties, and 

fire districts. Counties were included as part of the enabling legislation as in many of Arizona’s rural 

counties the county government provide the emergency communication infrastructure and network. It 

should be noted that a JPA formed pursuant to ARS §48-805.01 must include a fire district. JPA typically 

is used where an activity naturally transcends the boundaries of existing public agencies.  

The foundation for forming a JPA is the authorization within ARS Title 11 which specifies the IGA 

components required. The formation of a fire based JPA in Arizona is structured to create a separate 

legal entity (SLE), which may include a non-profit organization. The SLE is authorized to exercise the 

powers that are held by the contracting parties. Arizona fire districts and municipal fire service providers 

are authorized to provide fire protection, emergency medical services and other ancillary services. 
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Therefore an SLE formed specific to ARS §48-805.01 and ARS §11-952 is commonly referred to as a “Fire 

Authority.”  

An SLE formed by the contracting parties through the JPA becomes a separate and distinct unit of 

government. The SLE duly formed is a political subdivision of this state having: 

(a) The governmental and proprietary powers that are common to the contracting parties specified 

in the agreement and those powers provided for in ARS §11-952; and  

(b) The rights and immunities of the parties that are granted by the constitution and statutes of 

Arizona, including immunity of its property from taxation. 

The SLE will have an independent governance board, employ personnel and deliver services common to 

the jointly held contracting parties powers: provide fire protection, the preservation of life, providing 

emergency medical service and carrying out its other powers and duties according to ARS §48-805.01.  

A JPA and subsequently formed SLE in Arizona has several significant limitations pursuant to ARS §48-

805.01. An SLE has no independent taxing authority. Funding for the SLE is a function of the underlying 

governmental units who are party to the agreement. Equally important is an SLE has no independent 

bonding authority. General obligation bonding is also a function of the underlying governmental units 

who are party to the agreement.  

In addition to other powers provided for in the agreement by a vote of its governing body, the SLE may 

incur obligations payable from the entity's revenues, to pay the costs and expenses of acquiring or 

constructing any structures, facilities, or equipment necessary to effectuate the purposes of the 

agreement subject to the following conditions and requirements: 

(a) The parties to the agreement, with the approval of each participating entity's voters, may issue 

general obligation bonds for the purpose of funding the costs and expenses of acquiring or 

constructing any structures, facilities, or equipment necessary to effectuate the purposes of the 

agreement. Each of the participating party's general obligation bonding authority is limited to 

that of each party's enabling legislation; and  

(b) The general obligation bonds are payable from the taxes or assessments paid to, or to be levied 

or collected by, the entity or the political subdivisions that are parties to the agreement that 

forms the entity; and  

(c) The general obligation bonds are limited to an amount as authorized by the qualified electors 

that are parties to the agreement and are subject to the requirements of ARS §35-431 and ARS 

§48-806.  

The IGA which is the foundation for forming the SLE specifies the form, framework, and components of 

the agreement (IGA) for operating. The governance structure of the SLE is specified in the forming IGA. 

An officer or elected member of the governing body of a party to the SLE agreement may also act in the 
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capacity of a member of the governing body of the separate legal entity (the governing body of a 

separate legal entity formed pursuant to ARS §48-805.01 shall be composed of officials elected to one or 

more of the governing bodies of the political subdivisions that are parties to the agreement, or their 

designees).  

An SLE in its own name and subject to the provisions of the agreement, and subject to existing 

applicable law, may: 

1. Make and enter into contracts, including contracts, leases, or other transactions with one or 
more of the parties to the agreement forming the SLE. 

2. Employ agents and employees. 

3. Acquire, hold, or dispose of property. 

4. Acquire, construct, manage, maintain and operate buildings, works, infrastructure, apparatus, 
equipment, and improvements. 

5. Incur debts, liabilities, and obligations (with the exception of general obligation bonds as 
previously discussed). 

6. Sue and be sued. 

7. May separately contract for an undertaking with any two or more of the parties or other public 
agencies or other entities. Limitations on the exercise of common powers shall be applicable 
only to the parties to the agreement participating in the undertaking. 

It should be noted that contracting parties holding a Certificate of Necessity (CON) issued by the Arizona 

Department of Health Services (ADHS) to operate ambulance service are limited by applicable statute 

concerning JPA (ARS §48-805.01.B) As with fire district merger or consolidation, there is no automatic 

expansion or extension of the CON when a JPA is formed. As an example, a JPA formed in which one 

agency was a CON holder and the other was not, the newly formed JPA would be required to apply for 

and obtain a CON expansion for the area of the newly formed JPA outside the current jurisdictional 

boundaries of the CON set by ADHS. The regulatory burden is on the applicant to show “public 

necessity” for the proposed expansion. CON expansion can be costly and time consuming.  

Merger or Consolidation 

Merger or consolidation is a method authorized under Arizona law which allows two or more fire 

districts to permanently join together and form a single unit of government. Only fire districts are 

authorized to merge or consolidate. There is no provision in law which allows a fire district and a 

municipality to merge. This is accomplished either through an IGA (the fire district governance structure 

and taxing authority remain) or through a municipal annexation of the fire district’s territory. A 

municipal/fire district merger or consolidation typically becomes “contractor/contracted” relationship 

and no single entity is created. A number of fire districts provide fire and emergency medical services to 

municipalities. These fire districts remain independent units of local government and have property 

taxing authority independent of the municipality, thereby providing a separate revenue stream for the 

funding of an essential service to the city or town. 
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It should be noted that a municipality, by declaration of the city council, can take over a fire district if 

the entire district is within the jurisdictional boundaries of the municipality or is annexed therein. ARS 

provides that all the assets of the fire district, including personnel and liabilities become the property of 

the municipality ARS §48-812.A. stipulates:  

When any area having a fire district established under this article is entirely annexed to a city or 
town or entirely included within a newly organized city or town, the fire district of the area 
annexed and all its assets, including personnel, and liabilities of whatever description shall be 
merged and become a part of the fire department of the annexing city or town upon the date the 
city or town elects to provide fire protection services to such area. 

Counties, which are the local arm of state government in Arizona, are not authorized to provide fire and 

emergency medical services. There is no provision which allows counties to participate in the provision 

of fire services. However, county government is authorized to participate in JPAs, as discussed in the 

previous section of this report. 

The legal framework for all fire district mergers or consolidations is provided within ARS §48-820 and 

ARS §48-822 respectively. While both merger and consolidation of a fire district accomplishes virtually 

the same undertaking, the forming of a new single unit of government, the difference is significant for 

the governance structure. In a merger, the fire districts are joined and the governing boards from the 

merging fire districts are combined through a process detailed in statute (ARS §48-820.H). In a fire 

district consolidation, one agency agrees to absorb the other, and the governing board and all other 

components of the primary fire district into which the secondary fire district has been absorbed remains 

in place. The assets and all administrative and operational components of the absorbed district become 

a part of the primary fire district. 

Fire district mergers or consolidations are provided no additional or enhanced property taxing authority. 

The current levy limit, property value, and tax rate cap restrictions all apply to a newly merged or 

consolidated fire district. A financial disincentive to merging or consolidating fire districts occurs as 

statute specifies merged or consolidated fire districts are limited to a maximum of four hundred 

thousand dollars ($400,000) from the fire district assistance tax (FDAT), the same maximum limit that is 

applied to a single fire district pre-merger or consolidation.  

As is the case with JPA discussed previously, fire districts holding a Certificate of Necessity (CON) issued 

by the Arizona Department of Health Services (ADHS) to operate ambulance service are limited by 

applicable statute post-merger or consolidation (ARS §48-805.B.1 and ARS §36-2233 et.al.).There is no 

automatic expansion or extension of the CON when fire districts are combined via merger or 

consolidation. As an example, a merger of fire districts in which one agency was a CON holder and the 

other was not, the newly formed fire district would be required to apply for and obtain a CON expansion 

for the area of the newly formed fire district outside the current jurisdictional boundaries of the CON set 

by ADHS. The regulatory burden is on the applicant to show “public necessity” for the proposed 

expansion. CON expansion can be costly and time consuming.  
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Carefully considered and thoughtfully planned, a fire district merger or consolidation can be an effective 

and efficient regional service delivery methodology benefitting the public and the participating fire 

service providers.  

OPTIONS FOR SHARED SERVICE 

In the following section, ESCI examines the general partnering strategies in further detail and explores 

their feasibility. ESCI references the following considerations in this discussion.  

Strategic Scope 

The decision regarding whether to establish a single agency or create smaller program partnerships can 

be complex and even intimidating. ESCI seeks to evaluate the feasibility of a range of partnerships 

between the three agencies. A combined agency may well be complex and challenging to accomplish in 

the near term, as discussed later in this section. Several smaller partnerships and/or unifying efforts are 

often more easily implemented as a precursor to fully integrating fire agencies; however, economies of 

scale, elimination of duplication and drawing from a deeper pool of resources may benefit each agency 

if integrated into a single agency.  

Key Elements 

All three agencies have faced the difficult financial challenges posed by the great recession and survived. 

However, the agencies are likely to approach a point in the future where expenditures may exceed 

available revenue. As a result, economics and future service delivery needs are tightly connected. ESCI 

brings focus to two key elements during the development of proposed strategies. 

Cost Containment: Strategic options must be evaluated according to their ability to contain cost. 

Service Delivery: Strategic options must also be evaluated based upon the quality and sustainability of 
services. Closer cooperation in service delivery can reduce costs and increase efficiency for all 
participating agencies. 
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Strategy A: Status Quo 

Level of cooperation 

This strategy requires a continuing commitment to existing mutual and automatic aid agreements 
in place with periodic review/updates. 

Estimated timeline for completion 

Immediate 

Affected sections 

None – this is a continuation of existing conditions. 

Affected stakeholders 

LSFD, SLFD, and PFD, their members and the communities they serve. It also impacts those outside 
of Pinetop and Lakeside who receive transport services from the agencies. 

Summary/Objective of strategy 

Maintain and build upon the value derived from existing shared services; no new shared services 
are anticipated. The agencies remain insular and do not achieve economies of scale available to an 
integrated agency. 

ESCI guidance 

Directors should ensure that discussions and decisions focus on the desired outcomes and best 
interests of the communities served; and also to fully commit to the improvement and successes of 
the existing shared service programs. 

Special/Social considerations 

This option continues to afford the boards of directors with a high level of control as only the 
current set of agreements will necessitate interagency review and decisions. 

No internal impact is likely to occur socially as this represents current status. The communities 
served will also not likely notice, since no changes occur. 

Policy actions 

Review, modify as needed and affirm existing agreements. 

Fiscal considerations 

The status quo represents no shift in cost or change in efficiency over current conditions. 

Issues and Impacts 

 No changes over current state. 

 SLFD must increase their levy rate by approximately $.10 to achieve an acceptable ending 
fund balance. 
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Strategy B: Intergovernmental Agreement 

Level of cooperation 

This strategy focuses on a functional unification for either administrative services and/or support 
services while maintaining separate governance and separate taxing authority. In this case, a single 
fire chief would provide the administrative function for the combined agencies while the three 
separate boards continue to govern the three separate agencies independently, levying their own 
taxes at their own levy rates. This integration may be limited to the fire chief, or may include all 
administrative functions (and the personnel serving those functions) as well as support functions, 
such as facilities/fleet maintenance, fire prevention, and/or training.  

Success of a functional unification strategy is built upon 1) an essential trust relationship between 
the partner agencies; 2) the thoroughness of the program agreement; 3) a collaborative approach 
to the management of the program(s); and 4) community understanding and support. Since the 
agencies already have a great deal of collaboration history, the foundation to build from has been 
created.  

This strategy requires in-depth, multi-level, and multi-functional planning, review, external and 
internal discussions, collaboration, and agreement among the boards of directors and the 
administrative staff members of all three agencies. This strategy does not require public approval at 
the ballot box, but is negotiated between the agencies. 

ESCI notes that existing governing boards are preserved with a functional unification strategy, 
although the level of unilateral control is decreased. Also, the management team of the functionally 
unified sections should report to the individual boards on the performance of these new 
agreements. 

Estimated timeline for completion 

This timeline is reduced due to the familiarity each agency has toward the other. New issues may 
arise from the planning process, however, so the planning should not be short-cut due to presumed 
familiarity. If trust is high and conflicts minimal, this strategy could be accomplished in as little as 6 
months. 

Potentially affected sections 

Administration (including HR and Finance), Fire Prevention, Training, Fleet Maintenance 

Affected stakeholders 

While all agency members are affected in some manner, the directors and agency staff members 
within the affected sections will realize the most significant impacts. 

Summary/Objective of strategy 

The objective should be seamless integration of the listed functions across the three jurisdictions by 
means of an intergovernmental agreement.  

ESCI guidance 

The three districts face similar challenges given the current conditions. While the listed areas for 
unification are often duplicative, how those areas operate in each agency may vary significantly 
with the other agencies due to differing demographics, geography and community culture. 

ESCI notes that, while the administrative systems of the three districts can more readily achieve 
significant economies of scale. In preparation for such a direction, the fire chiefs must establish and 
conduct regular joint meetings for the purpose of establishing the parameters of the functional 
unification. This includes workload analysis to ensure greatest effectiveness while maintaining 
proper balance. ESCI recommends that the fire chiefs convene an ad hoc steering committee for 
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the purpose of developing proposed common policies, performance standards, and functional 
plans.  

Special/Social considerations 

Directors should understand that functional unification is complex, labor-intensive, and challenging; 
as such, it is often a precursor for a merger. 

Functional unification can encounter an inherent administrative rigidity resulting from political 
complexities of the arrangement. Given accountability to three political bodies, administrative 
leaders can be pulled in multiple directions; they may also be limited by contractual (IGA) 
requirements in their ability to adjust to environmental changes. Consequently, conflicting policy 
directives may sometimes be troublesome in a functionally unified agency. These challenges 
underscore the importance of the founding political relationship, the contractual agreement and 
the skills of management to ensure success.  

Internal staff in the affected sections will likely require some time to adjust to new processes and 
reporting relationships. The community may notice changes in who they deal with and different 
processes likely employed from this strategy. 

Policy actions 

The boards will need to develop, approve and implement an intergovernmental agreement. 

Fiscal considerations 

A functional unification as described above is likely to result in actual cost reduction (going from 
three fire chiefs to one, for example) or cost avoidance at the very least (eliminating the need to 
hire a fire chief for PFD and SLFD), allowing those funds to be redirected toward other agency 
needs.  

The costs for the combined functions, to the extent they are equal across all three agencies, should 
be split equally between the three agencies. This includes any fiscal windfall and any costs. To the 
extent there are weighted distribution of costs (and benefits) due to disproportionate cost or 
benefit, such distribution should be based on weight factors directly tied to the function shared and 
should follow guidance provided in the cost allocation of this report.  

Issues and Impacts 

 No permanent organizational commitment is made since this is a contract. 

 All decision-making power remains with individual organizations. 

 Requires a collaborative approach to the management of the program between the three 
administrations. 

 Does not require public approval at the ballot box. 

 Existing governing boards are preserved. 

 Administrative leaders can be pulled in multiple directions serving multiple masters. 

 No net new FTEs required. May free up existing FTEs for reassignment. 

 Requires blending rules, regulations, and operating procedures.  

 Efficiency in administration by eliminating duplication or reassigning duplicate resources. 

 Efficiencies gained in fleet maintenance, fire prevention, and training. 
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Strategy C: Joint Powers Authority (JPA) 

Level of cooperation 

Success of a Joint Powers Authority is built upon an essential trust relationship between the partner 
agencies and the JPA board,5 and the thoroughness of the JPA agreement.  

This strategy requires in-depth administrative and policy-maker involvement in the planning of the 
agreement, with frequent review and discussions, both externally and internally. This strategy does 
not require public approval at the ballot box, but is negotiated between the agencies. 

Estimated timeline for completion 

This timeline is reduced due to the familiarity each agency has toward the other. New issues may 
arise from the planning process, however, so the planning should not be short-cut due to presumed 
familiarity. If trust is high and conflicts minimal, this strategy could be accomplished in as little as six 
months. 

Affected sections 

Any or all functions vested in the agencies individually can be included in a JPA. Thus, those sections 
which are included in the JPA would be affected. 

Affected stakeholders 

All agency members assigned to a function which is included in a JPA.  

Summary/Objective of strategy 

The objective of this strategy is to establish a JPA, which also creates an SLE whose governance 
board is made up of board members from the three current boards or their designees.  

This strategy is essentially a contract between agencies authorizing the formation of a Separate 
Legal Entity exercising powers vested in the contract agencies on behalf of the collective agencies.6 
This may include municipalities, which is a unique distinction from merger or consolidation. The JPA 
does not have any independent taxing authority or bonding authority, but may incur debt on behalf 
of the contract agencies.  

ESCI notes that a JPA does not extend a Certificate of Necessity (CON) to agencies included in the 
JPA if those agencies did not already possess a CON.7 Those agencies must obtain approval from the 
Arizona Department of Health Services (ADHS). 

ESCI guidance  

The creation of a JPA is established on the foundation of an Intergovernmental Agreement, not 
unlike that described in the previous strategy, but going beyond the combined functional initiatives 
described therein.  

However, a key difference under this strategy is the matter of governance that is employed. Under 
a JPA approach, a new governing body is created – the Separate Legal Entity – which means that 
the participating agencies will have to decide which of their members, or their designees, will 
become members of the new SLE board.  

                                                           

 

5 Ibid. 
6 ARS§48-805.01 
7 ARS§48-805.01(D) 
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Multiple personal and professional interests may come into play when fundamental changes in 
governance are being considered which may also alter individual’s historic roles moving forward. 
Directors will need to focus decision making by answering the key question: “What is in the best 
interest of the citizens that we collectively serve?”  

The initiation of a JPA strategy, while allowing the participants to retain their individual identity and 
a degree of autonomy, clearly represents a higher level of commitment to a collaborative approach. 
Therefore, it requires a higher degree of compromise.  

It is essential that elected officials and administrative leadership clearly understand the level of 
commitment that they are undertaking in a JPA. To do so, each of the three organizations, 
independently and as a group, need to undertake open and frank conversations about exactly what 
is being considered and how the various decision makers feel about the potential changes in light of 
their responsibility to represent their constituents.  

Special/Social considerations 

Formation of a JPA represents a considerable step beyond what the three organizations have 
experienced to date. Up to this point, numerous cooperative initiatives have been undertaken with 
positive results, but all allowed the agencies to retain their individuality and autonomy. A JPA does 
not eliminate their autonomy, but will change it, which may be difficult for some.  

It is likely that some internal resistance may be experienced from internal stakeholders, an 
understandable response. The strategy represents a considerable divergence from the status quo 
which may be challenging for some. However, the approach is a contractual agreement only and 
not an abandonment of the agency’s autonomy.  

Policy actions 

As explained earlier, the establishment of a JPA involves an IGA that is developed collaboratively 
between the participating agencies. To do so, the boards will need to establish clear and very open 
communications if they are going to tackle the multiple challenges that are presented by the JPA 
strategy in order to experience the multiple gains that may be realized by doing so. 

Perhaps the most complex step will be the determination of the composition of the SLE Board. The 
board’s configuration is determined by the elected officials of the participating entities and may 
consist of existing board members or their designees. The method of configuring representation 
will need to be determined and is most typically tied to the population represented by various 
interests.  

Fiscal considerations 

There is little question that the unification of the three agencies via a JPA has the potential to result 
in increased efficiencies and, in all likelihood, financial gains. However, the degree of positive 
results is dependent upon how the participants elect to configure the JPA and the SLE that 
administers it.  

The financial gains that can be expected with other unification strategies hold true here. The 
difference is that, with the formation of a JPA, they are more solidly incorporated into a structure 
that is likely to stand the test of time. An IGA can be reversed readily, as can other cooperative 
strategies. A JPA also lacks permanence, but is more likely to be sustainable over the long term than 
other approaches.  
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Issues and Impacts 

 Like other strategies, a downside to the JPA approach is that it presents no permanent 
commitment to a shared service delivery methodology. 

 The lack of long term commitment may also be viewed as advantageous, however, because it 
can be reversed in the future should an organization be dissatisfied with the outcome. 

 CON for SLFD will need to be addressed. Should a CON be pursued for SLFD or should there be a 
two-tier system of EMS transport provided?  

 Independent decision-making power is reduced from the current individual organizations in the 
areas governed by the JPA. 

 A high degree of collaboration and cooperation is vital between the organizations.  

 Unnecessary duplication may be eliminated by the redeployment of personnel resources.  

 Combining programs and services including fleet maintenance, training and fire prevention 
efforts will result in increased efficiencies. 

 Formation of a JPA does not require voter approval, however, because public funds are 
involved, it is critically important that the process be fully open and transparent to the citizens. 

 Under a JPA, existing governing boards continue to exist, however their authority is altered.  

 Like other strategies, a JPA will necessitate the development of unified operating guidelines, 
rules and regulations.  
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Strategy D: Merger 

Level of cooperation 

Under a merger, the participating agencies become one and their governing boards are combined. 
Doing so clearly requires categorical trust and cooperation between the elected officials as well as 
the fire chiefs and operational staff of the agencies.  

The change may be a difficult one, in which agencies give up past practices in the interest of 
improved service delivery, which can only be accomplished if everyone involved is fully committed 
to the concept.  

Estimated timeline for completion 

Due to the complexity, and the importance of assuring that decisions are made properly, the 
merger initiative is time consuming. A timeline of a year or more can be expected and the process 
should not be hurried at the expense of good decision making. However, Lakeside, Show Low and 
Linden have already taken dramatic steps toward cooperation and are awaiting the study results in 
order to place the issue of merger before their boards. These agencies have accelerated 
collaboration and are poised to move much more quickly. 

Affected sections 

All aspects of all participating agencies are affected by the initiative. 

Affected stakeholders 

All elected officials, command staff and members of the participating agencies are affected by the 
initiative. 

Summary/Objective of strategy 

The merger concept, much like the consolidation strategy that follows in the next discussion, 
results in the establishment of a single fire district. The fire districts are combined into a single 
district and the existing governing boards meet to determine the five board members who will 
continue to serve. This is discussed in greater detail in the ESCI guidance section which follows. 
Staffing and administrative configurations will be combined and streamlined where feasible and all 
personnel become employees of the new district.  

The difference between a merger and a consolidation is the form of governance that results. Under 
a consolidation, the board of the district into which the others join becomes the governing body for 
the combined organization. However, under a merger, the governing boards from the merging 
districts are combined into one by selecting the members of the new board through a process that 
is outlined in Arizona Revised Statute §48-820.H. 

The terms of a merger are developed before they are presented to the public. An organizational 
structure is agreed upon and the status of all career employees and reserves being transferred to 
the merged entity is addressed (including rank, assignments, and seniority). 

When fire districts merge or consolidate in Arizona, the assessed value of the proposed merged 
district is estimated. A budget is developed for the operation of the newly configured district and 
the resultant property tax liability for a typical resident of the proposed district is calculated. This 
information is provided to the electorate as a component of the public notice process.  

ESCI guidance 

With the Intergovernmental Agreement and Joint Power Authority strategies listed previously, 
cooperation, collaboration, negotiation, and shared decision-making are all processes required to 
implement and sustain the approach. In a full merger, those processes are necessary to implement 
the effort, but are not required to sustain it. Once the merger occurs, it is under the sole 
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governance of the newly established board. In the IGA and JPA strategies, there is a natural tension 
between the boards as they discuss and make decisions about the combined service component. 
They are bound together by a contract that can be broken, and care is taken to find acceptable 
compromises and find creative solutions.  

Some of this tension is positive and adds to the process. The tension is significantly diminished 
when it is a single board making majority rule decisions for a single combined agency. The merging 
department may negotiate what it can before the fact, but then turns everything over to the new 
organization.  

ESCI offers the following guidance steps that may be implemented, should the participating 
agencies elect to move forward with a merger.  

 Conduct regular joint board and fire chief meetings for the purpose of conducting merger 
discussions. This includes a detailed fiscal analysis, staffing and deployment analysis, and a work 
plan for implementation should the merger be adopted.  

 Engage all employee groups in regular discussions, fielding questions frequently and answers 
repeatedly. Reassure employees to the extent possible, but always be honest. Do not speculate, 
but express your collective intentions. There is no such thing as over-communicating in this 
instance. 

 Engage a committee of external stakeholders to use as a sounding board on the concept of a 
merger. Select people of influence and keep them engaged. Listen carefully to their advice and 
concerns. As with employees, be honest and do not speculate, but openly express your 
collective intentions. 

The following outline provides a process guide for merging two or more fire districts in Arizona, 
either by unanimous consent of the respective fire boards or through the special election process. 

1. Adopt resolution calling for public hearing on merger – the Governing Board of each District will 
adopt a resolution ordering a public hearing on the possible merger to determine whether 
merger would be in the best interests of the districts and would promote public health, comfort, 
convenience, necessity or welfare. 

2. Mail notice of public hearing to property owners – via 1st class mail with copy of resolution and 
statement of purpose, time of hearing, description of boundaries/map, estimated assessed 
value of district / estimated change in tax liability. 

3. Publish and post notice of public hearing - Publish notice two times, at least 10 days before the 
public hearing; post notice three places and mail notice with resolution to Board of Supervisors 
(BOS) before hearing. 

4. Submit notice of public hearing to Board of Supervisors – BOS will review and submit written 
comments within 10 days of receipt. 

5. Obtain written consent of 30% owner (if exists) – this will not apply if there is no property owner 
that holds 30% or more of the assessed value of the district. NOTE: This could be done after the 
public hearing, but must be done prior to signing the resolution. 
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6. Public hearing – hold public hearing to decide if merger is in best interest of the Districts. 

If merger is to be accomplished by unanimous vote of the respective fire boards, skip to number 18 
below. 

7. Submit resolution from public hearing to BOS to request the call for election – This must be 
provided to the BOS more than 120 days prior to date of the election. [16-226(A)]. If the District 
wishes to have a “mail ballot election” (where members vote via mail and there is no polling 
places available) it must be requested in this resolution. [16-558(A)]. 

8. Publish call or mail call – Publish two times (at least one week apart) during six weeks prior to 
the election. The publication shall contain: (1) purpose; (2) date; (3) last date to register to vote; 
(4) name of election district; and (5) date mail ballots will be mailed to electors (if a mail ballot 
election). 

9. Provide Recorder with description of election precincts – This must be done 60 days prior to the 
election. If it is a mail ballot election, must designate return places for mailed ballots. (Typically 
done by County if fire district contracts for election services). 

10. Mail notice of election to property owners – This must be done at least 60 days prior to election. 
Must include notice and map of boundaries. Mail via 1st class. [48-802(f)] (Typically done by 
County if fire district contracts for election services). 

11. Publish notice of election – twice (at least one week apart) during six weeks prior to election. 
The publication shall contain: (1) date of election; (2) location of polls; (3) hours of operation; (4) 
purpose; and (5) conducting district. [16-228] (Typically done by County if fire district contracts 
for election services). 

a. If a mail ballot election – publish two times (one week apart) during two weeks before 
six weeks preceding election. Publication shall contain: (1) date; (2) date ballots will be 
mailed; (3) deadline and location to return ballot; (4) how to obtain replacement ballot; 
(5) statement no polling place; (6) name of district; and (7) qualifications of electors. 

12. Board appoints election workers – At least 20 days before election, appoint minimum of three 
election workers for each polling place, consisting of at least one inspector and two judges, and 
if possible qual. Electors [16-531(c)] (Typically done by County if fire district contracts for 
election services). 

13. Designate polling place – this must be done at least 10 days before the election. (Typically done 
by County if fire district contracts for election services). 

14. The Board may appoint a tally board – at least 10 days before election. 

15. Board sends affidavit of compliance to BOS – at least 5 days before election. 

16. Election Day (This must be held 60-90 days after order for election. NOTE: election dates are 
statutorily mandated).  

17. Board canvas election – Must complete within 14 days of election. 
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18. Unanimous resolution (if completed via election, skip this step). 

19. Joint meeting to select new board – district with largest population calls meeting. Appoint five 
(5) Board members from the two boards. No more than three (3) members can be appointed 
from any one fire board. The new Board immediately holds meeting [48-820 (H) and (I)]. At that 
meeting they appoint a Chairman and Clerk. They also pass a resolution declaring districts have 
merged, adopt a new district name, and accept the assets and liabilities of both Districts. 
Resolution needs to include names and terms of new Board members and be sent to the BOS.  

20. Thirty days after resolution, merger is effective. 

Special/Social considerations 

When two or more organizations merger, the original agencies no longer exist, or at least not as 
they have historically. As a result, there will be social and cultural reactions in the membership and 
elected officials of the original agencies, including a sense of loss of an entity that they were 
personally invested in creating and sustaining. The resultant emotions need to be considered with 
sensitivity and understanding.  

Policy actions 

If the decision is made to merge, it is critical that the agencies establish a common vision for the 
undertaking. The boards will then need to address a host of decisions and future plans that will be 
essential to the successful merger of the organizations. 

Fiscal considerations 

A budget for the newly configured entity will need to be established. Concurrently, the assessed 
value of the combined boundaries and resultant tax rate of the new entity is calculated. The 
financial calculations are a key element of the merger ballot initiative. 

Using the assessed value growth projections for each department discussed in previous sections, 
Figure 136 shows the merged projection for the five year period. The levy rate has been set to 
$2.95 in 2014-15. The following year it is increased to $3.10 to offset some of the dramatic 
decrease in AV in 2014-15. The remaining three years the rate remains at $3.10 to keep pace with 
the flat growth and inflation. At these rates the model shows that the combined district has the 
ability to maintain current staffing and expenditures while maintaining the same proportion of fund 
balance over the period. Essentially this model is based on, and includes, all existing revenues and 
expenditures (based on 2013-14 individual budgets) for each of the three departments. 

The other key component or variable to this model is the Assessed Valuation growth rate. The 
projected growth in 2014-15 is based on information received from the county assessor and is 
assumed to be the last year of losses; 2015-16 should see growth in the AV based on the sales in 
2012. This model has assumed a conservative AV growth rate for the final four years of the 
projection to ensure both stability of the projections and the potential for upside in the event of 
stronger growth. 

Over the five year period, the adjusted levy rate provides the means for the combined district to 
absorb the losses to AV and maintain current personnel and expenditures (adjusted for inflation). 
The merged organization would be able to maintain their existing General Fund balance without 
tapping into their combined Capital Reserve funds. 
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Figure 136: Merged Assessed Value Growth Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

 
2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Assessed Valuation 336,816,126  336,816,126  342,186,365  349,007,408  357,357,677  

Growth / (Loss) -8.5% 0.0% 1.6% 2.0% 2.4% 

Levy Rate 2.950  3.100  3.100  3.100  3.100  

Total Levy Amount 9,936,076  10,441,300  10,607,777  10,819,230  11,078,088  

 

In Figure 137, the projected property tax revenue has been calculated and based on the budgeted 

requirements. Fire District Assistance (FDAT) revenue is limited to $400,000 per district. Because of 

this limitation collectively the merger would result in the loss of nearly $300,000 per year that the 

three districts currently collect independently. All other existing revenues are based on the 

budgeted 2013-14 amounts for each of the three departments and have been increased by the CPI 

amount of 2.0 percent (year over year). 

Figure 137: Merged Revenue Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Property Tax 9,936,076  10,441,300  10,607,777  10,819,230  11,078,088  

Fire District Assistance 400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  

Investment Earnings 5,100  5,202  5,306  5,412  5,520  

Miscellaneous 7,140  7,283  7,428  7,577  7,728  
Grants/Contributions -    -    -    -    -    

Charges For Service 1,269,420  1,294,795  1,320,677  1,347,077  1,374,005  

Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue 11,617,735  12,148,579  12,341,189  12,579,296  12,865,341  

 

All existing expenditures for the three departments have been merged together and are displayed 

below in Figure 138. 

Personnel Services (including all wages, benefits, and employee related expenses) has been 

developed based on staffing 100 percent of the existing employees from all three agencies and is 

explained in greater detail in Figure 139.  

The Personnel Services have been increased based on a blended rate (averaging 4.5 percent) each 

of the five years in the projection to account for the uncertainty related to health care and 

retirement benefit costs. Materials and Services have been increased based on the CPI amount of 

2.0 percent per year. Both the Principal and Interest amounts associated to Debt Service are based 

on the combined actual amounts of the departments’ existing debt schedules. 
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Figure 138: Merged Expenditure Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Personnel Services 8,718,925  9,067,591  9,430,201  9,807,312  10,199,502  

Materials & Services 1,723,309  1,757,757  1,792,894  1,828,733  1,865,289  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service           

Principal 462,556  497,109  529,225  563,941  598,369  

Interest 418,544  387,847  353,337  320,460  286,312  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 11,323,334  11,710,305  12,105,658  12,520,445  12,949,473  

 

The staffing model displayed in Figure 139 includes all existing employees from the three 

departments. The “Wages” amounts are based on the current year (2014-15) budgeted amounts. 

The 2013-14 average amounts were then increased by approximately 4.5 percent to account for 

inflation and other increases.  

The “Benefits” include all employer paid benefits (including health care, insurance, deferred comp, 

taxes, workers comp, etc.), and have been calculated based on 54.0 percent of the “Wages” 

amount, which is consistent with the average amounts for each department. There may be 

opportunities for lowering the Benefits costs through the merger. 
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Figure 139: Merged Staffing Model 

Based on 2013-14 Wages (By Position) and Increased for FY 2014-15 

Position FTE Wages Benefits Total 

Fire Chief 1.00  117,037  63,200  180,238  

Assistant Fire Chief 3.00  287,664  155,339  443,003  

Fire Marshal 3.00  211,958  114,457  326,415  

Administrative Manager 2.00  147,081  79,424  226,505  

Administrative Assistant 3.00  129,102  69,715  198,817  

Office Coordinator 1.00  50,269  27,145  77,415  

Office Assistant/Receptionist 1.00  29,398  15,875  45,273  

Fleet Maintenance 2.00  95,806  51,735  147,541  
Total Admin & Support FTE's: 16.00     

Battalion Chief 3.00  247,326  133,556  380,882  

Captain CEP 14.00  1,139,403  615,278  1,754,681  

Captain -    -        

Engineer CEP 7.00  462,168  249,571  711,739  

Engineer 9.00  544,962  294,280  839,242  

Firefighter CEP 18.00  1,051,866  568,008  1,619,874  

Firefighter 22.00  1,115,798  602,531  1,718,328  
Emergency Services FTE's: 73.00     

Total Full Time Employees: 89.00 5,629,839  3,040,113  8,669,952  

Reserve Firefighter* 21.00  31,801  17,172  48,973  

Grand Totals: 96.00  5,661,639  3,057,285  8,718,925  

Reserve Firefighters have been calculated based on 750 hours per person per year. 
*Reserve Firefighters are listed at the current count of total individuals for calculation of 
clothing and benefits. 

**Reserve Firefighters are counted as 1/3 an FTE, the totals reflect this. 

 

Figure 140 shows the graphic depiction of the relationship between the merged district’s total revenues 

and total expenses over the five years projected. The gap between revenues and expenses begins to 

decrease after the second year, and by the fifth year they are projected to just begin to cross. Cost 

savings measure could be taken prior to the fourth year, or increases in revenues could allow the 

merged district to avoid the potential revenue/expense imbalance. 
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Figure 140: Merger Revenues vs Expenses 

  

Figure 141 displays the merged district’s projected fund balance for the general fund over the 

coming five years. Based on the projected revenues and expenditures discussed above the merged 

district is projected to maintain and slightly grow their fund balance over the five year period. ESCI 

recommends retaining at least three months of ending fund balance in the general fund. Lowering 

cost is a key tool in retaining fund balance as well as long-range fund balance planning. Depending 

on economic conditions and growth in assessed valuations the merged district may have the ability 

to adjust their levy rate downward while still maintaining current levels of fund balance. Note that 

this model does not include amounts marked for Capital Outlays but it has retained close to three 

months of ending fund balance.  

Figure 141: Merged Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 2,438,706  2,733,107  3,171,382  3,406,913  3,465,764  

Revenues 11,617,735  12,148,579  12,341,189  12,579,296  12,865,341  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 8,718,925  9,067,591  9,430,201  9,807,312  10,199,502  

Materials & Services 1,723,309  1,757,757  1,792,894  1,828,733  1,865,289  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service -    -    -    -    -    

Principal 462,556  497,109  529,225  563,941  598,369  

Interest 418,544  387,847  353,337  320,460  286,312  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 11,323,334  11,710,305  12,105,658  12,520,445  12,949,473  

Ending Fund Balance 2,733,107  3,171,382  3,406,913  3,465,764  3,381,632  

Months of EFB 2.9  3.2  3.4  3.3  3.1  
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The following figure shows the comparison of each agency’s budgeted levy rates (2014-15) to the 

projected Merger levy rate.  

Figure 142: Comparison of Existing Levy Rates to Projected 1st Year Merger Levy Rate 

 

2014-15 Levy 
Rate 

2014-15 Merger 
Rate 

Rate Increase 
Amount Rate Increase % 

LSFD 2.982 2.950 (0.032) -1.1% 

PFD 2.760 2.950 0.190 6.9% 

SLFD 2.947 2.950 0.003 0.1% 

  

Figure 143 shows the merged Capital Reserve fund balance over the five years. This model does not 

include amounts for Capital to show baseline amounts.  

Figure 143: Merged Capital Reserve Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Capital Reserve Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 

Revenues 

     Investment Earnings 

     Transfers In - - - - - 

Total Revenue - - - - - 

Expenditures 

     Capital Outlay 

     Transfers Out 

     Total Expenditures - - - - - 

Ending Fund Balance 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 

 

Issues and Impacts 

In the event of a merger, the issues and impacts can be broken down into categories of Policy and 
Staff level factors.  

Policy level: 

 The policies, procedures, and legal constructs of the merged agencies will need to be 
identified and resolved.  

 Even though they are vacated in the merger, it is prudent to review the participating 
district’s policies and practices to capture best practices and incorporate them into the new 
agency as a matter of good business practice.  

Staff level: 

 A merger will afford the combined agency a unique opportunity to evaluate the entire 
structure of the fire district and make necessary adjustments.  

 Performing critical task analyses of all positions and functions is a key first step to the new 
structure.  
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 Maintaining an appropriate span of control for each supervisor in the new organization is 
critical, preferably at least a 1:3 supervisor-to-subordinate ratio, but no more than 1:7, with 
1:5 being an optimum effective ratio.  

 Engaging the staff of the agencies from the start is critical. Rumors will develop, and a 
communication strategy that keeps people informed every step of the way is necessary to 
maintain calm. Opportunities to debunk rumors should be taken advantage of, and outlets 
created to capture and respond to those rumors quickly. 
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Strategy E: Consolidation  

Level of cooperation 

The consolidation initiative requires a high level of cooperation, collaboration, and shared visioning 
between all of the involved agencies. The result of a consolidation is an assimilation of one or more 
districts into another district, which means that the districts that consolidate into the primary, or 
surviving district, cease to exist. Doing so requires an exceptional level of trust and cooperation. 

Estimated timeline for completion 

The initiative requires considerable planning and development of agreements on how to proceed. 
Doing so is time consuming and involves negotiation between the participants. Once initial 
decisions are made, a public notification, hearing and voting process must be undertaken. The 
timeline can be expected to involve at least one year. 

Affected sections 

All aspects of all participating agencies are affected by the initiative. 

Affected stakeholders 

All elected officials, command staff, and members of the participating agencies are affected by the 
initiative. 

Summary/Objective of strategy 

A consolidation means that one district absorbs one or more other districts, eliminating them and 
essentially forming a new district. All resources, assets, and liabilities are transferred to the 
primary, or surviving, district and the governing board of the surviving district will serve as the 
board for the newly configured district for the balance of their terms. The consolidation initiative 
requires voter approval if the actions are not unanimous as outlined in the ESCI guidance section 
which follows.  

A consolidation and a merger result in the same outcome with the form of governance being the 
single distinction. Under this initiative, the board of the primary fire district takes over governance 
of the new organization, rather than the boards being blended as described in the merger 
discussion. Otherwise, the balance of the discussion below mirrors that of the merger strategy 
above.  

As with a merger, the terms of a consolidation are worked out in advance of the issue being 
presented to the voters of the agencies being consolidated and result from negotiations between 
the agencies in advance. An organizational structure would be agreed upon and the status of all 
career and part-time employees being transferred to the new entity would be addressed (including 
rank, assignments, and seniority).  

When fire districts consolidate in Arizona, the assessed value of the proposed consolidated district 
is estimated. A budget is developed for the operation of the newly configured district and the 
resulting property tax liability for a typical resident of the proposed district is calculated. This 
information is provided to the electorate as a component of the public notice process.  

ESCI guidance 

With the Intergovernmental Agreement and Joint Power Authority strategies listed previously, 
cooperation, collaboration, negotiation, and shared decision-making are all processes required to 
implement and sustain the approach. In a consolidation, those processes are necessary to 
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implement the consolidation, but are not required to sustain it. Once the consolidation occurs, it is 
under the sole governance of the surviving district’s board.  

ESCI offers the following guidance steps that may be implemented, should the participating agencies 
elect to move forward with a consolidation.  

 Conduct regular joint board and fire chief meetings for the purpose of conducting consolidation 
discussions. This includes a detailed fiscal analysis, staffing and deployment analysis, and a work 
plan for implementation should the consolidation be adopted.  

 Engage all employee groups in regular discussions, fielding questions frequently and answers 
repeatedly. Reassure employees to the extent possible, but always be honest. Do not speculate, 
but express your collective intentions. There is no such thing as over-communicating in this 
instance. 

 Engage a committee of external stakeholders, including city representatives, to use as a 
sounding board on the concept of a consolidation. Select people of influence and keep them 
engaged. Listen carefully to their advice and concerns. As with employees, be honest and do not 
speculate, but express your collective intentions. 

The following outline provides a process guide for consolidating two fire districts in Arizona, either 
by unanimous consent of the respective fire boards or through the special election process. 

1. Adopt resolution calling for consolidation into another fire district – the Governing Board of the 
District requesting consolidation shall send notice by First Class mail to fire district in which 
consolidation is requested. 
  

2. Adopt resolution calling for public hearing on consolidation – the Governing Board of each 
District will adopt a resolution ordering a public hearing on the possible consolidation to 
determine whether consolidation would be in the best interests of the districts and would 
promote public health, comfort, convenience, necessity, or welfare. 

 
3. Mail notice of public hearing to property owners – via first class mail with copy of resolution and 

statement of purpose, time of hearing, description of boundaries/map, estimated assessed 
value of district/estimated change in tax liability. 

 
4. Publish and post notice of public hearing – Publish notice twice, at least 10 days before the 

public hearing; post notice three places and mail notice with resolution to BOS before hearing. 
 
5. Submit notice of public hearing to Board of Supervisors (BOS) – BOS will review and submit 

written comments within 10 days of receipt. 
 
6. Obtain written consent of 30% owner (if exists) – this will not apply if there is no property owner 

that holds 30% or more of the assessed value of the district. NOTE: This could be done after the 
public hearing, but must be done prior to signing the resolution. 

 
7. Public hearing – hold public hearing to decide if consolidation is in best interest of the Districts. 
If consolidation is to be accomplished by unanimous vote of the respective fire boards, skip to 
number 19. 
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8. Submit resolution from public hearing to BOS to request the call for election – This must be 
provided to the BOS more than 120 days prior to date of the election. [16-226(A)]. If the District 
wishes to have a “mail ballot election” (where members vote via mail and there is no polling 
places available) it must be requested in this resolution. [16-558(A)]. 

 
9. Publish call or mail call – Publish twice (at least one week apart) during six weeks prior to the 

election. The publication shall contain: (1) purpose; (2) date; (3) last date to register to vote; (4) 
name of election district; and (5) date mail ballots will be mailed to electors (if a mail ballot 
election). 

 
10. Provide recorder with description of election precincts – This must be done 60 days prior to the 

election. If it is a mail ballot election, must designate return places for mailed ballots. (Typically 
done by County if fire district contracts for election services). 

 
11.  Mail notice of election to property owners – This must be done at least 60 days prior to 

election. Must include notice and map of boundaries. Mail via first class. [48-802(f)] (Typically 
done by County if fire district contracts for election services). 

 
12. Publish notice of election – twice (at least one week apart) during six weeks prior to election. 

The publication shall contain: (1) date of election; (2) location of polls; (3) hours of operation; (4) 
purpose; and (5) conducting district. [16-228] (Typically done by County if fire district contracts 
for election services). 
 

a. If a mail ballot election – publish twice (one week apart) during two weeks before six 
weeks preceding election. Publication shall contain: (1) date; (2) date ballots will be 
mailed; (3) deadline and location to return ballot; (4) how to obtain replacement ballot; 
(5) statement no polling place; (6) name of district; and (7) qualifications of electors. 

  
13. Board appoints election workers – At least 20 days before election, appoint minimum of 3 

election workers for each polling place, consisting of at least 1 inspector and 2 judges, and if 
possible qual. Electors [16-531(c)] (Typically done by County if fire district contracts for election 
services). 

 
14. Designate polling place – this must be done at least 10 days before the election. (Typically done 

by County if fire district contracts for election services). 
 
15. The Board may appoint a tally board – at least 10 days before election. 
 
16. Board sends affidavit of compliance to BOS – at least five days before election. 
 
17. Election Day (This must be held 60-90 days after order for election. NOTE: election dates are 

statutorily mandated).  
 

18. Board canvas election – Must complete within 14 days of election. 
 
19. Resolution of fire board into which consolidation was requested declares the districts joined. 
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20. Meeting of newly joined fire district board – the board of the district into which consolidation 
was requested continues to serve through their regular terms of office. A consolidated district 
board must consist of five (5) board members. The board by resolution declares the name of the 
consolidated fire district. The resolution needs to include names and terms of new Board 
members and be sent to the BOS.  

Special/Social considerations 

A key consideration of this initiative is the fact that the organizations that consolidate into another 
cease to exist, at least as they have historically. It is expected and understandable that some will be 
dissatisfied with what may be viewed as a loss of something to which they have made a long term, 
personal, commitment. 

Policy actions 

The first, and perhaps most challenging, decision will be that of which agency is sustained as the 
primary district. The decision must be made based on the principle of what is in the best interest of 
the citizens that are being served.  

It will also be essential that the agencies establish a common vision for the undertaking that is 
universally shared and fully accepted by all participants. The boards will then need to identify and 
develop the many details that will be involved in bringing the organizations together and establish a 
strategy and plan for implementation. 

Fiscal considerations 

The operating budget, assessed value, and tax rate of the newly structured entity must be 
calculated and becomes a key element in the success or failure of a ballot initiative. Care must be 
taken to assure that the revenue coming into the combined agency, at a minimum, will meet the 
debt and annual expense obligations. 

Using the assessed value growth projections for each department discussed in previous sections, 
Figure 144 shows the consolidated projection for the five year period. The levy rate has been set to 
$2.95 in 2014-15. The following year it is increased to $3.10 to offset some of the dramatic 
decrease in AV in 2014-15. The remaining three years the rate remains at $3.10 to keep pace with 
the flat growth and inflation. At these rates the model shows that the combined district has the 
ability to maintain current staffing and expenditures while maintaining the same proportion of fund 
balance over the period. Essentially this model is based on, and includes, all existing revenues and 
expenditures (based on 2013-14 individual budgets) for each of the three departments. 

The other key component or variable to this model is the Assessed Valuation growth rate. The 
projected growth in 2014-15 is based on information received from the county assessor and is 
assumed to be the last year of losses and 2015-16 should see growth in the AV based on the sales 
in 2012. This model has assumed a conservative AV growth rate for the final four years of the 
projection to ensure both stability of the projections and the potential for upside in the event of 
stronger growth. 

Over the five year period the adjusted levy rate provides the means for the combined district to 
absorb the losses to AV and maintain current personnel and expenditures (adjusted for inflation). 
The merged organization would be able to maintain their existing General Fund balance without 
tapping their combined Capital Reserve funds. 
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Figure 144: Consolidated Assessed Value Growth Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

 
2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Assessed Valuation 336,816,126  336,816,126  342,186,365  349,007,408  357,357,677  

Growth / (Loss) -8.5% 0.0% 1.6% 2.0% 2.4% 

Levy Rate 2.950  3.100  3.100  3.100  3.100  

Total Levy Amount 9,936,076  10,441,300  10,607,777  10,819,230  11,078,088  

 

The figure below displays the projected property tax revenue which has been calculated and based 

on the budgeted requirements. Fire District Assistance (FDAT) revenue is limited to $400,000 per 

district. Because of this limitation, collectively the consolidation would result in the loss of nearly 

$300,000 per year that the three districts currently collect independently. All other existing 

revenues are based on the budgeted 2013-14 amounts for each of the three departments and have 

been increased by the CPI amount of 2.0 percent (year over year).  

Figure 145: Consolidated Revenue Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Property Tax 9,936,076  10,441,300  10,607,777  10,819,230  11,078,088  

Fire District Assistance 400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  

Investment Earnings 5,100  5,202  5,306  5,412  5,520  

Miscellaneous 7,140  7,283  7,428  7,577  7,728  
Grants/Contributions -    -    -    -    -    

Charges For Service 1,269,420  1,294,795  1,320,677  1,347,077  1,374,005  

Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue 11,617,735  12,148,579  12,341,189  12,579,296  12,865,341  

 

All existing expenditures for the three departments have been combined together and are 

displayed in. Personnel Services (including all wages, benefits, and employee related expenses) has 

been developed based on staffing 100 percent of the existing employees from all three agencies 

and is explained in greater detail in Figure 147. 

The Personnel Services have been increase based on a blended rate (averaging 4.5 percent) each of 

the five years in the projection to account for the uncertainty related to health care and retirement 

benefit costs. Materials and Services have been increased based on the CPI amount of 2.0 percent 

per year.  
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Figure 146: Consolidated Expenditure Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Personnel Services 8,718,925  9,067,591  9,430,201  9,807,312  10,199,502  

Materials & Services 1,723,309  1,757,757  1,792,894  1,828,733  1,865,289  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service           

Principal 462,556  497,109  529,225  563,941  598,369  

Interest 418,544  387,847  353,337  320,460  286,312  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 11,323,334  11,710,305  12,105,658  12,520,445  12,949,473  

 

The staffing model displayed in Figure 147 includes all existing employees from the three 

departments. The “Wages” amounts are based on the current year (2014-15) budgeted amounts. 

The 2013-14 average amounts were then increase by approximately 4.5 percent to account for 

inflation and other increases.  

The “Benefits” include all employer paid benefits (including health care, insurance, deferred comp, 

taxes, workers comp, etc.) have been calculated based on 54.0 percent of the “Wages” amount, 

which is consistent with the average amounts for each department. There may be opportunities for 

lowering the Benefits costs through the merger. 
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Figure 147: Consolidated Staffing Model 

Based on 2013-14 Wages (By Position) and Increased for FY 2014-15 

Position FTE Wages Benefits Total 

Fire Chief 1.00  117,037  63,200  180,238  

Assistant Fire Chief 3.00  287,664  155,339  443,003  

Fire Marshal 3.00  211,958  114,457  326,415  

Administrative Manager 2.00  147,081  79,424  226,505  

Administrative Assistant 3.00  129,102  69,715  198,817  

Office Coordinator 1.00  50,269  27,145  77,415  

Office Assistant/Receptionist 1.00  29,398  15,875  45,273  

Fleet Maintenance 2.00  95,806  51,735  147,541  
Total Admin & Support FTE's: 16.00     

Battalion Chief 3.00  247,326  133,556  380,882  

Captain CEP 14.00  1,139,403  615,278  1,754,681  

Captain -    -        

Engineer CEP 7.00  462,168  249,571  711,739  

Engineer 9.00  544,962  294,280  839,242  

Firefighter CEP 18.00  1,051,866  568,008  1,619,874  

Firefighter 22.00  1,115,798  602,531  1,718,328  
Emergency Services FTE's: 73.00     

Total Full Time Employees: 89.00 5,629,839  3,040,113  8,669,952  

Reserve Firefighter* 21.00  31,801  17,172  48,973  

Grand Totals: 96.00  5,661,639  3,057,285  8,718,925  

Reserve Firefighters have been calculated based on 750 hours per person per year. 
*Reserve Firefighters are listed at the current count of total individuals for calculation of 
clothing and benefits. 

**Reserve Firefighters are counted as 1/3 an FTE, the totals reflect this. 

 

Figure 148 shows the graphic depiction of the relationship between merged district’s total revenues and 

total expenses over the five years projected. The gap between revenues and expenses begins to 

decrease after the second year, and by the fifth year they are projected to just begin to cross. Cost 

savings measure could be taken prior to the fourth year, or increases in revenues could allow the 

merged district to avoid the potential revenue/expense imbalance. 
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Figure 148: Consolidation Revenues vs Expenses 

  

Figure 149 displays the consolidated district’s projected fund balance for the general fund over the 

coming five years. Based on the projected revenues and expenditures discussed above the 

consolidated district is projected to maintain and slightly grow their fund balance over the five year 

period. ESCI recommends retaining at least three months of ending fund balance in the general 

fund. Lowering cost is a key tool in retaining fund balance as well as long-range fund balance 

planning. Depending on economic conditions and growth in assessed valuations the consolidated 

district may have the ability to adjust their levy rate downward while still maintaining current levels 

of fund balance. Note that this model does not include amounts marked for Capital Outlays but it 

has retained close to three months of ending fund balance. 

Figure 149: Consolidated Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

General Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 2,438,706  2,733,107  3,171,382  3,406,913  3,465,764  

Revenues 11,617,735  12,148,579  12,341,189  12,579,296  12,865,341  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 8,718,925  9,067,591  9,430,201  9,807,312  10,199,502  

Materials & Services 1,723,309  1,757,757  1,792,894  1,828,733  1,865,289  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service -    -    -    -    -    

Principal 462,556  497,109  529,225  563,941  598,369  

Interest 418,544  387,847  353,337  320,460  286,312  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 11,323,334  11,710,305  12,105,658  12,520,445  12,949,473  

Ending Fund Balance 2,733,107  3,171,382  3,406,913  3,465,764  3,381,632  

Months of EFB 2.9  3.2  3.4  3.3  3.1  
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Figure 150 shows the comparison of each agency’s budgeted levy rates (2014-15) to the projected 

consolidated levy rate.  

Figure 150: Comparison of Existing Levy Rates to Projected Consolidated Levy Rate 

 

2014-15 Levy 
Rate 

2014-15 Merger 
Rate 

Rate Increase 
Amount 

Rate Increase % 

LSFD 2.982 2.950 (0.032) -1.1% 

PFD 2.760 2.950 0.190 6.9% 

SLFD 2.947 2.950 0.003 0.1% 

  

Figure 151 shows the consolidated Capital Reserve fund balance over the five years. This model has 

not budgeted amounts for Capital to show baseline amounts. 

Figure 151: Consolidated Capital Reserve Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Capital Reserve Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 

Revenues 

     Investment Earnings 

     Transfers In - - - - - 

Total Revenue - - - - - 

Expenditures 

     Capital Outlay 

     Transfers Out 

     Total Expenditures - - - - - 

Ending Fund Balance 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 1,823,754 

 

Issues and Impacts 

The issues and impacts of a consolidation are the same as those that apply to the merger initiative 
that is discussed earlier.  

Policy level: 

 The policies, procedures, and legal constructs of the consolidated agencies will need to be 
identified and resolved.  

 Even though they are vacated in the consolidated agencies, it is prudent to review the 
participating districts’ policies and practices to capture best practices and incorporate them 
into the new agency as a matter of good business practice.  

Staff level: 

 A consolidation will afford the combined agencies a unique opportunity to evaluate the 
entire structure of the fire district and make necessary adjustments.  

 Performing critical task analyses of all positions and functions is a key first step to the new 
structure.  
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 Maintaining an appropriate span of control for each supervisor in the new organization is 
critical, preferably at least a 1:3 supervisor-to-subordinate ratio, but no more than 1:7, with 
1:5 being an optimum effective ratio.  

 Engaging the staff of the agencies from the start is critical. Rumors will develop, and a 
communication strategy that keeps people informed every step of the way is necessary to 
maintain calm. Opportunities to debunk rumors should be taken advantage of, and outlets 
created to capture and respond to those rumors quickly. 
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Strategy F: Potential Pairings  

Level of cooperation 

This strategy evaluates each of the districts combining, either via merger or consolidation, assuming 
only two of the three agencies moves forward. All other factors identified in the merger and 
consolidation strategies remain.  

Estimated timeline for completion 

The level of complexity is not diminished by only having two of the three agencies participating. 
Thus, the timeline of a year can be expected and the process should not be hurried at the expense 
of good decision making.  

Affected sections 

All aspects of all participating agencies are affected by the initiative. 

Affected stakeholders 

All elected officials, command staff and members of the participating agencies are affected by the 
initiative. 

Summary/Objective of strategy 

This strategy focuses on either merger or consolidation between two of the three agencies, 
evaluating each of the potential pairings financially. The remainder of the process is identical to the 
merger and consolidation strategies listed previously. 

ESCI guidance 

The guidance offered in merger and consolidation strategies previously listed is unchanged with 
this strategy. Only the number of agencies participating in the merger or consolidation has 
changed. 

Special/Social considerations 

The same considerations listed in the merger and consolidation strategies in this report apply here 
as well. 

Policy actions 

The same policy actions listed in merger and consolidation apply to this strategy. 

Fiscal considerations 

Wage Comparison 

Figure 152 shows all existing positions and FTE wage amounts for all three agencies. The three 
districts are relatively closely aligned in their overall average wage with PFD 3.5 percent higher than 
LSFD, and 2.5 percent higher than SLFD (on average).  

When comparing wages for each position, most of the wages are comparable across all three 
organizations. The exception is the PFD Captain’s wage. PFD captains earn 23 percent more than 
LSFD Captains on average and 37 percent more than SLFD captains. 
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Figure 152: Wage Comparison by Position (Based on 2013-14 Wages) 

  FTE Total Wages Average Wage 

Position LSFD PFD SLFD LSFD PFD SLFD LSFD PFD SLFD 

Fire Chief 1.0 1.0 1.0 112,536  99,986  94,819  112,536  99,986  94,819  

Assistant Chief 1.0 1.0 - 88,116  88,498  - 88,116  88,498  - 

Battalion Chief - - 3.0 - - 237,814  - - 79,271  

Captain Paramedic 3.0 2.0 9.0 242,070  200,026  653,484  80,690  100,013  72,609  

Captain - - - - - - - - - 

Engineer Paramedic 2.0 2.0 3.0 132,547  132,987  178,859  66,273  66,493  59,620  

Engineer - 4.0 5.0 - 239,282  284,720  - 59,821  56,944  

Firefighter Paramedic 8.0 7.0 3.0 448,500  394,621  168,289  56,063  56,374  56,096  

Firefighter 8.0 7.0 7.0 394,590  338,226  340,066  49,324  48,318  48,581  

Fire Marshal 1.0 1.0 1.0 77,646  68,527  57,632  77,646  68,527  57,632  

Admin Mgr./Fleet Mgr. 1.0 1.0 1.0 65,998  75,426  56,472  65,998  75,426  56,472  

Admin Assistant/Coord. - 1.0 2.0 - 49,675  85,045  - 49,675  42,522  

Billing/Records/Mechanic 2.0 - 1.0 66,019  - 35,649  33,010  - 35,649  

 
27.0 27.0 36.0 1,628,022  1,687,254  2,192,849  60,297  62,491  60,912  

 

Debt Comparison 

PFD’s existing debt, and the operating funds required to service that debt, makes it a difficult 

component in partnering or pairings with just one other agency. 

Figure 153: Outstanding Long-term Debt 

Long-Term Debt Outstanding Present Value 

PFD $5,077,607 

SLFD $1,261,583 

LSFD $778,069 

 

In Figure 153 each district’s outstanding long-term debt is listed. In Figure 154 the percentage of the 

debt service as compared to the district’s operating funds is shown. SLFD and LSFD have the ability to 

combine and retire their existing long-term debt, whereas any combination with PFD would not. 

Strategically removing the drain of debt service can serve to provide more opportunity and flexibility 

with operating funds. 

Figure 154: Debt Service as a % of Operating Expenses 

Debt Service as % of Operating Expenses (2013-14) 

PFD 13.4% 

SLFD 4.8% 

LSFD 2.6% 
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I. LSFD and SLFD Combination 

Figure 155 displays the projected assessed valuation for the two fire districts (LSFD and SLFD) and is the 

combination of the projected amounts for each district discussed in prior sections. Using the similar 

methodology from the merger and consolidation models discussed previously, the levy rate has been set 

to $2.95 in 2014-15. In the following years 2015-16 through 2018-19 it is increased to $3.10 to offset 

some of the dramatic decrease in AV and keep pace with inflation.  

At the adjusted rate over the period the model shows that the combined district has the ability to 

maintain current staffing and expenditures as well as maintaining, and slightly growing, existing fund 

balance over the five years of the projection.  

Figure 155: LSFD and SLFD Assessed Value Growth Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Show Low 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Assessed Valuation 215,957,365  215,957,365  219,514,722  224,035,672  229,574,077  

Growth / (Loss) -7.9% 0.0% 1.6% 2.1% 2.5% 

Levy Rate 2.950  3.100  3.100  3.100  3.100  

Total Levy Amount 6,370,742  6,694,678  6,804,956  6,945,106  7,116,796  

 

Figure 156 displays the projected revenue for the two fire districts (LSFD and SLFD) over the coming five 

years. All revenue except property tax revenue and FDAT has been increased from the 2013-14 

combined budgeted amounts by the 10-year average CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. 

Figure 156: LSFD and SLFD Revenue Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Show Low 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Property Tax 6,370,742  6,694,678  6,804,956  6,945,106  7,116,796  
Fire District 

Assistance 400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  

Investment Earnings 5,100  5,202  5,306  5,412  5,520  

Miscellaneous 7,140  7,283  7,428  7,577  7,728  

Grants/Contributions -    -    -    -    -    

Charges For Service 850,000  866,991  884,322  901,999  920,030  

Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue 7,632,982  7,974,154  8,102,013  8,260,094  8,450,075  

 

Figure 157 displays the projected expenditures for the combined two fire districts (LSFD and SLFD) over 

the next five years. Personnel Services have been increased by blended rates from each of the agencies 

individual projections discussed earlier. Materials and Services were increased by the 10-year average 

CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. The Debt Service amounts for Principal and Interest are based on the 

combined amounts determined in the debt agreements. 
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Figure 157: LSFD and SLFD Expenditure Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Show Low 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Personnel Services 5,916,794  6,153,404  6,399,477  6,655,390  6,921,536  

Materials & Services 1,052,460  1,073,499  1,094,958  1,116,845  1,139,171  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service           

Principal 212,508  221,988  231,911  242,296  253,167  

Interest 87,085  77,605  67,682  57,296  46,426  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 7,268,847  7,526,496  7,794,027  8,071,828  8,360,300  

 

The staffing model displayed in Figure 158 includes all existing employees of the combined two fire 

districts (LSFD and SLFD). The “Wages” amounts are based on the current year (2014-15) budgeted 

amounts. The 2013-14 average amounts were then increased by approximately 4.5 percent to account 

for inflation.  

The “Benefits” include all employer paid benefits (including health care, insurance, deferred comp, 

taxes, workers comp, etc.) and have been calculated based on 54.0 percent of the “Wages” amount, 

which is consistent with the average amounts for each department. There may be opportunities for 

lowering the Benefits costs through the merger. 

Figure 158: LSFD and SLFD Staffing Model 

Based 2013-14 Wages (By Position) And Increased for Fy 2014-15 

Position FTE Wages Benefits Total 

Fire Chief 1.00 112,536  60,769  173,305  

Assistant Fire Chief 2.00 182,935  98,785  281,720  

Fire Marshal 2.00 135,279  73,050  208,329  

Administrative Manager 1.00 65,998  35,639  101,638  

Administrative Assistant 2.00 74,461  40,209  114,670  

Office Coordinator 1.00 48,336  26,101  74,437  

Office Assistant/Receptionist 1.00 28,267  15,264  43,531  

Fleet Maintenance 2.00 92,121  49,745  141,866  
Total Admin & Support FTE's: 12.00    

Battalion Chief 3.00 237,814  128,419  366,233  

Captain CEP 12.00 895,554  483,599  1,379,154  

Captain -              -     -  - 

Engineer CEP 5.00 311,406  168,159  479,565  

Engineer 5.00 284,720  153,749  438,469  

Firefighter CEP 11.00 616,789  333,066  949,854  

Firefighter 15.00 734,656  396,714  1,131,370  
Emergency Services FTE's: 51.00    

Total Full Time Employees: 63.00 3,820,872  2,063,271  5,884,142  

Reserve Firefighter* 16.00 21,203 11,449 32,652 

Grand Totals: 68.33  3,842,074  2,074,720  5,916,794  
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Figure 159 displays the graphic depiction of the relationship between the combined district’s (LSFD and 

SLFD) total revenues and total expenses over the five years projected. The combined district begins the 

first year of the projection with revenues marginally higher than expenses. This gap opens up slightly the 

second year, but over the final three years that gap is reduced. These conditions allow the combined 

district to accumulate 1.1 additional Months of EFB over the projected five years. 

Figure 159: LSFD and SLFD Revenues vs Expenditures 

  

Figure 160 below displays the combined two fire districts (LSFD and SLFD) projected fund balance for the 

General Fund over the five years projected. Based the adjusted levy rate and conservatively forecast AV 

growth the forecasted revenue is able to stay ahead of the projected inflated costs through the five 

years of the projection. The combined two fire districts (LSFD and SLFD) are able to slightly grow their 

fund balance over the projection from 2.7 to 3.8 Months of EFB. With the potential for recovery in home 

prices over the coming years the rates could be lowered as assessed valuations gain back some of the 

losses that have accumulated over the prior four years. 

Figure 160: LSFD and SLFD Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Show Low 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 1,245,502  1,609,637  2,057,295  2,365,281  2,553,547  

Revenues 7,632,982  7,974,154  8,102,013  8,260,094  8,450,075  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 5,916,794  6,153,404  6,399,477  6,655,390  6,921,536  

Materials & Services 1,052,460  1,073,499  1,094,958  1,116,845  1,139,171  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service -    -    -    -    -    

Principal 212,508  221,988  231,911  242,296  253,167  

Interest 87,085  77,605  67,682  57,296  46,426  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 7,268,847  7,526,496  7,794,027  8,071,828  8,360,300  

Ending Fund Balance 1,609,637  2,057,295  2,365,281  2,553,547  2,643,322  

Months of EFB 2.7  3.3  3.6  3.8  3.8  
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Figure 161 displays the combined two fire districts (LSFD and SLFD) Capital Reserve Fund balance 

projection for the coming five years. The beginning balance is based on the combined projected Capital 

Reserve Fund balances as of the end of 2013-14. 

Figure 161: LSFD and SLFD Capital Reserve Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Show Low 
     

Capital Reserve Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 1,019,844  1,019,844  1,019,844  1,019,844  1,019,844  

Revenues           

Investment Earnings 

     Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue -    -    -    -    -    

Expenditures           

Capital Outlay 

     Transfers Out           

Total Expenditures -    -    -    -    -    

Ending Fund Balance 1,019,844  1,019,844  1,019,844  1,019,844  1,019,844  

 

II. LSFD and PFD Combination 

Figure 163 displays the projected assessed valuation for the two fire districts (LSFD and PFD) and is the 

combination of the projected amounts for each district discussed in prior sections. Using the similar 

methodology from the merger and consolidation models discussed previously, the levy rate has been set 

to $2.85 in 2014-15. In the following years 2015-16 through 2018-19 it is increased to $2.90 to offset 

some of the dramatic decrease in AV and keep pace with inflation.  

At the adjusted rate over the period the model shows that the combined district has the ability maintain 

current staffing and expenditures while maintaining their fund balance over the period. Essentially this 

model is based on, and includes, all existing revenues and expenditures (based on 2013-14 individual 

budgets) for each of the two departments. 

Figure 162: LSFD and PFD Assessed Value Growth Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Pinetop 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Assessed Valuation 200,358,022  200,358,022  203,681,389  207,905,464  213,080,939  

Growth / (Loss) -8.9% 0.0% 1.7% 2.1% 2.5% 

Levy Rate 2.850  2.900  2.900  2.900  2.900  

Total Levy Amount 5,710,204  5,810,383  5,906,760  6,029,258  6,179,347  

 

Figure 163 displays the projected revenue for the two fire districts (LSFD and PFD) over the coming five 

years. All revenue except property tax revenue and FDAT has been increased from the 2013-14 

combined budgeted amounts by the 10-year average CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. 
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Figure 163: LSFD and PFD Revenue Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Pinetop 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Property Tax 5,710,204  5,810,383  5,906,760  6,029,258  6,179,347  

Fire District Assistance 400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  

Investment Earnings 3,570  3,641  3,714  3,788  3,864  

Miscellaneous 5,610  5,722  5,836  5,953  6,072  

Grants/Contributions -    -    -    -    -    

Charges For Service 1,047,733  1,068,677  1,090,040  1,111,829  1,134,054  

Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue 7,167,117  7,288,423  7,406,351  7,550,829  7,723,338  

 

Figure 164 displays the projected expenditures for the combined two fire districts (LSFD and PFD) over 

the next five years. Personnel Services have been increased by blended rates from each of the three 

agencies individual projections discussed earlier. Materials and Services were increased by the 10-year 

average CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. And the Debt Service amounts for Principal and Interest are based on 

the combined amounts determined in the debt agreements. 

Figure 164: LSFD and PFD Revenue Expenditure Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Pinetop 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Personnel Services 5,168,010  5,374,677  5,589,608  5,813,134  6,045,599  

Materials & Services 943,307  962,163  981,396  1,001,014  1,021,024  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service           

Principal 339,683  368,936  395,506  424,415  452,768  

Interest 361,685  336,288  307,324  280,253  252,181  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 6,812,684  7,042,064  7,273,834  7,518,817  7,771,573  

 

The staffing model displayed in Figure 165 includes all existing employees of the combined two fire 

districts (LSFD and PFD). The “Wages” amounts are based on the current year (2014-15) budgeted 

amounts. The 2013-14 average amounts were then increase by approximately 4.5 percent to account for 

inflation and other increases.  

The “Benefits” include all employer paid benefits (including health care, insurance, deferred comp, 

taxes, workers comp, etc.) and have been calculated based on 54.0 percent of the “Wages” amount, 

which is consistent with the average amounts for each department. There may be opportunities for 

lowering the Benefits costs through the merger. 
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Figure 165: LSFD and PFD Staffing Model 

Based 2013-14 Wages (By Position) And Increased for FY 2014-15 

Position FTE Wages Benefits Total 

Fire Chief 1.00  117,037  63,200  180,238  

Assistant Fire Chief 2.00  195,626  105,638  301,264  

Fire Marshal 2.00  152,020  82,091  234,111  

Administrative Manager 2.00  147,081  79,424  226,505  

Administrative Assistant  2.00  90,924  49,099  140,023  

Office Coordinator        -    -    -    -    

Office Assistant/Receptionist 1.00  29,398  15,875  45,273  

Fleet Maintenance      -    -    -    -    
Total Admin & Support FTE's: 10.00  

   Battalion Chief                  -    -    -    -    

Captain CEP 5.00  459,780  248,281  708,061  

Captain                  -    -        

Engineer CEP 4.00  276,155  149,124  425,278  

Engineer 4.00  248,853  134,381  383,234  

Firefighter CEP 15.00  876,846  473,497  1,350,343  

Firefighter 15.00  762,129  411,550  1,173,679  
Emergency Services FTE's: 43.00     

Total Full Time Employees: 53.00  3,355,850  1,812,159  5,168,010  

Reserve Firefighter* - - - - 

Grand Totals: 53.00  3,355,850  1,812,159  5,168,010  

 

Figure 166 shows the graphic depiction of the relationship between the combined district’s (LSFD & PFD) 

total revenues and total expenses over the five years projected. The slight margin between revenues 

and expenses of the combined district slowly evaporates over the first three years of the projection. 

After the third year expenses begin to outpace the revenues and the expenses are projected to be 

slightly higher than the projected revenue in the fifth year. With the expenses overtaking the revenues 

the effect is seen as a decrease in the Months of EFB in the fourth and fifth year. However, revenues 

could potentially come in higher based on growth in assessed valuations beyond the projection’s 

conservative estimates, or cost savings measure could be taken prior to the third year allowing the 

combined district to avoid the potential revenue/expense imbalance. 
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Figure 166: LSFD and PFD Revenues vs Expenditures 

 

Figure 167 below displays the combined two fire districts (LSFD and PFD) projected fund balance for the 

General Fund over the projected five years. Based the adjusted levy rate and conservatively forecast AV 

growth the forecasted revenue is able to stay ahead of the projected inflated costs through the five 

years of the projection. The combined two fire districts (LSFD and PFD) are able to preserve their 

existing fund balance over the projection. With the potential for recovery in home prices over the 

coming years the rates could be lowered as assessed valuations gain back some of the losses that have 

accumulated over the prior four years. 

Figure 167: LSFD and PFD Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Pinetop 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 2,100,764  2,455,196  2,701,556  2,834,072  2,866,085  

Revenues 7,167,117  7,288,423  7,406,351  7,550,829  7,723,338  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 5,168,010  5,374,677  5,589,608  5,813,134  6,045,599  

Materials & Services 943,307  962,163  981,396  1,001,014  1,021,024  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service -    -    -    -    -    

Principal 339,683  368,936  395,506  424,415  452,768  

Interest 361,685  336,288  307,324  280,253  252,181  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 6,812,684  7,042,064  7,273,834  7,518,817  7,771,573  

Ending Fund Balance 2,455,196  2,701,556  2,834,072  2,866,085  2,817,850  

Months of EFB 4.3  4.6  4.7  4.6  4.4  

 

Figure 168 displays the combined two fire districts (LSFD and PFD) Capital Reserve Fund balance 

projection for the coming five years. The beginning balance is based on the combined projected Capital 

Reserve Fund balances as of the end of 2013-14. 
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Figure 168: LSFD and PFD Capital Reserve Fund, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Lakeside & Pinetop 
     

Capital Reserve Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 1,453,754  1,453,754  1,453,754  1,453,754  1,453,754  

Revenues           

Investment Earnings 

     Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue -    -    -    -    -    

Expenditures           

Capital Outlay 

     Transfers Out           

Total Expenditures -    -    -    -    -    

Ending Fund Balance 1,453,754  1,453,754  1,453,754  1,453,754  1,453,754  

 

III. PFD and SLFD Combination 

Using the similar methodology from the merger and consolidation models discussed previously, the levy 

rate has been set to $2.95 in 2014-15. In the following year 2015-16 it is raised to $3.05, and in the last 

three years it is increased to $3.10 to offset some of the dramatic decrease in AV and keep pace with 

inflation.  

At the adjusted rate over the period the model shows that the combined district has the ability to 

maintain current staffing and expenditures as well as maintaining existing fund balance over the five 

years of the projection. 

Figure 169 displays the projected assessed valuation for the two fire districts (PFD and SLFD) and is the 

combination of the projected amounts for each district discussed in prior sections. Using the similar 

methodology from the merger and consolidation models discussed previously, the levy rate has been set 

to $2.95 in 2014-15. In the following year it is raised to $3.05, and in the last three years it is increased 

to $3.10 to offset some of the dramatic decrease in AV and keep pace with inflation.  

At the adjusted rate over the period the model shows that the combined district has the ability to 

maintain current staffing and expenditures as well as maintaining existing fund balance over the five 

years of the projection. Essentially this model is based on, and includes, all existing revenues and 

expenditures (based on 2013-14 individual budgets) for each of the two districts. 

Figure 169: PFD and SLFD Assessed Value Growth Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Pinetop & Show Low 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Assessed Valuation 257,316,865 257,316,865 261,176,618 266,073,679 272,060,337 

Growth / (Loss) -8.7% 0.0% 1.5% 1.9% 2.2% 

Levy Rate 2.950 3.050 3.100 3.100 3.100 

Total Levy Amount 7,590,848 7,848,164 8,096,475 8,248,284 8,433,870 
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Figure 170 displays the projected revenue for the two fire districts (PFD and SLFD) over the coming five 

years. All revenue except property tax revenue and FDAT has been increased from the 2013-14 

combined budgeted amounts by the 10-year average CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. 

Figure 170: PFD and SLFD Revenue Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Pinetop & Show Low 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Property Tax 7,590,848  7,848,164  8,096,475  8,248,284  8,433,870  

Fire District Assistance 400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  400,000  

Investment Earnings 1,530  1,561  1,592  1,624  1,656  

Miscellaneous 1,530  1,561  1,592  1,624  1,656  

Grants/Contributions -    -    -    -    -    

Charges For Service 581,920  593,552  605,417  617,519  629,863  

Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue 8,575,827  8,844,838  9,105,076  9,269,050  9,467,046  

 

Figure 171 displays the projected expenditures for the combined two fire districts (PFD and SLFD) over 

the next five years. Personnel Services have been increased by blended rates from each of the three 

agencies individual projections discussed earlier. Materials and Services were increased by the 10-year 

average CPI-U rate of 2.0 percent. The Debt Service amounts for Principal and Interest are based on the 

combined amounts determined in the debt agreements. 

Figure 171: PFD and SLFD Expenditure Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Pinetop & Show Low 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Personnel Services 6,245,807  6,495,575  6,755,330  7,025,473  7,306,420  

Materials & Services 1,450,850  1,479,852  1,509,434  1,539,607  1,570,383  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service           

Principal 372,921  403,294  431,034  461,170  490,804  

Interest 388,319  361,802  331,668  303,371  274,017  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 8,457,898  8,740,523  9,027,467  9,329,621  9,641,624  

 

The staffing model displayed in Figure 172 includes all existing employees of the combined two fire 

districts (PFD and SLFD). The “Wages” amounts are based on the current year (2014-15) budgeted 

amounts. The 2013-14 average amounts were then increased by approximately 4.5 percent to account 

for inflation and other increases.  

The “Benefits” include all employer paid benefits (including health care, insurance, deferred comp, 

taxes, workers comp, etc.) and have been calculated based on 54.0 percent of the “Wages” amount, 

which is consistent with the average amounts for each department. There may be opportunities for 

lowering the Benefits costs through the merger. 
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Figure 172: PFD and SLFD Staffing Model 

Based 2013-14 Wages (By Position) And Increased for Fy 2014-15 

Position FTE Wages Benefits Total 

Fire Chief 1.00  103,986  56,152  160,138  

Assistant Fire Chief 2.00  190,650  102,951  293,601  

Fire Marshal 2.00  131,205  70,851  202,056  

Administrative Manager 1.00  78,443  42,359  120,802  

Administrative Assistant 2.00  89,840  48,513  138,353  

Office Coordinator 1.00  50,269  27,145  77,415  

Office Assistant/Receptionist -    -    -    -    

Fleet Maintenance 2.00  95,806  51,735  147,541  
Total Admin & Support FTE's: 11.00     

Battalion Chief 3.00  247,326  133,556  380,882  

Captain CEP 11.00  887,650  479,331  1,366,981  

Captain       -    -        

Engineer CEP 5.00  324,319  175,133  499,452  

Engineer 9.00  544,962  294,280  839,242  

Firefighter CEP 10.00  585,426  316,130  901,556  

Firefighter 14.00  705,424  380,929  1,086,352  
Emergency Services FTE's: 52.00     

   Total Full Time Employees: 63.00  4,035,306  2,179,065  6,214,372  

Reserve Firefighter* 9.00  20,413  11,023  31,435  

Grand Totals: 66.00  4,055,719  2,190,088  6,245,807  

 

Figure 173 shows the graphic depiction of the relationship between the combined district’s (PFD & SLFD) 

total revenues and total expenses over the five years projected. The slight margin between revenues 

and expenses of the combined district slowly decrease over the first three years of the projection. After 

the third year expenses outpace the revenues and the expenses are projected to be slightly higher than 

the projected revenue in the fourth and fifth year. With the expenses overtaking the revenues the effect 

is seen as a decrease in the Months of EFB in the fourth and fifth year. However, revenues could be 

higher based on growth in assessed valuations beyond the projection’s conservative estimates, or cost 

savings measure could be taken prior to the third year allowing the combined district to avoid the 

potential revenue/expense imbalance. 
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Figure 173: PFD and SLFD Revenues vs Expenditures 

  

Figure 174 displays the combined two fire districts (PFD and SLFD) projected fund balance for the 

General Fund over the projected five years. Based the adjusted levy rate and conservatively forecast AV 

growth the forecasted revenue is able to stay ahead of the projected inflated costs through the five 

years of the projection. The combined two fire districts (PFD and SLFD) are able to preserve their 

existing fund balance over the projection losing only a slight fraction in the final two years. With the 

potential for recovery in home prices over the coming years the rates could be lowered as assessed 

valuations gain back some of the losses that have accumulated over the prior four years. 

Figure 174: PFD and SLFD Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Pinetop & Show Low 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 1,531,146  1,649,076  1,753,390  1,830,999  1,770,429  

Revenues 8,575,827  8,844,838  9,105,076  9,269,050  9,467,046  

Expenditures 

     Personnel Services 6,245,807  6,495,575  6,755,330  7,025,473  7,306,420  

Materials & Services 1,450,850  1,479,852  1,509,434  1,539,607  1,570,383  

Grant Expenses -    -    -    -    -    

Debt Service -    -    -    -    -    

Principal 372,921  403,294  431,034  461,170  490,804  

Interest 388,319  361,802  331,668  303,371  274,017  

Capital Outlay -    -    -    -    -    

Transfers Out -    -    -    -    -    

Total Expenditures 8,457,898  8,740,523  9,027,467  9,329,621  9,641,624  

Ending Fund Balance 1,649,076  1,753,390  1,830,999  1,770,429  1,595,850  

Months of EFB 2.3  2.4  2.4  2.3  2.0  
 

Figure 175 displays the combined two fire districts (PFD and SLFD) Capital Reserve Fund balance 

projection for the coming five years. The beginning balance is based on the combined projected Capital 

Reserve Fund balances as of the end of 2013-14. 
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Figure 175: PFD and SLFD Capital Reserve Fund Balance Projection, 2014-15 to 2018-19 

Pinetop & Show Low 
     

Capital Reserve Fund 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Beginning Fund Balance 1,173,910  1,173,910  1,173,910  1,173,910  1,173,910  

Revenues           

Investment Earnings 

     Transfers In -    -    -    -    -    

Total Revenue -    -    -    -    -    

Expenditures           

Capital Outlay 

     Transfers Out           

Total Expenditures -    -    -    -    -    

Ending Fund Balance 1,173,910  1,173,910  1,173,910  1,173,910  1,173,910  
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Findings  
Based on evaluation of current conditions, fiscal analysis, and our experience with other projects of 

similar character and scope, we draw certain conclusions regarding LSFD, PFD, and SLFD, and the 

opportunities for collaboration. A summary of those findings follow. 

All Three Agencies are Interdependent – The fire districts depend upon each other and other 
neighbors for mutual aid and automatic aid assistance during emergency incidents. As stand-alone 
fire districts, each agency would be challenged to effectively combat a significant, multiple alarm 
fire or other major incident without assistance. 

Each Agency Values Customer Service – During the work leading to this report, each fire district 
consistently demonstrated a focus toward serving those who live, work, and play in the area. Each 
agency is proud of its community and works hard to care for it.  

Each Agency Strives to Meet the Expectations of its Customers – The districts each makes 
considerable effort to assure that they provide acceptable levels of service to their communities.  

Each Agency Needs Infrastructure Improvements – Although the need varies between the three 
agencies, important gaps were identified in each organization. They range from the need to better 
refine and track incident data, to the need to consolidate the two dispatch centers into one serving 
all three agencies (possibly the entire region). Many of the improvements recommended in this 
report are easily achievable by combining effort with the other agencies included in this report. 

Cultural Differences Exist – Organizational culture is one of the most important factors impacting the 
success or failure of a cooperative effort. It is also, without question, the most difficult aspect to 
evaluate and it is challenging to predict the effect that differing internal cultures will have on the 
collaborative strategies.  

Communication Between Agencies Needs Improvement – Despite close collaboration on numerous 
operational issues, dialogue is lacking between LSFD and PFD. This may be a cultural difference or 
run deeper than that, but may interfere with gains which could otherwise occur. 

Combining All Three Agencies is Feasible – All of the strategies presented in this report are feasible. 
Each presented strategy moves across the spectrum of partnership options from maintaining 
status quo at the low end of the scale, to a Joint Powers Authority in the middle, to full integration 
via merger or consolidation at the top of the partnership scale.   

Combining Any Two of the Agencies is also Feasible – The pairing strategy is also feasible with any of 
the combinations of the three agencies, although some are more advantageous than others. 
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Recommendations  
LSFD, PFD and SLFD have worked with each other as neighbors for many years, collaborating on various 

training sessions and in significant emergency responses. LSFD and SLFD have most recently taken the 

relationship further toward a partnership by streamlining administrative and operational functions as 

much as possible in anticipation of agency integration. They have taken the extraordinary steps of 

working to align their rules and regulations, as well as blending some of the command staff positions to 

avoid duplication of effort. The two agencies have split the staffing duties of a rescue unit housed out of 

SLFD Station 320, which is located near the boundary of the two districts. Both organizations are 

operating in a manner which provides increased value and quality services to their collective 

constituents.  

Recent changes to the leadership and board of directors at PFD have left things there in a state of flux. 

The interim fire chief is keeping operations moving forward as the board goes through the process of 

hiring a new fire chief. However, advancing the potential integration of PFD with LSFD and SLFD (beyond 

this evaluation) exceeds the direction given by the board to the interim fire chief. Employees in PFD are 

understandably anxious that participating late in any discussions about small steps that could be taken 

toward integration (similar to the steps taken by LSFD and SLFD) leaves them potentially vulnerable in 

future changes and possibly disadvantaged if collaboration of any sort goes forward now.  

ESCI recommends the following minor adjustments to improve each individual agency and/or increase 

efficiency and collaboration between the agencies: 

1. PFD should enter into active discussions with SLFD and LSFD regarding standardizing rules and 

regulations, along with other potential collaborative efforts. 

2. Board meeting minutes should be posted on the SLFD fire district website for ease of access by 

their constituents. 

3. PFD and SLFD should track the number of residential and commercial units in their districts to 

determine incident demand per capita and to quantify community risk. 

4. All three agencies should track the value of property exposed to fire in order to determine the 

values saved and to quantify the value of the fire districts to their constituents. 

5. PFD should track the number of patients transported as part of the incident data gathered to 

determine workload indicators and perform cost-versus-revenue analysis. 

6. PFD should request a rerate from ISO to potentially improve its insurance rate classification. 

7. At the conclusion of this study, the three districts should jointly strategize and problem-solve 

around the top three critical issues facing the districts, at a minimum. 

8. Assimilate the three current reserve firefighter programs into a single, shared resource 

program. 

9. Combine Reserve Firefighter programs to enlarge the available hiring pool.  
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10. Establish a commonly shared program for new recruit training and development. 

11. Develop a single set of Standard Operating Guidelines between all three organizations. 

12. If training programs are formally combined, consider the addition of a dedicated administrative 

support position to assist the training officer. 

13. If training programs are combined, consider the addition of at least one staff position to 

provide classroom instruction and facilitate training consistency. 

14. Establish commonly shared training program goals and objectives. 

15. Develop a collaborative training manual and annual training plan. 

16. Establish a shared professional development program. 

17. Consider shifting training program approaches from a contact hour approach to one based on a 

competency based system. 

18. Establish a multi-agency training committee to serve in an advisory capacity to the Training 

Officer. 

19. Develop a practice via which station crews provide response area coverage to others so that 

they can regularly access the resources of the Northern Arizona Regional Training Center. 

20. Continue current initiatives to regionalize fire and life safety code enforcement activities. 

21. Maintain efforts to collaborate on fire and life safety public education initiatives and take steps 

to expand on current collaborative efforts. 

22. Establish a Juvenile Fire Setter Network program. 

23. Maintain five to 10 year Fund Balance projections and update based on changes to major cost 

drivers and revenue expectations.  

24. Establish guidelines for expenditure growth that is controlled based on revenue growth and the 

forecasted fund balance outlook.  

25. Develop and maintain a long-term capital plan including: IT, Communications, Apparatus/Fleet, 

Facilities, Fire Equipment, and Planning/Mapping/GIS technology.  

26. Work with Navajo County assessor to ensure agency revenue forecasting is adjusted regularly 

based on market conditions and the county’s feedback. 

27. Continue to fund the Capital reserves annually to ensure the additions to the fund outpace 

fixed asset depreciation.  

28. Consider implementing an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system to account for the 

district-wide financial, fixed asset, payroll, HR, fleet, facilities, inventory, permits, fees, and 

document management needs.  

29. Plan for the use of a single dispatch center for all three of the study agencies. 
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There is no reason why the agencies should hesitate to move forward in a more collaborative way. 

There are substantial operational and efficiency advantages together that are not available separately 

(discussed in greater detail later in this section). We therefore do not recommend Strategy A – Status 

Quo.  

Strategy B – Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) is a contract for services at the administrative or 

support services levels. This strategy provides the opportunity to eliminate duplication of 

administration, maximizes the use of already “sunk” investments, gaining productivity by using existing 

capacity. This requires no vote by the electorate, but is negotiated between the parties. It maintains 

separate governance and taxing authority, but combines (or can combine) most of the administrative 

and support activities. 

Strategy C – Joint Powers Authority (JPA) expands upon the IGA advantages, but is more complex and 

contains greater levels of involvement, including operational, programmatic and capital investments. 

The JPA does not have any independent taxing authority or bonding authority, but may incur debt on 

behalf of the contract agencies. Thus, each agency participating brings its own revenue to the JPA. A JPA 

is not an irrevocable partnership, so it is often an intermediate step toward agencies merging or 

consolidating while still capturing some of the efficiencies that can be gained by operating as one 

agency.  

Strategy D – Merger has the advantage of blending the three boards of directors into a single board, 

retaining elected representation for all three agencies, but narrows the collective fifteen board 

members to five for the new combined agency. It requires a new estimated assessed value, new 

estimated budget, and a new tax rate for the combined area. A graduated levy rate growth is necessary 

to support the operation including an ending fund balance and overcoming the assessed valuation 

losses. The levy rate required is $2.95 in 2014-2015, and $3.10 in 2015-2019.  

Strategy E – Consolidation has the advantage of maintaining the existing board and all other assets, 

employees and other resources are transferred to the surviving district. This results in the levy rate of 

the surviving entity extending to the absorbed fire districts. A graduated levy rate growth is necessary to 

support the operation, maintain an appropriate ending fund balance, and overcoming the assessed 

valuation losses. The levy rate required is $2.95 in 2014-2015, and $3.10 in 2015-2019. 

Strategy F – Potential Pairings considers the financial implications of only two of the three agencies 

combining. In each of the pairings, just as in stand-alone forecasts or the merger and consolidation 

forecasts, a graduated levy rate is required.  They are as follows: 

 

Pairing Option Projected Levy Rate 

Agency  2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 

LSFD-PFD $2.85 $2.90 $2.90 $2.90 $2.90 

LSFD-SLFD $2.95 $3.10 $3.10 $3.10 $3.10 

PFD-SLFD $2.95 $3.05 $3.10 $3.10 $3.10 
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While it is beyond the scope of work to specifically develop a budget for each of the integration 

strategies in this study, a partial list of the efficiencies that can be anticipated in unifying the agencies 

(whether combining all three agencies or any of the pairings) are as follows: 

1. While maintaining employment for all employees was a prerequisite for this study, there are 
positions that duplicate or overlap responsibilities, especially in civilian support staff.  Several of 
these positions have expressed their intention to retire in the relative near term.  These 
positions can be eliminated through attrition once vacated, making significant gains in efficiency 
within the five year forecast. 

2. Each agency pays for an annual audit.  If combined, an audit is paid for by the combined 
agencies, reducing the total cost as compared to the cost of the individual agency audits. 

3. Some of the clients have discussed the potential for integration with officials at Workers 
Compensation, Medical Insurance carriers and Liability, Errors and Omissions Insurance carriers.  
The officials at each of these companies/agencies indicated that the fees for their services for 
one unified agency would be significantly less than the combined total the three agencies 
individually pay now. 

4. Volume purchasing results in reduced costs and therefore savings.  An example includes a 
potentially larger order for fire apparatus, which in many organizations throughout the country 
have seen prices drop as much as $50,000 per fire engine if ordered from one bid proposal (in 
consecutive years) as opposed to two or three separate bid proposals. 

5. Establishing a larger, singular training division provides depth of resources, creating a higher 
quality, deeper intensity training effort together than each agency can perform separately. 

6. A pooled fleet of reserve apparatus reduces the number of individual reserve apparatus 
required for each separate agency. 

7. Each individual agency providing their own “specialty team” capability is far more expensive and 
less practical than the potential to provide a larger single agency specialty team with greater 
depth of resources and capability.   

8. A singular agency providing human resources, finance, and legal services allows for greater focus 
and reduced costs than these functions being provided by each agency separately. 

9. A single, unified agency has greater flexibility in the deployment of its personnel and equipment 
for greater efficiency and effectiveness than each of the single agencies can individually.  This 
can provide a higher level of service to the larger agency without additional investment in 
facilities, equipment and personnel. 

10. A “Peak Activity Unit” (an additional unit placed into service only during times of peak demand 
for emergency services during a day or a week) has a greater opportunity to be staffed by a 
single, unified agency than any of the three separate agencies can individually.  This unit can be 
deployed anywhere throughout the entire study area (based on peak demand), reducing 
response time and adding resources to the entire system. 

11. Reducing the number of elected board members from either ten or fifteen (depending on a two 
agency or three agency integration) down to five for the combined agencies is an efficiency, 
while still maintaining representation for each of the three communities. 
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12. A single, unified agency would need to eventually receive dispatch services from a single agency, 
concentrating any technology enhancements and other investments into a single dispatch 
center as opposed to two dispatch centers as is currently the case. 

13. Combining the reserve firefighter program creates a deeper resource pool to draw from at no 
additional cost. 

14. Realignment of officers across a unified agency provides more efficient supervisory staff 
utilization, such as is currently being done with battalion chiefs and staff chiefs at Lakeside and 
Show Low. 

It is important to recognize that levy rate growth is required of each district going forward whether they 

integrate or not, in order to offset the revenue losses experienced by their assessed valuation 

reductions. The partial list of efficiencies contained in this report is not quantified, but would likely 

reduce the expenses and therefore the levy rate required to sustain any of the merger scenarios. 

Further, additional opportunities to reduce expenses are available to the agencies. The most significant 

expense reduction option is retiring debt early. This is an option available to LSFD and SLFD since their 

debt is relatively small and they have the cash on hand to do so. This option is not available to PFD, 

given the size of their debt. 

ESCI recommends the agencies pursue Strategy D (Merger) as a means to capture the full value offered 

by eliminating duplication of administration, support, and infrastructure; increasing depth and capacity 

for emergency response; maximizing the use of already “sunk” investments, gaining productivity by 

using existing capacity; and taking advantage of the additional improvements to process and product 

that can inevitably result from the combined effect of three agencies operating as one. Any of the 

pairings listed in Strategy F (Potential Pairings) is also an effective strategy as a merger and should be 

considered if the three agencies do not unanimously agree to pursue a three agency merger. 

ESCI further recommends the agency policymakers convene to consider the recommendations 

contained in this study. The three fire districts and their administrations have created a foundation for 

partnerships by commissioning this study. Without a clear commitment from policymakers, momentum 

and progress on valuable initiatives may eventually falter. Policymakers should work with their fire 

chiefs (or interim fire chiefs) to adopt a plan, similar to the one outlined in this report, to evaluate each 

of the recommendations contained herein, aligning the processes, services, and operations of the 

agencies wherever possible.  

The process of considering and implementing any of these recommendations starts first with a shared 

vision by the policymakers of the participating agencies. From the vision, goals and objectives can be 

identified which, if accomplished, propel the agencies toward the vision. This process, in essence, is the 

framework of a strategic plan for integration. The process of implementing the above described process 

follows in the Implementation section of this report. 
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Implementation 
Many studies and reports have been published and presented to clients over the years by ESCI. Many 

times, clients are overwhelmed with information and options. It takes time to digest the report and then 

figure out what to do next. ESCI finds it helpful to offer a process whereby the clients can break the 

process down into smaller segments. Those smaller pieces allow policy-makers, fire chiefs and 

communities to examine details and have discussions about what is possible. The following is offered as 

a framework to consider in the initial stages of evaluation. It is a strategic planning approach to 

partnerships. 

The following flowchart outlines a process whereby these strategies can be further refined, other critical 

issues identified, timelines assigned, and specific tasks developed and implemented. 
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Figure 176: Process for Evaluating and Implementing Partnering Strategies 
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The process flowchart starts with the policymakers convening a series of meetings to discuss and 

develop a shared vision of both agencies. Key external stakeholders are often invited into the process to 

lend their expertise and perspective, ensuring that the community at large is represented in these 

important deliberations. Often, internal stakeholders have difficulty with “possibilities thinking” because 

of their close association with the status quo, which is human nature. The external stakeholders add 

valuable perspective by asking key questions and challenging the status quo.  

Establish Implementation Working Groups 

As the flowchart indicates, various Implementation Working Groups should be established that will be 

charged with the responsibility of performing the necessary detailed work involved in analyzing and 

weighing critical issues and identifying specific tasks. Membership for these Implementation Working 

Groups should be identified as part of that process as well.  

The number and titles of the working groups will vary depending on the type and complexity of the 

strategies begin pursued. The following list provides some key recommended working groups used in 

most collaboration processes and a description of some of their primary assigned functions and 

responsibilities. 

Joint Implementation Committee (Task Force) 

This committee is typically made up of the fire chiefs or chief executives of each of the participating 

agencies but may also include outside stakeholders such as business and community interests. The 

responsibilities of this group are to:  

 Develop goals and objectives which flow from the joint vision statement approved by the 
policymakers’ vision sessions. 

 Include recommendations contained in this report where appropriate. 

 Establish the work groups and commission their work. 

 Identify anticipated critical issues the work groups may face and develop contingencies to 
address these. 

 Establish timelines to keep the work groups and the processes on task. 

 Receive regular updates from the work group chairs. 

 Provide regular status reports to the policymakers as a committee. 

Governance Working Group 

This group will be assigned to examine and evaluate various governance options for the cooperative 

service effort. A recommendation and the proposed process steps will be provided back to the Joint 

Implementation Committee and the Policy-Maker Group. Once approved, this working group is typically 

assigned the task of shepherding the governance establishment through to completion. The 

membership of this group typically involves one or more elected officials and senior management from 

each participating agency. Equality of representation is a key premise. 
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Finance Working Group 

This group will be assigned to review the financial projections contained in the feasibility study and 

complete any refinements or updating necessary. The group will look at all possible funding mechanisms 

and will work in partnership with the Governance Working Group to determine impact on local revenue 

sources and options. Where revenue is to be determined by formula rather than a property tax rate, 

such as in a contractual cooperative venture, this group will evaluate various formula components and 

model the outcomes, resulting in recommendations for a final funding methodology and cost 

distribution formula. The membership of this group typically involves senior financial managers and staff 

analysts, and may also include representatives from the agencies’ administrative staffs. 

Administration Working Group 

Working in partnership with the Governance Working Group, this group will study all of the 

administrative and legal aspects of the selected strategies they are assigned and will identify steps to 

ensure the process meets all administrative best practices and the law. Where necessary, this group will 

oversee the preparation and presentation of policy actions such as proposed ordinances, joint 

resolutions, dissolutions, and needed legislation to the policymakers. The membership of this group 

typically involves senior management staff from the entities involved and may also include legal counsel. 

Operations Working Group 

This group will be responsible for an extensive amount of work and may need to establish multiple sub-

groups to accommodate its workload. The group will work out all of the details necessary to make 

operational changes required by the strategy. This involves detailed analysis of assets, processes, 

procedures, service delivery methods, deployment, and operational staffing. Detailed integration plans, 

steps, and timelines will be developed. The group will coordinate closely with the Logistics/ Support 

Services Working Group. The membership of this group typically involves senior management, mid-level 

officers, training staff, volunteer leadership and labor representatives. This list often expands with the 

complexity of the services being provided by the agencies. 

Logistics/Support Services Working Group 

This group will be responsible for any required blending of capital assets, disposition of surplus, 

upgrades necessary to accommodate operational changes, and the preparation for ongoing 

administration and logistics of the cooperative effort. The membership of this group typically involves 

mid-level agency management, administrative, and support staffs. Where involved, support functions 

such as Maintenance or Fire Prevention may also be represented. 

Volunteer Working Group 

This group will be responsible for developing proposals and practices of the volunteers into the 

integrated agency. This often includes review of existing volunteer response patterns, training activities, 

recognition activities, recruitment and retention programs, rank structure, authority, roles, and 

responsibilities. This group typically is made up of volunteer leadership and may also include senior 

management staff. Since this function is already integrated in the existing IGA, minimal work will be 

necessary for this working group, but review of existing practices is nonetheless recommended. 
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Labor Working Group 

This group will have the responsibility, where necessary, for blending the workforces involved. This 

often includes the analysis of differences between collective bargaining agreements, shifts schedules, 

policies, and working conditions. The process also includes work toward developing a consensus 

between the bargaining units on any unified agreement that would be proposed. Often, once the future 

vision is articulated by the policy-makers, labor representatives are willing to step up and work together 

as a team to identify challenges presented by differing labor agreements and offer potential consensus 

solutions. The membership of this group typically involves labor representatives from each bargaining 

unit, senior management and, as needed, legal counsel. 

Communication Working Group 

Perhaps one of the most important, this group will be charged with developing an internal and external 

communication policy and procedure to ensure consistent, reliable, and timely distribution of 

information related exclusively to the cooperative effort. The group will develop public information 

releases to the media and will select one or more spokespersons to represent the communities in their 

communication with the public on this particular process. The importance of speaking with a common 

voice and theme both internally and externally cannot be overemphasized. Fear of change can be a 

strong force in motivating a group of people to oppose that which they do not clearly understand. A well 

informed workforce and public will reduce conflict. The membership of the group typically involves 

public information officers and senior management. 

Meet, Identify, Challenge, Refine, and Overcome 

Once the working groups are established, they will set their meeting schedules and begin their various 

responsibilities and assignments. It will be important to maintain organized communication up and 

down the chain of command. The working group chairs should also report regularly to the Joint 

Implementation Committee. When new challenges, issues, impediments, or opportunities are identified 

by the working groups, this needs to be communicated to the Joint Implementation Committee right 

away so that the information can be coordinated with findings and processes of the other working 

groups. Where necessary, the Joint Implementation Committee and a working group chairperson can 

meet with the policy-makers to discuss significant issues that may require a refinement of the original 

joint vision. 

The process is continual as the objectives of the strategic plan are accomplished one by one. When 

sufficient objectives have been met, the Joint Implementation Committee can declare various goals as 

having been fully met, subject to implementation approval by the policy bodies. This formal “flipping of 

the switch” will mark the point at which implementation ends and integration of the agencies, to 

whatever extent has been recommended, begins.  
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